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The University is People...
49
50
"Peo p le  is all everyth ing  is, all it has ever been,
52
peo 'p ie , n., ...a 
collection of ind ividuals.
53
54
"Rem em ber a lw ays  that 
you h ave  not only the 
right to be an 
ind iv idua l; you h ave  




m ake any  useful 
contribution in 





" If  a man does not 
keep pace with his 
com panions, perhaps 
it is because he 
hears a d ifferent 
drummer...
59




"E v e ry  man has to 
seek in his own 
w ay  to make his 
own self more 
noble...
his own true 
worth.”
"W e  write our own destiny...we become w hat we do .”
With thanks and apologies to Wm. 
Saroyan, Eleanor Roosevelt, Henry 
David Thoreau, Albert Schweitzer 







Capt. Carl G. Christie; Associate Profes­
sor of Engineering Management
In Memoriam...
This section of the 1971 -'72 Rollamo is dedicated to Capt. 
Carl G. Christie. The memory of this man is best captured in 
the words of Prof. T. R. Beveridge.
"W ith the death of Capt. C. G. Christie, UMR has lost a 
remarkable faculty member. Because he was self effacing, his 
talents and contributions were not necessarily obvious to the 
casual acquaintance but they were recognized by his present 
and former graduate students who had voted him their most 
influential teacher and by his Department which had nomi­
nated him for the Thomas Jefferson Award. He died unaware 
of these honors.
The hazard of professional narrowness was avoided or con­
quered completely. He took deep quiet pride in being an 
Academy graduate yet never let it become conceit. His depth 
of perception went far beyond instinctively seeking military 
solutions for international problems, . .he was a true liberal, 
not one of the crying or kneejerking variety.
The facade was crust, and as a leader, he could be iron 
willed. Beneath the crust was the very tender heart of a true 
gentle man.
Were he to read this he would probably growl in his Church- 
illian manner, 'What in Hell are you trying to do, canonize 
me?' Then if he suspected that he had given unintentional 
offense he would probably add with true grace but consider­
able inaccuracy, 'Thank you—I'll certainly need all the help I 
can get.' "
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Dr. Merl Baker; 
Chancellor, Un iversity 
of M issouri-Rolla
"In  many respects, the 1971-72 academic year 
at the University of Missouri--Rolla appears to have 
been a most trying one for both students, faculty, 
and administration.
Certainly, the national picture in engineering 
employment and the resulting budget problems 
increased anxieties for many of our faculty and 
students.
As the year ended, however, many of these 
uncertainties have become brighter. We are now 
convinced that the engineering employment cycle 
is back on the upswing which will, in turn, reverse 
our enrollment decline. In addition, we are opti­
mistic that "Role and Scope.' conclusions may 
ultimately prove beneficial to the Rolla Campus.
So, in perspective, I am sure that later years 
will recall 1971-72 much more for its accomplish­
ments than for its problems. This year marked the 
successful conclusion of UMR's centennial cele-
bration which included the beginning of construc­
tion on the new Student Center. In addition to 
this facility, the year also marked several other 
milestones in our total physical plant expansion.
The student body enjoyed another successful 
year as well with our students continuing to serve 
as pacesetters for the State of Missouri with their 
exemplary behavior.
Peripherally, the campus continued to broaden 
and expand its roles of research and service. UMR 
built upon its already excellent international 
reputation by remaining the second largest pro­
ducer of engineering graduates in the nation.
In conclusion, it would seem that there can be 
little doubt that 1971-'72 will go into the books 
as another year of accomplishment at UMR."
Dr. Merl Baker, Chancellor
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Adm inistration...
Prof. J. Stuart Johnson; Dean o f School o f Engineering
Prof. Harold Q. Fuller; Dean of College of Arts and Sciences
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Theodore J. Planje; Dean of School of Mines and Metallurgy
Ray E. Morgan
It is currently argued that a degree need not be an 
objective for a college student, preparing for meaningful 
post college employment.
My personal opinion is that the baccalaureate oriented 
program can be economical and meaningful in terms of 
preparing the student for productive post college employ­
ment. To be successful such a concentrated program re­
quires professionally competent instructors, whose major 
concern is the instruction and well being of the under­
graduate student.
Unfortunately for the undergraduate, the morale of 
such dedicated instructors, may be eroded if administra­
tion treats them as second class citizens, or “ do nothing" 
individuals, and reserves praise and advancement in rank 
and compensation for those who dedicate their efforts 
to writing proposals for research funding, to be applied of 
course, in the graduate field.
The bias, in favor of the proposal writer, is under­
standable when it is realized that 50%, or more of the 
proposal funding may be reserved for administrative pur­
poses. When judged by the administrator, the non-writer 
of proposals may feel like the citizen who is judged by a 
Justice of the Peace whose remuneration is limited to 
tines, assessed against the accused."
Faculty...
Dr. Bobby G. Wixson
"The complex problems of our modern world cannot 
be solved unless the citizens of tomorrow are given the 
best possible education today. An effective teacher must 
be active in his field and interested in his students to make 
the learning process as current and practical as possible. 
Teaching at the University of Missouri - Rolla is rewarded 
when you meet a former student working in a position of 
leadership and responsibility in our society. For this and 
other reasons, I am proud to be a member of the faculty 




"I believe that the next decade will bring great changes 
in our educational system. The traditional, strictly con­
trolled and regimented method of educating students will 
be replaced by a more individualized approach which 
recognizes the differing needs of each student. The time 
spent at the University will no longer be considered a 
constant with the acquired competence as the variable 
because this does not produce the most favorable learning 
environment. I believe that competence should be kept 
relatively constant while time varies as required by the 
individual student.
I am very happy to be a teacher at UMR, because here 
programs have already been initiated toward the eventual 
achievement of this goal. In the meantime, we certainly 
don't have to be ashamed of our achievements of the past. 
This graduating class will join a very distinguished group of 
alumni, and I am sure that they too will be a credit to 
their chosen profession and to their Alma Mater."
Dr. Jack B. Ridley
"The college professor of past generations has been 
stereotyped as an absent-minded, stern, dogmatic and 
myopic taskmaster. This partially mythical creature has 
no place in the contemporary university. Today, an 
effective college professor should inspire, stimulate and 
direct student intellectual energies. He, or she, must be 
competent, and also imaginative enough to adapt both to 
the needs of the individual student and to the collective 
personality of each class. Of course, these are ideal 
characteristics and all teachers, in varying degrees, fall 
short of the ideal.
One of the most tragic aspects of contemporary univer­
sity life in America is the failure to use the creative poten­
tial of the classroom. The university classroom could pro­
vide a near ideal setting for intellectual exchange, mental 
stimulation and learning. Instead, the classroom too often 
becomes a stifling, boring experience for the instructor 
and student. Instructors are at fault because they lose 
their enthusiasm for teaching: students are to blame 
because they rarely challenge the instructor to excel."
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C. James Grimm
"Going into my 25th year on the MSM-UMR faculty, I 
look back on many students who have been in my classes, 
with a lot of pride in what they have accomplished, both 
therein and thereafter. There have been very few regrets - 
my students have been required to work hard to get those 
hundreds of problems per semester I used to assign, grade 
and return, and they came through! I've always tried to 
establish some personal contact with each individual stu­
dent, and believe strongly in this. If there is one thing I 
would recommend above all others, it is this -- teacher, 
know each student personally, and student, know your 
teacher. It takes a little extra time and effort, but the 
results are highly rewarding."
James J. Bogan
"First of all, suspend all casual relationships and bring 
to rest the many affairs of men. . ."
Bojang Whyhigh in his Big Discourse.
"Divine am I inside and out, and I make holy whatever I 
touch or am touched from,
The scent of these arm-pits aroma finer than prayer,
This head more than churches, bibles, and all the creeds."
Walt Whitman in Leaves of Grass.
" 'By God,' quod he, 'for pleynly at a word,
Thy drasty rymyng is not worth a toord!
Thou doost noght elles but despendest tyme.' "
The Host to Chaucer in the Canterbury Tales. 
Sal: "Maybe we ought to go back, though?"
Dean:"No, never-never! Let's go on. I can barely see the 
road. We'll make it."
Jack Kerouac to Neal Cassady in On the Road. 
"And if anyone is threatened by advertising, air pollution 
or the police, they should chant SMOKEY THE BEAR'S 
WAR SPELL:
DROWN THEIR BUTTS 
CRUSH THEIR BUTTS 
DROWN THEIR BUTTS 
CRUSH THEIR BUTTS
And surely SMOKEY THE BEAR will appear with his 
vajra shovel to put the enemy out."
Gary Snyder's Smokey the Bear Sutra.
"See here how everything lead up to this day 
And it's just like any other day that's ever been!"
"Black Peter" by the Grateful Dead.
'There is a Moment in each Day that Satan cannot find, 
Nor can his Watch Fiends find it; but the Industrious find 
This Moment and it multiply, and when it once is found 
It renovates every Moment of the Day, if rightly placed."
William Blake in M ilton. A Poem.
"Hurry is of the devil."
An Old Irish Proverb.
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Dr. Harvey H. Grice Dr. T. S. Chen
"My ambition as a member of the engineering faculty 
at UMR is to convey to our students the enthusiasm I have 
for the profession of chemical engineering and the respect 
I have for those who practice it well. Another is to induce 
in our students a desire to  acquire that which my experi­
ence in professional practice has given me the ability to 
impart. Perhaps more important than these, however, is 
my desire to inspire a student to wish to teach himself, 
that is, to learn. My several years of experience in the food 
industry have taught me that quality of production and 
excellence in performance are the basic requirements of 
our profession. The welfare of mankind, for which we are 
so responsible, can tolerate nothing less, for anything less 
than our best is mediocrity. Teaching at UMR has been 
more challenging and more strenuous and more enjoyable 
than anything else I've ever done."
"Effective teaching and learning result from teamwork 
between a teacher and his students. In this joint under­
taking, the students must possess the ability and the desire 
to learn. The teacher must play the key roles in motivating 
his students to learn and in helping them develop the 
wisdom in the creative use of knowledge. To achieve this 
end, the teacher, in my opinion, must possess an up-to-date 
and thorough knowledge of and enthusiasm for the sub­
ject he teaches, the desire to teach, a deep interest in his 
students, the ability to impart his particular area of know­
ledge to his students, and the quality of inspirational 
leadership. A student who is lowly endowed but highly 
motivated can often achieve at a level far exceeding his 
ability. On the other hand, a highly endowed but lowly 
motivated student will be a mediocre achiever. All of us in 
the teaching profession should keep in mind the maxim 
that we reap what we have sown. The true measure of a 
good teacher is the success of his students and their respect 
for him ."
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"A  teacher 
affects eternity...
J. P. Govier
"The word 'teaching' suggests, as it should, many 
different things to many people. To me, teaching connotes 
a way of life which is professional in every sense of the 
word, but which at the same time is highly involved with 
innovation, improvement, exploration, vision - even cyni­
cism. Such precepts demand a fluid and an elastic view­
point on the part of the teacher; both teacher and student 
must be able to learn from each other. In this exercise of 
give-and-take, UMR students are not lacking in adapta­
bility, and the pleasure of growing with the students in one 
of the pleasures of teaching."
George Luffel
"Teaching, as I see it, is a learning process. It is learning 
about your students, their present needs, their future needs. 
It is learning how best to present your subject, how to 
help your students learn, how to help your students dis­
cover new knowledge. It is learning about new material in 
your chosen field. It is learning each day what is going on 
in the world.
Learning, on the other hand, is a teaching process. It 
teaches one to establish priorities. It teaches self-discipline. 
And when life's tests present themselves, it teaches the 
value of learning.
From this it would seem that teaching and learning are 
inseparable. I believe they are. I also believe teaching and 
learning are lifelong processes, and life sustaining processes 
for everyone. As one unknown wag put it, mathematicians 
never die, they just differentiate away if they do not 
integrate new knowledge. An you can count on that as 
being sum way to go."
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Dr. John T. Park
John Park and William Snow introduced a new, different, and per­
haps better method of learning this year. Dr. Park and Dr. Snow are 
members of the Physics Department and have adopted their teaching 
plan from theories of two contemporary behavorial psychologists. Under 
this system, the student achieves pre-set goals at a learning rate which is 
comfortable to him and, theoretically, learns the material much better 
than under traditional teaching methods. Although the new techniques 
are still too new to have yielded any definite positive results here at 
UMR, it is encouraging to know that our faculty is truly interested in 
providing the best possible education for their students.
...he can n eve r
tell w here his
influence stops”  H. B. Adams
Dr. Wm. Snow
Dr. D. E. Modesitt
Dr. S. G. Grigoropoulos
In order to meet the demands of an increasing 
national concern about the environment, the 
Civil Engineering Department began a new course 
this year emphasizing the causes and effects of 
pollution. The course has been named "The En­
vironmental Crisis: Pollution and Solutions", and 
is a three-hour lecture class designed for non-civil 
engineering majors.
Every type of pollution is emphasized in the 
course and the concept of team teaching is utilized. 
Pictured are Drs. S. G. Grigoropoulos and D. E. 
Modesitt who along with Drs. R. H. Clark, B.H. 
Green, J. C. Huang, J. C. Jennet, K. Purushot- 
haman, L. K. Sieck, J. K. Roberts and B. G. 
Wixson comprise the team of instructors.
Faculty Members Research the Moon,
University of Missouri-Rolla research on 
noble gases in earth and meteorite specimens 
has revealed much about the history of the 
solar system. This year, UMR researchers in 
noble gases will look at moon samples from 
recent Apollo missions for more clues about 
the universe.
Dr. 0 . K. Manuel, associate professor of 
chemistry at UMR was notified in the summer 
of 1971 by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration of his selection as a principal 
investigator for lunar sample analysis at UMR. 
Following his selection, NASA granted $17,000 
to UMR for research on noble gases in the 
moon and has since sent moon rocks to the 
campus for the investigation.
Dr. O. K. Manuel, Associate Professor o f Chemistry
Dr. Kenneth G. Mayhan, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
This year, Investigators in the Graduate 
Center for Materials Research of the Space 
Sciences Research Center, and faculty mem­
bers from the departments of chemical engi­
neering and chemistry have continued con­
ducting research concentrated on producing 
materials compatible for implant in the human 
body. Research efforts, which have included 
extensive work on developing artificial heart
valves, are led by Dr. Kenneth Mayhan, prin­
cipal investigator.
"Our interest in such research is logical," 
explains Dr. Mayhan. "A t the Materials Re­
search Center we are concerned with develop­
ing and improving materials - all kinds of ma­
terials - for use in all kinds of environments. 
Our biomedical investigations are simply for 
materials that must stand up in another en­
vironment."
So far the intercampus-interdisciplinary 
team effort of the medical men and the en­
gineers and physical scientists is working well, 
Mayhan believes. "But it will take a long time," 
he predicts, "before what we do here is ac 
tually used in a human being." ...the Heart,
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Dr. Nolan B. Aughenbaugh, Professor of Geological 
Engineering
The majority of coal mine casualties, many 
laymen believe, are caused by explosions. But 
Dr. Nolan Aughenbaugh, Chairman of the 
University of Missouri-Rolla department of 
mining, petroleum and geological engineering, 
states that most underground coal mine acci­
dents or fatalities are caused by failure of 
roofs in the mine tunnel.
To help avert accidents in underground coal 
mines caused by the caving in of the roofs, 
the Rolla campus is doing research under a 
new $121,014 grant from the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines.
According to Dr. Aughenbaugh, UMR is in­
volved in many research projects which may 
lead to greater safety in mines. These are going 
on both in the department of mining, pe­
troleum and geological engineering and in the 




Dr. Ward Malisch, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
...G lasphalt
In July, 1970, Drs. W. Malisch and B. G. 
Wixson, along with Delbert Day, published an 
article "Streets of Glass" in the American City 
magazine. Drs. Malisch and Wixson are in 
charge of the glasphalt research project here at 
UMR and since the printing or their article, 
glasphalt has achieved world-wide notice. It is 
particularly appealing because of its skid- 
resistant qualities and utilization of solid 
wastes. Executives from Nippon Parkeizing in 
Japan conferred with Drs. Wixson and Malisch 
this year about the possibilities of using glas­
phalt on a large scale in Japan. If it is judged 
feasible for use there, other technical experts 
from Japan will come to UMR for further 
study.
Dr. Bobby Wixson, Associate Professor of Environmental Health
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"Education is a social process. . . 
Education is growth. . . 
Education is not preparation for 
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94 Student Union Board
104 St. Pat’s Board
110 Student Council
112 Academic Council
Wells Leitner, Bill Tietze, Floyd Smith, Richard Remley, Steve Thies, Charles Laderoute, Paul Ponder, Dudley Cress.
of pnkr' Por>der, Director o f Student Services and Chairman
Publications Board.
Publications Board
The UMR Publications Board consists of 
student and faculty representatives from the 
Miner, the Rollamo, and KMSM-FM, along 
with members-at-large chosen from the student 
body and faculty. Presiding over the Board is 
Paul Ponder, Director of Student Services, 
who directs the Board in fulfilling its function 
of supervising and coordinating the efforts of 
the three communications organizations.
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1. Lance Williams, Faculty Advisor
2. Craig Korkoian, Classes Editor
3. Reggie Rowe, Chief Photographer
4. Tom DePauw, Photography Editor
5. Charlie Laderoute, Editor-in-Chief
6. Dave Schepers, Editorial Assistant
7. John Hoelscher, Layout Editor
8. Debbie Hoelscher, 1971-72 Rollamo Queen
9. Dave Barczewski, Business Manager
10. Bob Brennecke, Activities Editor
11. Mike Zirkle, Editor-in-Chief
12. Carol Langemach, Organizations Editor
13. Jeff Johnson, Photographer
14. Tim Lepp, Photographer
15. Mike Boehm, Photographer
16. Nick Neumann, Photographer
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The 1971-72 school year was another successful one for the 
Missouri Miner. The climax of the year's efforts occurred at 
the UMC Journalism Week Awards Banquet at which several 
Miner staff members were recognized. Kent Yoest won a first 
place award for his "And Another Thing" column and also 
took first place honors in the news story category. Dave Hard­
in won a first place award in the photography division. Rick 
Remley received top honors in the sports story division with 
a story previewing the Miner basketball season. In addition, 




Oh, the trials and tribulations of being students!
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KMSM-FM experienced one of its more 
challenging but successful years since its con­
ception in the late fifties. The greatest chal­
lenge KMSM faced this year was in its struggle 
to keep from becoming part of the University­
wide radio network, KMSM would no longer 
be student operated, and programming would 
become more community-oriented and less 
student-oriented. The greatest success of the 
year was the KMSM sponsored ''Greaseball'' 
(see next page).
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The first annual KMSM Greater Rolla and Vicinity 
Rock and Roll Revival and Greaseball became a 
first annual success on Oct. 30. Highlights o f the 
evening included various dance contests, free photo­
graphs o f KMSM disc jockeys, and the crowning o f 
Miss Peggy Durst as Queen o f the Greaseball 1971. 
(top).
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1972 St. Pat’s Board
92
The St. Pat's Board's sole function o f planning and 
organizing the annual St. Pat's celebration is a year- 
round job. Tickets for benefit movies, in addition to 
St. Pat's hats, buttons, garters, and sweatshirts, are 
sold each year in order to raise funds for the weekend 
celebration (above). During the days preceding St. 
Patrick's weekend, i t  is the responsibility o f the 
Board to insure that all first year students are armed 
properly to protect the campus and St. Pat from the 
scourge o f the snake (left). On Friday o f St. Pat's 
weekend, the Board must decide which campus or­
ganization's representative w ill reign as the new 
Queen o f Love and Beauty, (top).
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Once again the St. Pat's Board planned and executed 
a successful St. Pat's Party Weekend. Among their 
responsibilities during the weekend celebration were 
honoring several men o f accomplishment during the 
Coronation Ball (right); knighting several other men 
o f lesser accomplishment in a considerably less 
honorable fashion (opposite page, right); decorating 
Pine St. (opposite page, top) before Saturday morn­
ing s parade (below); and sponsoring a concert 




The Student Union Board, comprised of four officers and six directors and as­
sisted by 150 committee members, is responsible fo r fulfilling most of the recrea­
tional, social, and cultural needs of the UMR Student Body. The following th ir­
teen pages highlight Board-sponsored activities of the 1971-72 school year. In 
addition to what is portrayed, the Student Union Board also sponsored several 
free concerts, helped organize All-School Mixer and Christmas Dances, and plan­
ned all the activities for Homecoming Party Weekend.
1. Mike Hermesmeyer, President
2. John Lindstrom








The affairs o f the Student Union 
Board are divided among six major 
committees.
Tournaments o f all kinds (left), 
in addition to Sunday movies, were 
planned by the Recreation Com­
mittee. The Special Events Com­
mittee organized Homecoming 
activities, two talent shows, and 
several rap sessions involving stu­
dents, faculty, and administration, 
(below).
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Dick and Georgia McCormick
Dick and Georgia McCormick, sponsored by the Fine Arts Committee o f the Student Union Board, performed before a capacity 
crowd o f Miners on Sept. 10. Their display o f talent was well above even the highest expectations, and all who attended thoroughly 
enjoyed the show.
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"...we live in a drug 
saturated society...”
. .  .were the words o f Dr. Joel Fort on Oct. 5. Dr. Fort is a well known authority 
on the subject o f drug use and abuse, and although he made no commitment 
concerning his personal views on the use o f marijuana, he gave a highly informa­
tive talk about the drug and other "mind-altering drugs."
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"The rumors of
my death have been 
greatly
exaggerated."
Samuel Clemens as portrayed by John Chap- 
pel on Oct. 20.
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The Munich Chamber Orchestra under the direction o f Hans Stadlmair with violin soloist Lukas David. The performance featured several 





Hosea L. Williams, an emotion-charged and 
thought provoking leader in the Civil Rights 
movement, spoke at UMR on Nov. 4. His 
discussion centered around the idea that many 
o f America's problems are derived from strug­
gles between the "classes" and not the "colors." 




The Dean Davis Group performing in the Student 
Union Ballroom on March 23.
103
On November 20, the Student Union Board 
Fine Arts Committee presented the Alpha- 
Omega Players in "The Diary o f Adam and 
Eve", a short play by Mark Twain. The 
players presented a humorous representation 




Twice this year, once in November and once in 
April, the Hospitality Committee o f the Student 
Union Board presented fashion and variety shows 






"The One and Only Singers"
"The One and Only Singers,"  yearly favorites o f UMR 
students, returned for a performance on March 3. 
Their performance typified the talent which has been 
responsible for the group's popularity. Their songs 
were taken from such recording artists as Carole King, 




A refreshingly different type o f entertainment came to UMR on A pril 
22 in the form o f the all-chick rock group "Fanny. "  Their performance 
was sponsored by the Social Committee o f the Student Union Board; 
selections were all original arrangements including the h it  "Chairty
108
Gene Bertoncini Trio Gene Bertoncini, Joe Corsello, and Line MiHiman performed in concert on Feb. 1. They played an interesting combination o f classical and mod­
ern music with the accent on jazz.
109
Over the past year, the Student Council took 
care of all regular business and, in addition, ac­
complished several major goals. The Organization 
of Presidents, under the Council's tutelage, has 
become a useful and productive organization. 
President Jeff Korklan helped to form the Mis­
souri Student Lobby, an organization to represent 
the students of Missouri in the state senate. This 
year's Council referendum contained such topics 
as KMSM's proposed student activity fee raise, 
pass-fail lab courses, and the University Book 
Store. A more efficient faculty evaluation form 
was compiled and tested by the Council this year. 
Hopefully this form will be put into full use dur­
ing the 1972-73 school year. The requirements 
for unaffiliated students to obtain representation 
on the Council were lessened, thereby hopefully 
creating more independent student interest in 
campus affairs. Towards the end of the academic 
year, the new "Open House" policy was passed 
by the Council-the most liberal open house policy 
on any of the university's campuses and a major 
step forward for the university as a whole.
no
1971-72 UMR Student Council
1 1 1
Academic Council
Composed of faculty and student 
representatives, the Academic Council 
is responsible for most decisions con­
cerning academic policy at UMR. 
Officers of the Council for the 1971- 
72 school year (above) were Lance 
Williams, secretary; Al Bolon, Parlia­








Registration for the Fall '71 semester pro­
ceeded with the usual amount o f waiting 
and confusion. The '71-'72 school year 
was the first time in several years that en­
rollment noticeably decreased. The de­
creasing demand for engineering gradu­
ates, President Nixon's conservative 
economic policy, and the lessening of re­
quirements for graduation were but a few 
of the reasons behind lower total enroll­
ment. Campus administrators indicated 
that the low enrollment was part o f a 
cyclic trend on the UMR campus and pre­
dicted confidently that an enrollment 




Professional jazz drummer Joe Morello 
came to UMR on Sept. 24 and 25. 
Morello, who was voted America's best 
jazz drummer b y Playboy, Downbeat, and 
Music Maker magazines, discussed and 
demonstrated jazz drum techniques at two 
clincis held on Sept. 24. The highlight o f 
his appearance was his solo performance 
with the UMR marching band at Sept. 
2 5 's football halftime show. Mr. Morello 




Industry D ay directs 
student careers
UMR's annual Industry Day was 
held on Sept. 28. The purpose of 
this day was to introduce local 
industries and their products to 
UMR students. Forty six companies 




Shortly after noon on Oct. 2, 120 women from Cottey Col­
lege were welcomed to UMR (opposite page, right) marking 
the beginning of the annual All-School Mixer. Although Cottey 
was the only participating women's college, the Mixer was a 
considerable success. Beginning with the afternoon mixer 
featuring the Comic Book Society in the Student Union Ball­
room (top). Miners and dates were given a chance to become 
better acquainted. The undisputed highlight o f the weekend. 
Crow, performed at 6:30 in the Multipurpose Bldg, (opposite 
page, left and above right). "Hand dapping, foot stompin', and 
ass wigglin was the way in which the Missouri Miner felicit­
ously described the appreciative audience participation. 
Immediately following the concert, the final dance, featuring 




The traditional Homecoming activities were 
highlighted this year by the appearance of 
Chase on Friday evening, (opposite page). The 
concert was a display o f individual and group 
talent that was thoroughly enjoyed by all in 
attendance. Saturday afternoon's football game 
was a pleasant surprise (left), as the Miners de­
feated Northwest Missouri State before a large 
crowd of UMR alumni. Halftime entertainment 
included the UMR Marching Band (above) and 
the crowning o f the Homecoming Queen (next 
page).
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Miss Maureen Daly, representing Phi 
Kappa Theta, became the 1971 Home­
coming Queen at halftime ceremonies on 
Oct. 16 (opposite page, right). Shown 
with Maureen are the first and second 
runners-up representing Lambda Chi 
Alpha and M RHA (opposite page, left 
and bottom). A ll  three girls were officially 
recognized at the coronation ball on 
Saturday evening (above). Completing 
Homecoming activities was the dedication 
of the Humanities-Social Sciences Bldg, 






Maureen Daly crowned 
Homecoming Queen
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British Debaters Discuss Pacifism
On Oct. 29, Nigel C. Water son from Oxford University (right) 
and Ian F. Lloyd from University o f Durham (left) presented 
a talented and well-prepared debate on the subject: This 
House believes that Pacifism is unrealistic. The team was 
sponsored by UMR's Forensic Society.
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*1971-72 represented a successful year for the 
Citizens United to Restore the Environment. 
C U R E  was originally founded by several mem­
bers of UMR's Civil Engineering Dept., and has 
since grown to include local townspeople and 
anyone in the Rolla area who has expressed 
interest in ecology projects. A l Visintainer, 
president of C U R E  in 1971 comm ented, "There 
is no simple cure. We need all kinds o f people, 
all kinds of approaches."
The numerous projects already completed by 
members of C U R E  have more than justified 
the organization's existence and have greatly 
helped many local people. This year marked 
the beginning o f the Recycling Center (leftand 
above), one o f CU RE's long-term projects. The 
center is a collecting grounds for reusable paper 





Moon Rock Highlights 
University D ay
UMR's annual University Day took place on Nov. 6. Campus and 
departmental tours and displays were provided the entire day for 
the benefit of high school and transfer students and their parents, 
teachers, and friends. Highlighting the entire day was the NASA  
special exhibit (right). It featured a moon rock brought back to 
earth by the crew o f Apollo 12.
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The Independents of UMR chose the 
weekend of Nov. 12-13 for their annual 
celebration. Activities officially began at 
the Independents Award Banquet (above), 
at which the outstanding alumni and 
undergraduate members of G.D.I. were 
announced. (Right and opposite page) 
Saturday afternoon featured the Independ­
ent's outing with Indian being one of 
the more popular o f the contests. An  








Friday evening's dance at Thomas 
Jefferson was the highlight of 
Independent's party weekend. 
Contributing to the success of 
the dance was a "tea "a t Campus 
Club which provided everyone 
with sufficient opportunity to 
"get prim ed" before the dance.
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The UMR Blood Committee sponsored Blood Drives on Sept. 21, 
Dec. 2, Feb. 23, and Feb. 24. Once again, Miners proved that, if  
nothing else, they bleed well-over 800 pints o f blood were 
donated during the four days. /4s the national rate of blood use 
rose to ten pints per minute per day, UMR students, faculty, and 
administration continued to be an important and helpful source.




Nov. 23, 1971 marked the centennial o f the formal opening of the 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy. Commemorating the 
event was a program featuring a reenactment of the formal dedica­
tion one hundred years ago (bottom).
The year was also marked by the dedication of several new class-' 
room buildings. The dedication o f the Humanities-Social Sciences 
Building was a physical symbol of the administration's desire to 
expose engineering students more to the humanistic and social 
science fields. In the words o f Dr. E. Ellis (left), president emeritus 
of the University of Missouri, "More and more leaders in industry 
and government want their professionally trained leaders to also 
know substantial amounts about society and its culture." Also 
speaking at the dedication were Dr. Merl Baker, Senator T.D. 
McNeal, and Merlin Lickhalter, architect (below).
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In an effort to aid UMR's handicapped social atmosphere and 
provide Miners with an opportunity to relax and momentarily 
forget the academic grind, the Student Union Board sponsored 
several mid-week and Saturday night dances throughout the 
school year. These occasions were thoroughly enjoyed by all 
those attending, as can be seen from the photos on this page. 
/4s UMR continues to grow and become a university in the full 
sense of the word, more activities of this nature will be possible.
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Puzzle, Crystal Pistol 
Ease Academ ic  
Tensions
135
Fall Semester Ends With Ides of March
Ides of March, o f "Vehicle" fame, played 
before a packed Multipurpose Building dur­
ing the last days of fall final week. The con­
cert was sponsored by the Student Union 
Board.
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" 'tis the season to
be jo lly’ ”
The Christmas season was cele­
brated with the usual amount of 
festivity and cheer. In keeping 
with tradition, however, Miners 
did not forget those less for­





Student organizations, both 
independent and greek, were 
responsible for the memor­
able Christmas which many 
local underprivileged and 
handicapped children ex­
perienced. Shown on this 
page is the Thomas Jefferson 




In one minor respect, graduation ceremonies since 
1970 have changed, and they may continue to be dif­
ferent for several years to come. As employment be­
came harder and harder to find, many December 
graduates, still without the prospect of a job, viewed 
graduation not as a time to relax and celebrate. 
Instead, graduation was a time when 4.7 college years 
of worry and grief went virtually unrewarded.
Job interviewing became a task which was more than 
enough for any graduating senior to handle, not to 
mention his academic and extracurricular responsi­
bilities. A t  the UMR Placement Office (opposite 
page, top), long lines and waiting were commonplace 
and frustrations were many. Although faculty, ad­
ministration, and even national statistics seemed to 
indicate that 1971-72 would be a good year for job 
placement, UMR Placement Office figures showed that 
the year was as bad, if  not worse, than preceding 
years. The most credible forecasts pointed to 1975 
as the year when demand for engineering and 
technically oriented students would again increase.
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"I feel that 
the greatest reward 
for doing is the 
opportunity to do more.”
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The 1972 Military Ball took place on Saturday 
evening of Valentine's Party Weekend. The affair 
was somewhat more casual than in years past, as 
it featured the sounds of the Lloyd Stevens' 
orchestra and Tony Mecurio (top). The highlight 
of the evening was the crowning o f Miss Susan 
Stoner as Military Ball Queen (opposite page, 
bottom). Miss Stoner was escorted by Jim  Wol- 
lard (top, left, and opposite page, top).
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St. Pat's 1972 began in traditional 
fashion with St. Pat and his court arriv­
ing by hand car on Friday afternoon 
(opposite page, top). St. Pat, portrayed 
this year by Dan Mullen, paraded 
through town ending eventually at Top 
Hat for the tapping o f the green beer 
(opposite’ page, left and right). Later, 
at Lions Club Park, the annual games 
commenced. They consisted o f shillelagh 
and cudgel contests (left), various men's 
and women's drinking contests (above 
and top left), and general unorganized 
merrymaking.
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Miss Missouri is St. 
Pat’s Guest of Honor
Miss Missouri (below), this year's Guest of Honor, was 
present at the majority of St. Pat's activities. Among the 
four men made honorary knights of St. Patrick at Friday 
evening's Coronation Ball (opposite page, bottom right 
and middle right) was James C. Kirkpatrick, Missouri 
Secretary of State (right). The St. Pat's Queen o f Love and 
Beauty o f a few years past (bottom) was present at the 
Coronation Banquet.
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Miss Nancy Benesh (left) was named 1972 St. Pat's Queen of Love and 





V o y a g e s”
Among the highlights o f Saturday morning's 
parade, the theme of which was Famous Voyages, 
was Beta Sigma Psi's first place float, 'Lind­
bergh's Flight" (opposite page, top). In addition 
to the painting of Pine Street (opposite page, 
bottom), various marching units and non-float 
entries (left and below), and St. Pat on his 
manure spreader (top right), was the Queen's 
Float (bottom right) built by Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Midway through the parade, Delta Sigma Phi's 
float entry (opposite page, middle) burst into 
flames and experienced a spectacular, but disap­
pointing, ending.
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"Some things are funny as long 
as they’re happening to






Gov. Warren E. Hearnes came to UMR in March to speak on 
Considering the Social Responsibilities in Engineering-Man­
agement Ecological Decisions. Much o f his lecture pointed out 
the successes and fadures in ecological legislation in Missouri. 
In addition, Gov. Hearnes indicated that in order for engineers 
to solve ecological problems in the future they will have to be 
aware o f the social and political aspects o f the problem as well 





One o f U M R s most challenging and meaningful projects to 
date has been the Education Release Program. During the 
Spring semester, five inmates from the State Penitentiary at 
Jefferson City proved they were capable o f being constructive 
individuals by successfully completing undergrad courses at 
UMR. Their success, both in and out o f the classroom, has 
paved the way for other inmates to enroll in undergraduate 
curricula o f their choice. Dr. John J. Dahm (opposite page, 
bottom), Asst. Professor o f History and director o f the Educa­
tion Release Program, feels the program is a major step towards 
prison reform and inmate rehabilitation.
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Education Release  
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75 Boehm, Mike 





34 Clark, Les 
32 Colter, Kim
72 Congiardo, Mark
35 Cooper, Rick 
43 Curdt, Calvin
81 Doering, Dennis
52 Ervin, John 
56 Foster, Phil 


















68 McAlpin, Gary 
60 McClain, Greg
54 McFerron, Gordon 
85 McGhee, Steve
89 McVeigh, Steve
78 M ilfe lt, B ill 
14 Miller, Stan 
57 Millard, Mike 
88 Myers, Rodney 




63 Rosner, Gordon 
56 Shell, Don
53 Smith, Dennis 
67 Sneed, Paul 
24 Somerville, Bob 
45 Stone, Bruce
77 Suellentrop, Steve 
71 Szymanski, Steve












...the Y e a r that W asn’t
What was destined to be a great year became 
only dreams as the Silver & Gold managed to 
rack-up a 4-6-1 record this past year. After the 
1969 season record of 7-2 and last years 6-3-1 
the Miners felt optimistic as ten offensive starters 
returned for the new season.
However, the high hopes began to falter as 
UMR was downed 20-0 in its opening game by 
the "Gorillas” of Kansas. Later the Miners scored 
an impressive victory over Culver-Stockton, but 
of more importance was the Homecoming victory 
over Northwest Missouri State by a score of 21-19. 
It was the first Homecoming victory since 1965.
One of the most spectacular games of the year 
was with Warrensburg. Along with managing to 
give us 157 yards in penalties their defense faltered 
as Pat Godwin completed three touchdown passes 
to bring the Miners to a 2-0-1 record in MIAA. 
But title hopes faded as Cape romped past UMR 
with a 42-21 upset. Fumbles, bad punting, many 
interceptions, and just plain loose playing gave 
the Miners the first conference loss of the year. 
The rest of the season was downhill as the Miners 
lost their last four games culminating with Lincoln.
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SEASO N  RECORD
UMR OPPONENT
0 K State-Pittsburgh 20
21 Missouri Valley 27
21 Culver-Stockton 0
7 U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 6
21 Northwest Mo State 19
20 Southwest Mo State 20
25 Central Mo State 14
7 East New Mexico U 37
21 Southeast Mo State 42
13 Northeast Mo State 44
0 Lincoln 18
M i
Best Seaso n — Ever
This past year was acclaimed "the year of the 
basketball" by the Missouri Miner and rightly so. 
The Miners tied for third in MIAA competition 
and placed two team members on the All-Con­
ference First Team. The "best year ever" showed 
a final tally of twelve wins and eleven losses.
After a mediocre early season the cagers romped 
over four conference rivals in the second half of 
the season by defeating Maryville, Kirksville, 
Springfield, and Warrensburg in succession. In the 
final conference battle with Lincoln the Miners 
saw their dreams of Conference Champs wither 
away as the team leader, John Williams, left the 
court with a leg injury in the second half. During 
that game the UMR roundballers had led 42-41 
at half, but lost the game after two overtimes by 
a score of 81-79.
After a bitter battle on the eligibility of a 
Lincoln player the Miners finished the season tied 
for third with Southeast Missouri State in the 
Conference. John Williams and Rich Peters were 
placed on the MIAA All-Conference First team, a 








SEASO N  RESULTS
UMR OPPONENT
66 Memphis State 108
96 SlU-Edwardsville 90
85 K State-Pittsburgh 92
81 Wisconsin-Milwaukee 60
101 Missouri Valley 59
79 Southwest Baptist 86
92 Lincoln 97
60 Wisconsin-Milwaukee 79
69 Loyola of Chicago 93
57 Concordia 55
95 Southeast Mo State 86
79 Lincoln 86
73 Southeast Mo State 85
95 Northwest Mo State 73
98 Northeast Mo State 90
70 Southwest Mo State 69
80 Central Mo State 78
59 Concordia 51
79 Lincoln 81
58 Southwest Mo State 77
97 Central Mo State 77
72 Northwest Mo State 71
71 Northeast Mo State 87
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H arriers Finish Season  
With 3 -7  Dual Record
194






SEA SO N  RESULTS
UMR OPPONENT
24 Evangel College 18
0 Northwest Mo State 52
15 Emporia State 31
32 Lincoln 9
2 Central Mo State 54
14 SlU-Edwardsville 38
46 Washington U 6
9 Northeast Mo State 34
9 Missouri Valley 30
32 Lincoln 15
12 Southeast Mo State 46
12 Missouri Valley 31
6 Southwest Mo State 41




G rap plers Post 5-10 
Season...6th in MIAA
In its third year as a varsity sport at UMR, 
wrestling gave the spectators a good show this past 
year. But the excitement didn't tally on the score 
cards as the Miners posted a 5-10 season. Of much 
concern to the matmen was the loss of Gary 
McAlpin due to a broken leg. Gary, who wrestles 
in the heavyweight class, placed second the pre­
vious two years in Conference action.
With the loss of McAlpin, Steve Ganz took the 
limelight. He holds a 16-7-2 overall record and 
led the grapplers this year by taking the Con­
ference Champion title in the 190 pound class. 
He also leads the Miner wrestlers with the records 
of Most Wins, Most Team Points, and Least Points 
Given Up.
Though the Miners never got anything going, 
they managed to show impressive victories over 
Lincoln and Wash U. This past season brought the 
Miners to a 17-19-2 overall record for three years 
of active competition. Going into its fourth year 
the matmen, under the watchful eyes of Coach 
Joe Keeton, will again see McAlpin and Ganz in 
action and hopefully a better season.
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SEA SO N  RESULTS
UMR OPPONENT
70 Southeast Mo State 43
72 Principia College 41
81 Central Mo State 32
84 Washington U 25
38.5 Drury College 74.5
77 William Jewell 34
38 UMC 75
31 Drury 82
77 Southeast Mo State 36
68 Southwest Mo State 45
47 John Brown 66






Hurlers Take MIAA 
Cham pionship
The Miner diamond gang finished a very 
successful season by securing UMR's only 
MIAA title this year. After a slow start with 
two losses early in the year to McKendree the 
Miner hurlers came on strong and finished 
Mid-year with an impressive eleven wins and 
five losses.
During the early part of the second half of 
the season the Miners again slid into a slump. 
With progressive losses to Drury, Washington 
University, and two to UMSL, the team stood 
at a 15-9 record. However, under the careful 
guidance of Coach Jerry Kirksey the team 
picked up five victories in its last eight games 
to finish the Spring with a 20-12 overall record. 
Out of this came a 9-3 slate in conference play 
which was good enough to give the title of 
MIAA Champion to UMR.
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Lincoln 
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Pi K a p p a  A lp h a Claim s Football Title
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V o lle y b a ll
214
215
K a p p a  Sigma Splashes to V ictory...Again
217
K a p p a  A lp h a  G rapplers Retain Title
218
219
INTRAM URAL CHAMPIONS 1971-72
SPORT CHAMPION RUNNER-UP
Table Tennis Shamrock Club Alpha Epsilon Pi
Badminton Tau Kappa Epsilon Shamrock Club
Handball Phi Kappa Theta Lambda Chi Alpha
Cross Country Phi Kappa Theta Delta Tau-Tech Club
Bowling Men's Residence Hall Pi Kappa Alpha
Volleyball Tau Kappa Epsilon Kappa Sigma
Tennis Singles Beta Sigma Psi TKE-Sigma Phi Ep
Tennis Doubles Tau Kappa Epsilon Sigma Nu
Golf Kappa Sigma Kappa Alpha
Archery Lambda Chi Alpha Sigma Pi
Horseshoes Men's Residence Hall Tau Kappa Epsilon
Wrestling Kappa Alpha Kappa Sigma
Track Tech Club Men's Residence Hall
Softball Pi Kappa Alpha Men's Residence Hall
Basketball Kappa Sigma Engineers Club
Rifle Thomas Jefferson Kappa Sigma
Flag Football Pi Kappa Alpha Alpha Phi Alpha




FIN AL POINT STANDINGS 
1971-72
1 Kappa Sigma 2291.25
2 Lambda Chi Alpha 2208.50
3 Tau Kappa Epsilon 2009.25
4 M.R.H.A. 1970.75
5 Pi Kappa Alpha 1912.25
6 Sigma Phi Epsilon 1880.25
7 Phi Kappa Theta 1803.50
8 Sigma Pi 1780.25
9 Delta Sigma Phi 1759.75
10 Delta Tau Delta 1668.75
11 Beta Sigma Psi 1664.00
12 Kappa Alpha 1639.50
13 Sigma Nu 1531.00
14 Engineers Club 1473.50
15 Tech Club 1438.75
16 Theta Xi 1383.25
17 Sigma Tau Gamma 1297.00
18 Thomas Jefferson 1296.25
19 Shamrock Club 1232.75
20 Mates 1190.75
21 Alpha Phi Alpha 1156.00
22 Acacia 1045.25
23 Wesley 982.00
24 Campus Club 865.75




29 Theta Chi 343.50
30 Pi Kappa Phi 291.00
WOMENS INTRAM URALS 
1971-72
1 Lambda Sigma 214.5
2 TJ Dolls 195.5
3 WRHA 176.0
4 Wesley 84.5






Religious and Intercultural 
Service and H onoraries  








FRONT ROW: W illiam  Patrick; E lton G rundy, Treasurer; 
Greg M cC lain, V ice President; Zebulun Nash,President;Darryl 
Moore, Secretary. R ow  2: Ronald W ilks; Tom m y N oel; M y­
ron B idd le ; Frank B illups; Dale Cain; Carl Christianson; 
Thomas Campbell. R ow  3: Alan T a y lo r.
Ch inese Students Association
FRONT ROW: Josephine Wang; Jawshin Chang, President; E.J. Guhse, Advisor; D r. F ranklin  Y Cheng Advisor - V iv - 
M ?ngn"ung-Ting K W  8~ ~ ' »  « •» •  V i c e - P r e s i d ^ X '
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L e ft to  R igh t: Francisco Velez; Maria Cecilia Velez; W alter Escalera; Pedro S te fa n u tti; Melvin M c ln tire ; Daniel Salcedo; Juan Ochoa; Fran- 
ciso Benavidlis; Frederico Sequida.
Federation of Latin American Students
Federation of Estudiantes Latino-Americanos is 
a campus organization that offers friendship and 
identity to students and wives from Spanish-speak­
ing countries, or to students that have an interest 
in Latin America. Often the activities are spon­
taneous, such as parties at members' homes which 
always include singing and playing typical Spanish
American music. Twice a year is the much antici­
pated FELA picnic with delicious barbecued 
steaks. The ideal of FELA is that each member 
might make his homeland better known to Amer­
icans through musical combos and singing groups 




The purpose of the India Association is 
to promote friendship and understanding 
among Indian and American students and 
students from other countries. The associ­
ation also assists in overcoming any d if f i­
culty our fellow Indian student may en­
counter. The association has about 40 
members. As in the past, the India Associ­
ation kept the artistic taste of its mem­
bers alive by sponsoring four excellent In­
dian movies, each depicting an aspect of 
Indian life. The Republic Day of India 
(Jan. 26) was also celebrated and the 
guest speaker was Dr. Theodore J. Planje, 
Dean of the School of Mines and Metallur­
gy. The Association plans to show four 
movies in the spring semester and an an­
nual banquet which will be called India 
Night. The India Association also contrib­
utes $307 toward the Refugee Relief Fund 
for the Bangla Desh Refugees.
FR O N T ROW: G.S. Aneja, Treasurer; B.S. Samra, President; H .K . Sud, Vice-President; M r. 




The Iranian Students Association is 
dedicated to promoting friendly rela­
tions between Iranian students at UMR 
and others. The organization also pro­
vides guidance to new Iranian students 
on matters of orientation, housing, 
registration employment, and other 
pertinent problems.
Meetings keep the Iranian students 
at UMR informed of the news con­
cerning Iran and Iranian students 
throughout the world. In addition so­
cial events are held to promote fellow­
ship among Iranian students and to 
provide needed relaxation from stud­
ies.
FR O N T ROW: M ahm oud Farhadi; Foad N akhai, Treasurer; M ojie  N oo ri, V ice-President; Behnam 
A v ij,  Abdol A li N ili. ROW 2: Arsalan Ghahrem ani, H rair Gharakhanian; Moslafa Assadi; Nasrin 
Assadi.
Korean
The Korean Student Association was officially recognized about 
two years ago, and has made much progress in promoting better mu­
tual relationship and understanding among all students at the Univer­
sity of Missouri-Rolla. The activities of the KSA were a Korean film 




FRONT ROW: Kwang-ln Lee, A dvisor; 
Chung L im ; Vice-President; Duk-Won 
Park, President Kyoung Jin Y oon; Byong 
Ki Park; A dv iso r. ROW 2: Woosoon Bai; 
Don lll ia n ; Sam Nam E ho i; YuBong 
Hahn; Yoon  Ki H yun . ROW 3: Jyong- 
Shi Cho; Kenneth Gard iner; Young Sik 





The objective of the organization of 
Arab Students in addition to its education­
al, cultural and social activities, is to bring 
the American people and the Arab people 
to closer ties of understanding and cooper­
ation, and to share in simple everyday liv­
ing w ith all our fellow students. To achieve 
this objective the organization held its an­
nual banquet in November. A Gazza Week 
was observed in December to present the 
true picture of the struggle of Palestinian 
people against the occupation forces.
Fron t R ow . Bashier W ariath, Hussein Ben Hussein, A hm ed M ahm oud, M oham ­
med A li S h illi. Back R ow : Adel l\l. Saud, Secretary; D r. I. Adaw i Facu lty  A d ­




C hristian  Science O rgan iza tion: D r. R.C. Waggoner, A dviso r; Jerry 
G. Johnson, President; N icholas D ro z d o ff, C lerk- Jerry ' R ich- 





4. Lynde ll B rown
5. Doug Lurd in
6. Cathy Fulks
7. Pat R oulufs
8. Lynn Sheridan
9. Steve H am m ond
10. B etty  C om pton
11. Pat Tuckey
12. Les S t. John
13. Phyllis Locke
14. Wayne Jordon
15. R ita H ill
16. John Forbes
17. Mary A nn Walker
18. Steve Walker
19. Dawn G rant
20. Roger Goodman
21. Jim  Bowie
22. A lison H opw ood
23. David H am ilton
24. Gary M ontgom ery
25. Gene Addison
26. Jack Keller
27. A r t  Higgins
28. M ike Brown
29. M ike Barger
30. Ed Emery
32. Danny K lop le r 
32. Randy Dempsey
Baptist Student Union
During the past year, the Baptist Student Union has served 
as a principal source of Christian fellowship for students, in 
addition to supplementing the ministries of the local Baptist 
Churches. The B.S.U. has been active in the various state con­
ventions and retreats. They have also held worship services at 
the Old Soldiers' Homes in St. James every Sunday and have 
had several coffeehouses. They sponsor an International 
Banquet each semester and take part in intramural sports. The 
B.S.U. has two meetings a week in which they have Bible 
Study, personal testimonies, and prayer. They seek to bring 
Christian people closer together in love for Christ and to tell 
others about the love of Christ that they might come to know 




1. Thom as Miesner
2. Joe Czeschin
3. Dean T ib b its
4. R obert Duenckel
5. Steve Stubbs
6. W ynette  Mason
7. Becky Stabo
8 . M arvin Doberenz
9. D r. Crosbie
10. Pastor Warren S chm id t
11. R ichard Jung
12. Ken Drake
13. Randy Johnnes
14. R obert Schaefer
15. R ichard Stabo
Gamma, Delta, the International 
Association of Lutheran College 
Students, seeks to promote Chris­
tian knowledge, service, and fel­
lowship among UMR students. The 
chapter had an active schedule this 
year. A weekly Bible study was 
held. Thought-provoking movies, 
interesting speakers, and discus­
sions followed several of the meet­
ings. Meetings were held twice 
monthly and were preceded by de­
licious, cost suppers. Activities 
with other chapters included week­
end retreats and an annual float 
trip. Service projects included a 
slave day and the serving of refresh­
ments after Lenton worship services.
Interfaith L e ft to  R igh t: D r. W ellek, A dvisor; R obert Schaefer; Douglas L u n d in ; M ark P icke ll; R ich Schip- 
pers; R ich Duke; Wayne Jordan; R ichard G lo ff.
Council
The Interfaith Council is a council 
composed of representatives sent from 
the campus religious organizations. It 
coordinates and supplements the activ­
ities o f its members and generally pro­
motes religion on campus. It is advised 
by Dr. R.M. Welleck. The officers are: 
President Mark Pickell, Vice-President 
Mike Miller, and Secretary Doug Lun­
din. Active organizations are Gamma 
Delta, Newman Club, Baptist Student 






Fro n t R ow : Steve R uth ; Pam Thebeau; Janice R ohr; Don R ice, President; Janet M cM inn; D r. Charles 
H a tfie ld , A dvisor. Back R ow: Steve D illender; Daniel M cE lh iney; Harry Ward; David R ice; David 
Thom pson; Fred Aszzoli.
Newman Club
The Newman Club at UMR seeks to bring 
Catholic students together in a spiritual com­
munity so that their development of faith par­
allels their high degree of intellectual insight 
and fulfillment. Daily and student oriented 
Sunday Mass, marriage-preparation programs, 
continuing inquiry discussion groups, and 
counseling are only a few of the benefits o f­
fered. Along with UMHE, Ecumenical Pro­
grams on Campus, inner-city renewal programs, 
and the Freshman assistance program, we have 
many challenging and fru itfu l committees that 
all, in some way, foster Christian brotherhood, 
leadership, and intellectual growth.
1. Kenneth Eppes
2. Suzanne Sm ith
3. Charles Trnka
4. R ichard H offm an
5. Frederick Wiese
6. M iriam  Wiese
7. W illiam  Sm ith
8. David W e tte ro ff
9 . Fr. Donald Lammers, Chaplain
10. Catherine Furlong
11. R ichard Duke
12. Rosemary Rois, President
13. T im o th y  Carro ll
14. Mary Lee Sieber




Front R ow : A rch ie  G atrost; Gary Woods, Secretary; Steven Thom as, Vice-Pres.; Dennis Young, Pres.; Robert 
Russell, A dv iso r. Back R ow : Thomas Webber; Jon B rinkm ann; Wayne S m ith ; Jim  Jones; Michael Brunson.
Liahona Wesley Foundation
Liahona Fellowship is the world-wide organiza­
tion on college and university campuses of those 
students, and their friends affiliated w ith the Re­
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints. Its purpose is to provide opportunity for 
spiritual service and recreational activities for its 
members.
Meetings are held weekly, with a study class on 
Sundays. Members are active in local church ac­
tivities and service. Earlier in the year, members 
from Central Missouri State were invited down for 
a weekend of fun and fellowship. It is our inten­
tion to encourage more inter-campus visits in the 
future.
The school year 1971-72 was a year of changes 
for the Wesley Foundation here at the UMR cam­
pus. The biggest change was the acquisition of a 
new director, Rev. Thomas E. Nagle. He brought 
with him several new ideas that had a great impact 
on the activities of the House, including the plan­
ning and execution of a trip to Colorado.
Many of the traditional activities remained, 
however, including Wednesday night meetings, 
parties, Sunday studies, and work projects. The 
fall semester saw work projects at the Methodist 
Children's Home and a Boy Scout near Ironton.
The high point of the fall semester was the con­
struction and planning of the 1st place display in 
the Rolla Optimist Club's Christmas display con­
test. The theme of the display was Little Drum­
mer Boy. Accompanying the display was a light 
show and taped Christmas carols.
Front R ow : Bonnie Briggs, Sr. Rep.; Charles L indqu is t, Treasurer; Sharon P fister, Secretary; Jane Garrison, Program D ire c to r; Ronald 
Habegger, Pres.; B ill Ranek, Vice-Pres.; John M acDonald, Public Relations D irec to r; Randal Earnest, Projects D irecto r. R ow  2- Joe T u ll 
Freshman Rep.; Anne Koehlinger; George Cadwallader; Patricia Poertner; W illiam  Ernst; M ark P ickell; L lo yd  A linde r; Kent Brunzell - Car­
o lyn  B urch fie ld . R ow 3: Dave M cClure; Paul Briggs; Frank Yates; Bob W ildschuetz; Dennis Le itte rm an; Carl W ildschuetz; Roger Sechresf 






R ow  1: Ray W ildhaber, Vice-Pres.; M ike T ib b its , A lum n i Sec.; J ill Senne, H is t.; D ick O 'H earn , Pres.; Carol Langemach, 
Rec.; Steven L . W alker, Treasurer; Gary B land, Reporter. R ow  2: Cecilia M eyer; Jon H ow e ll; Paul Erlandson; Daivd 
Bachmann; Ken Tacchi; John Adams; Dale N oel; Criag L . Fadem. R ow  3: Kent Anderson; R ichard Kess; V ic to r J. 
Becker; Wayne Cagle; M ike Trancynger; Neal Lew is; Gary J. Fennewald.
Alpha Chi Sigma strives to develop fellowship, 
aid its members in their professional development, 
and to improve student faculty relations. A t UMR 
the fraternity sponsors a chemical Merit Badge for 
the local Boy Scouts, tutors freshmen chemistry 
students in help sessions, organizes a safety pro­
gram for the prevention of laboratory accidents, 
and presents the annual Prof. Snarf Award to the 
most deserving professor in the Chemical Engineer­
ing and Chemistry departments.
Outstanding achievement in the area of Metal­
lurgical Engineering is rewarded at UMR by mem­
bership in Alpha Sigma Mu, the National Metallur­
gical Engineering Honor Society. The organization 
presents various educational and social functions 
for its members, including its annual initiation 
banquet, pledging program, student-faculty out­
ings, and field trips. Composed of students who 
are in the upper third of their class, the organiza­
tion boasts a select group of future American in­
dustrial leaders.
Row 1 : Dave D roeter; Joseph R . Ward, Vice-President; Michael H o lt, President; Bruce A . Lam ping, Secre­
ta ry ; F rank M inden, Treasurer. Row 2: Charles Wasem; B ill B rockm eier; Fred W chweizer; Andrew  K le inert; 
Lee Sherman; Bob B row n. R ow 3: Bob Scanlon; B ill Bennett; Pat T ib b its ; Steve W unning; Donald Zw eife l.
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Epsilon
R ow  1: Dana Reel; Dennis E. Reineke; Bob S tew art, Ass. Ed. o f the T rans it; R obert S tan ley, Treas.; R ich Laschober, Pres.; B illy  
A r th u r , Pledge M arshall, Steve Biederman. Row 2: R ick  Coartney, D ary ll C henoweth; Mel Baldus; David Lewis; John Lauth 
Sam Bradshaw; Terry  Frake; Dale Houdeshell; Gregory Sherwood. R ow  3: Leo H o lland ; Calvin Heseman; Gary M . N eutzling; 
Doug K n u th ; Patrick M . B yrne; Tom  K e ith ; A lan Naas; Ceasar J. S antucci, C pt.; J.S. R ilo v ick .
Chi Epsilon is the national civil engineering 
fraternity. It is the goal of this organization, in 
addition to honoring outstanding civil engi­
neering students, to promote the interests of 
the civil engineering profession. Membership 
into Chi Epsilon is based not upon scholastic 
ability alone, but also upon an individual's 
character, practability, and sociability. Besides 
initiating selected undergraduate members 
each semester, the UMR chapter recognizes 
civil engineers who have distinguished them­
selves in their careers by initiating them as 
chapter honor members.
Eta Kappa Nu, the honor society for Elec­
trical Engineers, comprised of juniors and 
seniors who have shown exemplary character 
and distinguished scholarship in the field of 
Electrical Engineering, performed several 
school service projects during the 1971-72 
school year. Laboratory insurance was sold to 
students taking EE labs, with proceeds going 
to a scholarship which is awarded each year to 
a deserving EE student. Eta Kappa Nu mem­
bers also served as guides for University Day.
As a honor society, Eta Kappa Nu contin­
ued in promoting the ideals of scholarship and 
academic excellence while serving the student, 
the school, and the community.
Fron t R ow : Leland Fo rd ; Ralph C a rro ll; Gary 
O leksiw ; M ike  M cD ona ld ; Don Bene, Pres.; 
Chau-Chang. R ow  2: Leon C raw fo rd ; Larry  
M erry, Vice-Pres.; Dean Delker; Gary S m ith ; 
Craig Buback; R ich B a rtle tt; D r. A d a ir, A dvisor. 
S tanding; Paul Krieghauser; Steve Davis; Jim  
Je ff;D ave  V ogelpoh l.S teve Belsky; J im  V arw ig ; 
Bob V o lk m a r; Gary R ob inson; Charles A u d ra in ; 
Charles R a iff ; John E llio t;  Randy Hasselfeld; 
Dale Stevens; Ron Fadler; Leonard Laskow ski; 
Bob Egbert;B ruce  Kessler;John P riga til; Charles 






R ow  1: Jim  Jo iner, fa cu lty  advisor; Peggy Shackles, H is to rian ; Deborah F u g itt, Secretary; Dana S. Nau, Vice- 
President; Leonard Laskowski, President; P ro f. Roy Rakestraw, Corresponding Secretary. Row 2: Fong-Ting 
Lam ; Robert H o llid a y ; Kendall P. Weis; W illiam  M . B lack; Don H offm ann; Charles C. Fu lle r; Lester F lem m , In ­
teg ra to r; R ichard Karhuse. R ow  3: Larry Sansoucie; S co tt W in fie ld ; Paul W. Horstm ann; Don T a y lo r; Bruce 
M itch e ll; J im  Stouse.
This year, the Missouri 
Zeta Chapter of Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, the National Hon­
or Fraternity for students 
w ith a serious interest in 
advanced studies of mathe­
matics, has been playing 
the role of a service organi­
zation as well as an honor­
ary. Some of the service 
projects include; distribu­
tion of entergral tables to 
the differential equations 
classes and help sessions 
for the lower level math 
classes.
The meetings frequently 
included talks about job 
opportunities in the field 
of mathematics.
Also, KME sponsored an 
outing in order to acquaint 
its members with the math 
faculty.
Keramos
This year Keramos, the National Ceramic Engineering 
Honor Fraternity, initiated eight new members. Keramos 
members conducted tours of the Ceramic Engineering De­
partment on University Day. Other projects undertaken this 
year include production of a film  to be used in recruitment, 
manufacture of ashtrays from beer bottles, the "Outstanding 
Senior Award," and the production of the Mudslinger, the 
departmental newspaper.
R ow  1: Dennis Schubert, V ice-President; Russ S m ith , President. R ow  2: R ichard 
B rockm eier, Secretary; R obert M. Doerr.
Nuc. Eng. Honorary
On December 11, 1969, the Nuclear Engineering 
and Science Honor Society was established at UMR. 
The object of the society is the recognition and pro­
motion of high scholastic achievement and or profes­
sional attainment in the fields of Nuclear Engineering 
and Science. Three are three classes of Membership 
Undergraduate, graduate, and professional.




Pi Epsilon Tau is a national en­
gineering honor society founded to 
recognize students of Petroleum 
Engineering who exhibit outstand­
ing scholarship and exemplary 
character. Besides working to  im­
prove student-faculty communica­
tions, Pi Epsilon Tau has also spon­
sored a program to provide finan­
cial aid to a foster child
Membership in Pi Epsilon Tau is 
indicative of a student's high scho­
lastic achievement. Through its 
activities, the chapter strives to 
assist in the development of tech­
nically oriented, well-rounded indi­
viduals.
1. L a rry  Jenkins
2. Eleazar Velasquez




7. Don C urry
8 . Steve R ector
9. T o m  Schob
10. Jack Rose
1 1 .  John Pepper
1 2 .  John Lee
1 3. D r. M .D . A rn o ld  




Row 1: Dana W. B reck in ridge, Plo; Don R ice, 1st L t.;  
A . La rry  Summers, C p t.; Larry  P. Coen, 2nd L t. 
Treas.; C apt. M ax im ilian  Toch , A dv. R ow  2: Gary 
W eidler; Ronald J. Fadler; W illiam  M cGranahan; 
Gerry S te lle rn ; M arvin Adam .
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R ow 1: Charley M cG in ty , Vice-Pres.; Dave Lam beth ,T reas.; David Reineke, Pres.; Dave A ckm ann, Rec. Sec ; Bob T o y  C orr Sec • M ichael 
Fureigh. Row 2: L lo yd  W. G arre tt; Richard M. Q u in lisk; Michael R. Behr; W illiam  R . Sweet; Michael T a y lo r; Joel Foster- K im  Por Tanq 
R ow  3: David B arry ; Thomas Linsenbardt; Jim  Koewing; Ed Mable; Caspar Kovarich; Glenn Ross
Pi Tau Sigma
The Missouri Tau Lambda chapter of Pi Tau 
Sigma, the National Honorary Mechanical En­
gineering Fraternity, is one of the largest chap­
ters in the nation. Emphasizing the develop­
ment of the Mechanical Engineering student 
both academically and socially, the chapter 
furnished guides for University Day and held 
two student-faculty outings. The UMR chap­
ter is responsible for making and distributing 
small replicas of the fraternity key on display 
in the Mechanical Engineering building to 
other chapters throughout the country. In 
order to recognize members of the Mechanical 
Engineering faculty, each pledge class presents 
"The Purple Shaft Award to the faculty mem­
ber who has "shafted" them the most.
Theta Tau
Theta Tau, a national professional engineer­
ing fraternity, takes pride in the active support 
given by its brothers in working on the various 
campus and community projects. The Theta 
Tau Calendar, which contains anoutlineof the 
complete school year, was published and dis­
tributed free again this year. Mums were also 
sold at Homecoming and Parents' Day for the 
dates, wives, and mothers of the students. 
Theta Tau, known for its annual "Freshman of 
the Year" award, was happy to announce that 
Bob Kostelnik was the recipient of the award 
this year. The Theta Tau "Ugly Man" contest 
was also sponsored for the purpose of raising 
money for the use in aiding handicapped child­
ren of Phelps County.
R ow  1: Mark Kassing; Sal Pagano; Dan L lye llen ; Ted H ollrah , Vice-Regent; Tom  Schob-John Ppnnpr R p n o n t - m T  .
er; Darryl M oore; Steve B erg tho ld t; Hans S chm oldt. R ow  2: Jim  Hellwege; Charlie M cG in ty  ■ To rr^K re u tz^R a n riv^  Puet*m an' Pledge T j,a ln'
re ta ry; Bob K o ste ln ik ; Jon K rem er; Gary Pariani; John Haley, Inner Guard; Brian M urphey- Mark A rm stm nn inhn ch 9 ' t c w o f c '  C° rresPo nd 'ng.Sec- Treasure r-S co tt Campn^ind D ntpr huarH- Isr™ it io i-T n m  n  • , m urpney, iviarK A rm strong, John Shucart, Scribe; Bob Scanlon; J im  Williams,i reasurer, s c o tt oam enzind, U uter Ouard, Jerry K iel, Tom  B artne tt; Gary Leidwanger; Bob Som erville; Paul Burke; T om  Durham.
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Tau Beta Sigma
Delta Xi chapter of Tau Beta Sigma, Na­
tional Honorary Band Sorority was chartered 
on the UMR campus in May of 1970. The pur­
pose of Tau Beta Sigma is to help promote the 
growth and quality of college and universtiy 
bands, With its brother organization Kappa 
Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Sigma helps the UMR 
band in many ways. This year they provided a 
picnic supper for the band after the Joe Morel- 
la practice, held a slave auction of members, 
and co-sponsored the annual Jr. High Band 
Clinic with Kappa Kappa Psi. The members 
look forward to the band's trip  to the Cherry 
Blossom Festival and to co-sponsoring the 
Kappa Kappa Psi-Tau Beta Sigma District Five 
Convention on the UMR campus.
Fron t: M r. Joel K ram m e, A dvisor. Back: Debbie F u g itt, Treas.; Becky 
M in ich , Vice-Pres.; Cheryl S m ith , Sec.; A lex is  Sw oboda, Pres.; Janet 
Bogue; Nancey Drissel.
Kappa Kappa Psi is an honorary fraternity for all 
college or university bandsmen. One of its primary 
aims is to build better bands. This purpose became a 
major theme when helping to complete a six-game 
marching season, and when offering displays on Uni­
versity Day and Parents Day to explain band organiza­
tion and activities. Kappa Kappa Psi is also to provide 
a pleasant social atmosphere for those in the band. 
Get-togethers included a float trip down the Current 
River, a Halloween Party, a band picnic, and the 
fourth Annual Band Banquet.
Kappa Kappa Psi
1. George Jackson
2. Darre ll Elven






9 . F lo yd  S m ith , Treas.
10. Rande G ro te fend t, C orr. Sec
11. Jerry R ich
12. Dana Nau
13. Steve Epps, Vice-Pres.
14. Don Bass, H ist.
15. M arv U nderwood
16. G lenn Anderson, Pres.
17. L a rry  Sinn
18. R ich Jung
19. John A lfo rd
20. G il Krener
21. J im  M erciel




Sigma Gamma Epsilon is the National Hon­
or Society for outstanding students of the De­
partments of Mining, Petroleum, and Geologi­
cal Engineering. On the UMR campus, Eta 
Chapter has assembled and sold Geology lab 
kits and has made Geologic highway maps 
available for purchase. The society was a co­
sponsor of the fall Geology Department pic­
nic. Eta Chapter has provided the Student 
Vice-President and published the newsletter, 
the Brunton, for the Central Province of the 
national chapter.
Phi Eta Sigma
Row 1: Larry P. Coen, Secretary; David Langston Treasurer 
Row 2: M att B ratovich; R ichard Mursch.
1. A la rd  Kaplan
2. Bob Koste ln ik
3. M ike  Hurst
4. Lonn ie  Lange
5. Bob Roach
6. M ark W eidinger, Pres.
7. Dave P routy , Sec.
8. Craig Goldstone
9. Steve Peppers
10. M ark H u ckro th , Treas.
11. Dale W ibbenm eyer
12. Randy Kerns
Phi Kappa Phi
U ~ '  U S k 0 m k i ' B“ k R° W: T a y lo r; Bob S .aw ar,; J a m *
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Fron t R ow : Charley M cG in ty ; Dennis Schubert, Cataloger; John Dodge, Treas.; Russ S m ith , Corres. Sec.; M ike Trancynger, Vice-Pres.; Ronald Schalk, Pres.; 
Steven W alker, Rec. Sec.; James Bondi. Row. 2: Perry P a ttiz ; W illiam  M cCom m is; M ike  Bunch; R ichard Kess; George C adwallader; David Bachmann; M arvin 
U nderwood; Ronald Fadler; John Wiesehan; Ronald Bude. R ow  3: Leonard Laskow ski; Gary J. Czeschin; R obert S tan ley; Dave A ckm ann; A rch ie  G atrost; 
Thomas W ebber; Marvin Doberenz; Paul Kriegshauser; John E llio t t ,  R obert B row n; R obert R ice; B ill H igdon. R ow  4 : James M cC oy; Paul M u rre ll; Glenn Ross’; 
David Lam beth ; Joel Foster; L lo yd  G a rre tt; Dale P itt; Bob S tew art; James Pautler; John Sallas; G ordon M cFerron; M ichael H o lt;W illia m  Shepherd’; B ill Wallace’. 
Back R ow : John Lau th ; M ike B u tle r; A lla n  R eife l; Kenneth Myers; David Reinke; W illiam  Sweet; Charles E rvin; M ichael T a y lo r; James V arw ig ; Dana Basel; Ed 
Mabie; R obert Davis; Randy Hasselfeld; Casper K ovarik ; Bob V okm ar.
Tau Beta Pi
Tau Beta Pi is a national engineering honor 
society founded to recognize students in en­
gineering who exhibit outstanding scholarship 
and exemplary character. Activities of the 
UMR chapter include the "Freshman Friends" 
program, donation of a scholarship to an out­
standing freshman and the sponsorship of a 
seminar on the human aspects of engineering. 
Membership in Tau Beta Pi is an indication of 
a student's scholastic achievement and involve­
ment, and activity in the chapter contributes 
to the student's development as a technically- 
oriented, well rounded individual.
M-Club
1. Bruce W illiam s
2. M ike T ib b its
3. Kevin West
4. Denny M ertz
5. Roy M ue lle r, President
6. Rob A rm strong
7. Don Hemenover
8. Harry Prod
9. Eric G rede ll, Treasurer
10. K e ith  Davidson
11. Te rry  Young, Secretary
12. S co tt Fletcher
13. E ric  Potts, P u b lic ity
14. Bob V irg in
15. T o w  Kreutz
16. P ro f. R em ington
17. Te rry  Frake
18. Steve McVeigh
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Fron t R ow : Bob Touz insky , Sgt. at arms; M ark Kassing, Treas.; Dave Barczewski, 2nd V.P.; Hans S chm old t, Pres.;Gary Pariani, Sec.; Bob Buechel, H ist.; Sal 
Pagano, A lum n i Sec. Row 2: D ick Hellwege; Bob K oste ln ik ; Randy Kerns; Michael Ragan; Easy M oore; J im  Pearson; Je ffrey  W. B rum m et; Jack P h illips; Darryl 
M oore. Row 3: Thomas E. K reutz; Vance Havens; Marvin Lohm an; Ray W inkelm ann; R obert A . W illiam s; Gerry S te lle rn ; Roger T a y lo r; R obert S co tt Osborne; 
Michael C ourt.
Alpha Phi Omega
Front R ow : Hans Schm old t, Treas.; Steve Thies, Pres.; Jon Krem er, Vice-Pres.; Darry l M oore, 
A lum n i Sec. Back Row: Jim  Bondi; Kent M ueller;S teve Biederm an; R ick  Rem ley.
Blue Key, a national honor frater­
nity, has fulfilled its service to the 
campus and community successfully 
this year. Its service consisted of the 
Blue Key Student Directory, a com­
plete listing of all students on campus, 
and sponsoring a leadership forum for 
underclassmen each semester. Blue Key 
also revamped the "Miner of the 
Month" thus providing recognition for 
students who have done something 
outstanding for each month. Blue Key 
also began a resume service to aid stu­
dents who are interviewing for per­
manent employment. This enables the 
students more time during an inter­
view and eliminates the usual prelimi­
naries of an interview.
Blue Key
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F ro n t R ow : A l Kaplan, V.P.; Jon Krem er, National President; D ary ll 
C henoweth, Pres.; Dave P routy, Sgt. at A rm s; Steve B ergho ldt, Page- 
master; M ark Schankm an, Recorder. R ow  2: Perry Pattiz; R obert C. 
Roach; James H unsicker; Paul e lite s ; Brian C obb; Ken H am ilto n ; 
Craig L . Fadem. Back R ow : Bob K o ste ln ik , Scribe; M ark W eidinger; 
Mark A . M id d e n d o rf; Paul S m ith , A d v iso r; Jim  P rokopchuk; La rry  San- 
soucie.
Intercollegiate Knights
Fron t R ow : John Pepper; Hans S chm o ld t; Roy M ueller. Back R ow : Steve Thies; 
John Haley.
The Intercollegiate Knights, a National honor­
ary service fraternity, was again very active at 
UMR. IK operated the concession stands at home 
football games, held social meetings, and began an 
auxiliary with the aid of Sarah Carney and charm­
ing Duchess for leadership and service. Great ef­
fo rt was exerted to repeat Osage's previous year's 
performance which won National's Outstanding 
Chapter and Most Efficient Chapter Awards and 
helped Jon Kremer to win the national presidency. 
Service work included providing dinners to under­
privileged Rolla families at Christmas and Easter; 
carpentry work for other families; superivsing the 
Regional Speech Festival and the Science Fair; 
guides at Parent's Day and University Day; and 
spending many hours in more personal work with 




The Interservice Council is set up to co­
ordinate the activities of UMR service or­
ganizations. The council encompassed 
Blue Key, Theta Tau, Alpha Phi Omega, 
IK; M-Club, and Circle K. Though general­
ly a consulting and communications board, 
the council does attempt to promote the 
campus-wide service projects. Projects for 
this year included an "Interservice Week", 
an Interservice Newletter, and work on the 





Dr. David Oakley, Band Director
1. K e ith  Lissant
2. La rry  Sinn
3. Susan B. Howell
4. G il Krener
5. Joe H opkins, Jr.
6. Diane Nau
7. C lark Vance
8. Sam M itchell
9. Becky M inich
10. W illiam  P. Cunningham
11. Nancey Drissel
12. W illiam  Means
13. Dave Rushing
14. Mahamud A lii S h illi
15. Don Randolph
16. D oris Behr
17. Delores James
18. George Stegner
19. Frank C. Hawkins
20. Debbie Fug itt
21. Dana Nau
22. J im  Jacobs
23. Donald L. Bass
24. Ian Taxm an
25. A lex is  Swoboda
26. M arvin Doberenz
27. Sam Sneed




32. R ich Jung
33. F loyd  Sm ith
34. Darrell Elven
35. R ichard Dickerson
36. David Scheppers
37. M ark Lorenz
38. Jon Brinkm an
39. John A lfo rd
40. G lenn Anderson
41. Don Borcherding
42. N icholas K un tz
43. John Peterson
44. R obert McGhee
45. M arvin Underwood
46. Jerry R ich
47. John M angoff
48. M ark Boecker
49. R ob Kasten
50. Patricia Cooke
51. James Merciel
52. C heryl Sm ith
53. R . Hank B irk
54. C hris tine  Lyon
55. George Jackson
56. Charles Fuller
57. Rande G ro te fend t
58. R. Stanley K istler
59. R aym ond V . Eaton
60. Steve D illinde r
61. Fred Schm idt
62. Tom  Reed
63. Vance Havens
64. Steve Doss 






F ro n t: M r. Joel K ram m e, D irec to r. F ro n t R ow : Patrice R yan; Pamela M onzon ; Anne M onzon; Anne Koehlinger; Pat Dunne; L inda T ev lin ; Diana 
H arrison; Peggy D urst. R ow  2: Lynne  Palisch; Cathey C on roy ; Jayma N icke ls; Melanie Sarchet; W innette  Mason; Dawn G ant; Jane Garrison; Pam 
P o tte r; Pat C leveland; Marsha West. Row 3: Randy Thom ure ; S co tt B echto ld ; Jim  Pautler; David A ckm ann ; Ed S carff; J im  O tt; M arvin U nderw ood ; 
David S chu ler;G regory C olm an; Dan Bruns. Back R ow : David Francis; James B ruening; David Barry; M ichael Logston; R oy Eaton; James R eboduex; 





Earl K. Buhrm ester; Michael V . King, V ice-President;S tan ley C. D icken; Dana V . Reel, President; R obert Ballad; 
Michael R. Roberson; Bradley R ayfie ld , Treasurer.
College Young 
Republicans
Braving the inactivity of an "off-year elec­
tion " and the lack of interest of politics on 
the UMR campus, the College Young Republi­
cans have begun to prepare for the 1972 elec­
tion. This is the only politically oriented or­
ganization on campus, making the CYR's the 
only way any student can come in close con­
tact with politics. In the spring semester, the 
Young Republicans participated in the Mis­
souri Intercollegiate Student Legislature, 
where Young Republicans and Democrats 
from colleges over Missouri act as senators and 
representatives in a mock Missouri General As­
sembly.
Front R ow : W illiam  J. Beck; R. Craig H afner, Secretary; R ich S e ife rt, Chairman; 
S cott Scherrer, Treasurer. Back R ow : L lo yd  W. G arre tt; Randy Casteel; Edwin 
Baker; James W. O tt.
Economics Club
Fron t R ow : Howard Perez, President; Ron M urray, Vice-President. 
Back R ow : B ill Bourne; M arvin Borgm eyer, P ub lic ity  D ire c to r; David 
Suiter, P u b lic ity  Assistant.
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Fron t R ow : R obert R eyno lds; A lb e rt Rutsch; M ike P fanschm idt, Pres.; George 
Dolson; M ark H aw thorne; Rodney Leach, Treas.; D r. Look , A dv iso r. Back R ow : 
Dale M ertens; Joseph Rutsch; B ill W illiam s; M ike R utsch; T im  W ilm arth ; M ike 
Bunch, Vice-Pres.; John Powers; Greg W illiam s; M ike  Brugnara; Dennis W illiam s; 




The MSM Spelunkers Club was formed 
in the 1950's. It promotes safe caving 
practice in exploration and research. The 
Club gives persons interested in caves a 
chance to get together to discuss and ex­
change knowledge and techniques concern­
ing caving.
The amount of activity has varied from 
year to year. However, hardly a weekend 
goes by w ithout at least one trip  going out. 
For example our recent activities have in­
cluded spring and fall outings, removal of 
rubbish and exploration in the bottom of 
sink holes.
Front R ow : Gary M ackey; Eric L iv ings ton , Store-Keeper and V ice-President; 
David H o ffm a n , A dviso r. Back R ow : David B utherus; Nicholas H T ibbs- Larry  




This year Company K-7 expanded its 
activities to include both new and old in­
terests. Social functions were added to the 
calendar in addition to competing in drill 
competition, performing in exhibition drill 
for the school and community, and pro­
viding color guards.
Due to the work of the company's ex­
ecutive officer, A. Larry Summers, a co-ed 
exhibition drill team was begun with the 
sponsorship of the company.
Fron t R ow : David C raw fo rd ; John H . Dodge, C.O.; Larry  Summers, X .O .; A lan Kornacki 
Back R ow : John Rosenfeld; A rth u r Stevenson; Douglas Powell.
The Raider Organization of
1971-72 was especially dedicated 
to the development of the elite 
UMR Reserve Officer Training 
Corp cadet's tactical ability. Num­
erous field exercised were conduct­
ed to serve this purpose.
The Raider members, after com­
pletion of the required physical, 
confidence, and proficiency tests 
are awarded the Raider Tab and 
the black beret, familiar only to 
the Raiders.
When the ROTC cadet receives 
his commission, it is the hope of 
the Raider Organization, that the 
young officer will have greater 
knowledge and ability as a result 
of his affiliation with the Raiders, 
this being the ultimate goal of the 
Raider Organization.
Raiders
Fron t R ow : John Keating,S-1, A dm in is tra tive  O ffic e r; D om in ic  Grana, Executive O ffice r; B re tt Hanke, 
Commanding O ffice r; Gary W eidler, S:3; R ich K ling , S-4, Supply O ffice r. R ow  2: Jim  Fa il, S-2; Dan 
Brakensieh; Gary G a ll; Jim  A b b o tt; Randolph La ta ll; Tony D iM ercu rio , D rill In s tru c to r. Back Row: 




Fro n t R ow : M ichael J. F itzgera ld , V ice-Presi­
dent; Charles R . Jones, President. Back R ow : 
K u rt Priester; La rry  M ark lin .





Fron t R ow : Steven M addy, Vice-President; 
David M itc h e ll, S ta tion  Manager; Randall T u c k ­
er, Treasurer; Dave Tha tcher. Back R ow : John 
S. DeG ood; Jan K . Buston; Jack N o rth ; John 
S u llivan; M ike  G ray; Ew in B arne tt; George Dol- 
son; Randall S taponski; Je ffrey  L. Susanj; Dave 
Begley; B ill S chm id t, President; Tom  Webber, 
Secretary.
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Fron t R ow: W illis  W ilson; Jack Phillips, Social and Pub lic Relations; B re tt Hanke; Karl Schenke, Executive Treasurer; B ill Zaner, President; R ich 
Henbst, Secretary; Steve Boyd, Vice-President. Row 2 : M ike C row e ll; M ark Am singer; Ken Savelis; Bud O liver; John Blaine; Joe Cappa; Bob D unn, 
Back Row: Michael Boehm; D om in ic  Grana; Harold W innie ; Ronald M a rtin ; Roger T a y lo r; Dale E. W illiam s; Les Silies.
Rugby Club Soccer Club
In the last couple years, the UMR Rugby Club 
has worked to achieve a collegiate based schedule. 
Now we are associated with several area teams and 
many out-of-state teams by our competition in the 
Mardi Gras Tournament. By attending this tourna­
ment and one in Kansas City in the fall, the club 
serves as a public relations agent for the Univer­
sity as well as an intercollegiate sport. The Club is 
now in its 9th year and carries a schedule of 18 
games and two major tournaments.
The UMR Soccer Club continued its participa­
tion this year on the intercollegiate level in fine 
fashion once again. Although unable to get in an 
organized league during the year, they gave a fine 
showing against such balanced teams as University 
of Missouri, their second team, the Cosmos, and 
Fort Leonard Wood. Men from many organiza­
tions participated on the team and they were led 
by Steve Bergtholdt, fall semester President, and 
Mike Barbaglia, President during the spring semes­
ter. Better overall activity should be insured with 
the possibilities of establishing an M IAA Soccer 
Association for conduction and MIAA Tournament.
Fron t R ow : T o n y  M eier; M ike Barbaglia, President; Jon Krem er; Brad C rutcher. Back R ow : R ich K o b y lin s li, Secretary; Paul Hem m ing, 
Treasurer; Frank M inche lla ; M ike Lampe.
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F ro n t R ow : Eileen Bade; Karen K no tts ; E laine Myers, Corresponding Secretary; Joyce Reinecke, 1st V ice-President; L inda P o ttinger; Linda 
Naas. R ow  2: K a thy  Jones; Norm a Ziegler; R uthann Lanem an; Pat Maples; M ary J. S co tt; Janet R e ife l; L illia n  W hiles. Back R o w  Pennye 
H a ll; Judy D ow dy; Deborah A . T o th ; Nelda S. Gaines.
UMR Dames
An enthusiastic group of officers led the UMR 
Chapter of University Dames through a most suc­
cessful year. The meetings included very interest­
ing programs, such as Human Relations, Child 
Development, Management and Family Econom­
ics,Clothing and Textiles, and Drugs. Fund-raising 
projects consisted of a concession stand at the 
Rolla Regional Fair, selling Stanley Products, a 
raffle, a rummage sale, and a silent auction. The 
major social events this year were the children's 
Christmas party, Easter party, and husband and 
wife banquets, which included awarding each 
graduating wife a "PHT" (Putting Hubby Through) 
certificate.
Mates
The Association of Married Students, nick­
named MATES, is now in its second year on the 
organization is to provide social events for married 
students. To this end, MATES had barbeques, 
float trips, and Halloween, Christmas and St. Pat 
dances. This year MATES participated fu lly  in the 
intramural program and although we cannot say 
that we were unbeaten we contend that our cheer­
ing section is unequaled.
Business meetings are held monthly and serve 
to plan coming social events and to allow members 
to meet old friends and to make new ones. We are 
confident that MATES will continue to grow and 
w ill be a benefit to married students at UMR.
Fron t R ow : R uthann Lanem an; Dennis Laneman, Treasurer; M ary J. S co tt; Ernest W. S co tt, President; Dennis C o tte r, V ice-President- 
Judy C o tte r; K u rt Marshaus, In tram ura l M anager;Gail Marshaus. Back R ow : Jinese Krysa; M itsh Krysa; Sandy G u lley - Georqe G u llev- 
R ita  Jesse; Hugh A . Jesse; Pennye H all; Leon H all; Janet H o fe r; John H ofer.
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American Foundrymen’s Soc.
The UMR chapter of the American Foundrymen's So­
ciety is a group of student engineers involved in the many 
aspects of cast metals. Chapter activities included a series 
of interesting and informative speakers at the monthly 
chapter meetings and participation by a delegation of 
chapter members at both the AFS Regional Conference 
and the AFS Casting Congress. Chapter members also par­
ticipated in a St. Louis chapter meeting and foundry in­
dustry tour.
Le ft to  R igh t: Bruce Lam ping, Exec. Com m .; Don Zw e ife l; F rank M inden; 
Joe Ward, President.
American Ceramic Soc.
The American Ceramic Society is a national organi­
zation of scientists, educators, students and engineers 
who are involved in some aspect of ceramic materials. 
The UMR Student Branch has monthly meetings with 
great speakers or films and also sponsors field trips 
and several family-style picnics. Every year they also 
have a Ceramic Engineer Faculty-Student softball 
game, to promote intradepartmental spirit and fellow­
ship.
Front R ow: Russ S m ith , V ice-President; Dennis Schubert, President; 
Carl G io ia , Program Chairm an; R obert M . Doerr. Back R ow : Richard 
Brockm eier; James Mercie l; Doug Schwartz.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Fron t R ow : Dale P itt; E.C. O lson; George Cain; Charles B lair, C hairm an; M arvin Doberenz, Vice-Chairm an;
Robert K . Rice, Treasurer; Thomas L . Webber; Herbie Sm ith . Back R ow: L lo yd  W. G arre tt; Berard Brock- 
greitens; Greg Colm an; W illiam  R. Sweet; Vance Havens; Randy D u fo rd ; Gil W eyhaupt; M ark Fulks.
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A .I.C h.E .
rFprt ^ ^ R|p r^ iw n 'n n ? traHe' A d v il o r ; Ce* l j?  M e ^ '  Mar« in B or9meYer. R eporte r; Wayne Cagle; Craig L . Fadem, President; R ich Schaferm eyer; R ob e rt Pike Sec­
re ta ry , Je ro lyn  Onstad R ow  2 : David S u ite r; Doug Peterson; Charles H illhouse; Steven R. Jaquay; M ike T ib b its ; T e rr ill A . Y oung ; George Cadwallader- M ike 
Trancynger Steve W alker. Back R ow: M ichael B runson; Kent A nderson; Stephen C h ilto n ; John R . Schm uke; Steven C alvin; Gary BlandflSJeal Lew is- R ichard
A.I.Ch.E. A.I.M.E.-S.P.E.
The UMR student chapter o f the American In­
stitute of Chemical Engineers, features speakers 
from different branches of industry who inform 
the chapter of advances and achievements in chem­
ical engineering and related sciences. UMR's chap­
ter of A.I.Ch.E. also gives scholarship awards to 
outstanding freshman and sophomore chemical 
engineering majors, presents regional science fair 
prizes, and participates in the regional conference 
which was held in Lincoln Nebraska this year. The 
chapter has been presented the outstanding chap­
ter in the nation award for the second consecutive 
year. Two new events hav ebeen added to the 
chapter's activities: a faculty-student picnic to pro­
mote an informal student teacher social atmos­
phere and a field trip  to the Anheuser-Busch brew­
ing laboratories of St. Louis.
Despite the small enrollment in Mining Engi­
neering, the student chapter o f the Society of 
Mining Engineers of the AIME has been quite ac­
tive this past year. A t every meeting a represen­
tative of the mining industry has come to speak 
to the student mining engineers on some aspect 
of mining. Also field trips to various coal and met­
al mines have been planned through the SME of 
AIME in Missouri and Illinois. The mining student 
also makes contact w ith the mining industry with 
jo in t meetings of student chapter and the St. 
Louis and Southeast subsections of the Society of 
Mining Engineers.
A .I .M .E .—S.P.E.
S  ,R° r i n J0oh.n Baz Drefc h ; W i" iam J Beck, Secretary; W illiam  M oun t, President; Charles Travelstead, Treasurer; Steve Stubbs Back 








4. Larry  Sansoucie
5. Doug Heatherly
6. Steve Christiansen
7. B ill Higdon
8. R obert Sawyer
9. R ick  Natick
10. DeAnn Iwan
11. Steve Goldam m er





Fron t R ow : R .L . Jones; Ronald Besser, Treasurer; 
M ike Bunch; Edwin Baker. Back R ow : James A . 
Ze ll; Michael Muenks; B ill A u lt.
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Fron t R ow : Hugh Jesse; Dan DeRiem er, V ice President; M ark A rm ­
strong, President; Darold L . P h illips, Secretary-Treasurer; R obert E. 
Jones, C haplain. Back R ow : M ike Fennewald; M ike Z irk le ; Michael 
M iano; Roger D. Phillips.
Management Association
All forms of Management are connected with 
personal contact. Management itself is concerned 
with the functions of the firm  and in the ways the 
people involved inact these functions. The UMR 
Management Association attempts to give a prac­
tical application of this personal contact which is 
achieved by meetings, dinners and other social 
functions. It is hoped that these endeavors will 
give the Engineering Management graduate first 
hand experience in the basic aspects of getting 
along with other people.
A.I.M.E.-S.P.E.
The Society of Petroleum Engineers at UMR is 
a student chapter member of the National AIME, 
having served Mining, Metallurgical, and Petro­
leum engineers for 101 years. The Society, which 
is open to all who are interested in Petroleum 
Engineering, gives the student a first look at the 
Petroleum profession and the industry behind it. 
Monthly meetings provide the members with 
speakers and programs from major oil companies 
and companies servicing them for an overall pic­
ture of the world beyond the test-book. The 
Society, through short courses, industrial tours, 
and attendance of national meetins once a year, 
give the student that extra something he needs to 
link his school work w ith his future profession.
F ro n t R ow : Delores James; Douglas G. G ru n d y , Secretary; Stephen W. R ecto r, Treasurer; John R. Lee,P resident;C harles Daniells; Dennis R Harris 
Back R ow : Ed E m ery; R ichard A . B row n, A dv iso r; W illiam  George; Larry  J. Jenkins; Bashir A . K ha lil.
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A.S.C.E.
F ront R ow : W illiam  D. Blechle; A rth u r  Hartle, Corresponding 
Secretary; F.R. E llis, Secretary; A lan Naas, Vice-President; Barry 
Harms, President; John Beale, Treasurer; Te rry  M icnh im er; Ralph 
Tate. R ow 2: Dale Houdeshell; Dwayne Harrison; R obert E. K lein ; 
W illis W ilson; Douglas W ood; Ken Ziegler; Earl Poe; Bob Wething- 
ton . R ow 3: David H. Blechle; Steven W. B row n; M ike  R ichter; 
Steve M illsap; Charles Brand; Frank Yates; Roger P h illips; Roger 
W. Sechrest; M ark P ickell. Back R ow: Dennis N ickel I ; John Feld- 
mann; Jonathon M otherw e ll; Michael Stone; K u rt Marshaus; N ick 




ASME membership puts the student in 
touch with every major branch of Mechanical 
Engineering and enables one to begin profes­
sional development at an early date. Each year, 
the ASME holds monthly meetings on campus 
with speakers from every phase of Engineering, 
takes field trips through the industrial facil­
ities of various companies and has several out­
ings. In addition, the society enables its stu­
dent members to participate competitively 
w ith other schools in oral and written presen­
tations through organized events. This year, 
the ASME has had speakers on campus from 
various industries, taken field trips through 
Pittsburg Plate Glass, Schweitzer Division and 
Carter Carburetor and has had two outings in 
the Rolla area.
A.S.M.E.
F ront R ow : Richard Q u in lisk ; L loyd  W. G arre tt; A llan  R eife l, President; Tom  M cElyea, Vice-President; Kenneth Brune; David Polakowski. R ow  2: 
David Lam beth ; Bob Benson; Ken Berkeigler; Charles F illinger; Randy Casteel; Dave A ckm ann. Back R ow : L lo y d  A llin de r-T h o m a s  L in se n b a rd f 
Kenneth R. Myers; W illiam  R. Sweet; B ill C lifto n ; Charles S. Cremeens.
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F ro n t R ow : Dan Case; M ark M ue lle r; Randy Kerns, Secretary; A lan L . Bodeman, President; J. S co tt George, V ice-President; Lou H o lt. 




ACM, founded in 1947 as the society of the computing 
community, is dedicated to the development of information 
processing as a discipline, and to the responsible use of com­
puters in an increasing diversity o f applications. Here at UMR, 
student chapter meetings are highlighted by speakers from 
industry and education and films on new computing develop­
ments. What is accomplished is that students in the computer 
science field are given a better insight into the computing 
world.
C.L. Dake Geo. Soc.
Promotion o f interest in the geologic sciences was 
the central purpose governing the activities of the C.L. 
Dake Geological Society. In addition to slide shows 
and speakers at the meetings; field trips to mines im­
proved members' understanding of geology. Two min­
eral auctions raised funds for the club's treasury and 
provided statewide attention to the society. The out­
standing graduating senior in the Geology Dept, was 
awarded the annual "Geologist of the Year Award" by 
the Society in the spring. By sponsoring a fall depart­
mental mixer, a Christmas party, and a spring picnic, 
the Society furnished an opportunity for students and 
faculty to socialize in a nonacademic atmosphere.
1. Ed Garrison
2 . B onnita  Shockley
3. Gary M ackey
4. M ike Pace
5. T o n y  Haas
6. Eric L iv ingston
7. Danny M cM urphy
8 . Marsha C ollins
9 . Larry  Nuells
10. A llen  Fronabarger,Sec.-Treas.
11. M ike  Banks
12. C lif f  O lder
13. R obert Ballad
14. R obert S tranghoener
15. T om  Eyerm an
16. N ick  T ibbs
17. Dave Langston, Pres.
18. Conrad K uharic
19. Tom  Trancynger
20. Dave Butherus
21. A lan K ornacki
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Fron t R ow : Roy Wagner, 1st V ice-President; R ichard D. 
Mursch, President; Kent Gastreich, 2nd Vice-President; M att 
B ratovich, Secretary; Mark W hitney, Treasurer. R ow  2: M ike 
Fahy; Robert F. Peatross; John F. Peters; M ichael Ellis; 
Louis Karably. Back R ow: George Glos; R ichard H offm an; 




The institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers is an international, professional so­
ciety. It provides its members with an oppor­
tunity to keep abreast of changes and new de­
velopments in electrical technology, and to 
make social contacts with other people work 
ing in their field. In addition, the Student 
Branch at UMR attempts to provide a bridge 
between the engineering student and the in­
dustrial environment that he will enter when he 
leaves school. Members receive publications of 
technical articles and papers and attend regular 
meetings at which speakers from industry pre­
sent programs on current interest topics. Tours 
and outings are sponsored each semester.
Fro n t R ow: T .L . Noack, A dviso r; Chuck Hunsel; Kenneth Werner, Treasurer; W illiam  W. McCommis, Vice-Chairm an; Gerald Bayer Chairman- R ich  Seifert 
Secretary; Steve D unkm ann; Paul R. D it ty . Row 2: M arion Stan Sanders; James W. O tt; Carolyn B urch fie ld , P u b lic ity  ■ Dennis W Leitte rm an- La rry  M arklin - 
Stan H ow e ll; Harvey J R andall; James Hunsicker. Row 3: Bruce M itche ll; Gary E. Johney; Larry  S track; Thomas Kahle; Dave L. Begley; Jerry L Sandvow;Jim - 
Bondi; Charles R a iff . Back R ow : John O liver; M itche ll; F. Peterson; Steve Davis; Mark Foege; Alan Jones; M itch  Krysa- Joseph T o th  Jr • James Pautler
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F ro n t R ow : Eric Sparks, Kersi Cooper, Bob R ip le y , Secretary; John Phipps; Mendiz M irdam adi; F rank M inden, 
President. Back R ow : T ony Markunas, Treasurer; Bruce Lam ping, 1st V ice-President; M ike  H o lt, 2nd Vice-Presi­
d e n t; Don Z w e ife l; Joe W ard; M ike  W illiam s.
Metallurgical Society
The Metallurgical Society, a jo in t student 
chapter of the American Society for Metals 
and the Metallurgical Society of AIME, supple­
ments the formal education of the metallur­
gical engineering student with interesting lec­
tures on the technological developments in the 
industry, informal gatherings, and field trips. 
The Society also strives to develop the pro­
fessionalism required in an engineer through 
close association with industrial leaders and 
practicing engineers in the field of metallurgy.
Psychology Club
F ro n t R ow : D r. H aro ld  D. W arner, A d v iso r; Carl Eyberg, 
Treasurer; R ick  W h itten , President; Jack Beebe, Vice-Presi­
d en t; Pamela M onson, Secretary. Back R ow : James Johnson; 
M e rrily  G lo tfe lty ; Paula H udson; Charles T unsta ll; Marsha 
H art: Doua Schroer; M ike Chiles.
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Fro n t R ow : Randy Casteel; D r. Rocke, A dv iso r; Michael D . M oder, V ice-President; Michael T a y lo r, President; George Sko- 
sey. Treasurer; Stephen Estep; Guy C. Rogers, Membership. R ow 2: Dennis C. Edwards; Desai P ra fu l; L lo yd  W. G arre tt; 
Bob T o th ; Fred W. Cam pbell; John Qualls; Roger S toner; Kenneth A . Brune. Back R ow : Joseph P. W arren; Tom  Scheibel; 
L lo yd  A llin d e r; James H. H erbo ld ; W illiam  R. Sweet; David Ebbesmeyer; Dave Lam beth; Dave A ckm ann; R obert J. Benson.
S.W.E.
S.A.E.
The Student Branch of the Society of Auto­
motive Engineers again earned the distinction of 
being the nation's largest SAE Student Branch, A 
wide variety of activities such as car clinics, new 
car shows, University Day exhibits, field trips to 
industries or St. Louis SAE meetings, and monthly 
Student Branch meetings enabled the members 
and other students to expand their educations. 
Guest speakers came from many industries instead 
of strictly automotive to offer a well-rounded pro­
gram.
The Society of Women Engineers is a national 
professional organization composed of women 
who are either working or studying in the areas 
of engineering or the physical sciences. The pur­
poses of the organization are to present the needs 
and ideals of women in the engineering profession 
and to encourage women with the necessary tech­
nical aptitudes and interests to enter the engineer­
ing field. During the 1971-1972 year the UMR 
chapter of SWE helped with the Red Cross Blood 
Drive, had a guest lecture on loss prevention in in­
dustry, visited with the professional chapter from 
St. Louis at a picnic and conducted a bake sale to 
support the pledging program.
Fron t R ow : Janet M ille r; Eileen O 'R o u rke ; Pam 
LaFoone; Peggy Durst; Diana H arrison; L inda Tev- 
lin . Row 2: Pat Daniel; Joan Brune Margaret W ich- 
ard; Pat P iju t; Diane Bechmann;Sue H ad ley; Rose­
mary Rois; Je ro lynO nstad . Back R ow : Sue L ittk e n : 
Gayle D urand; Rhonda Lunsford ; Cheryl H ardw ick; 




The Intramural Managers As­
sociation worked directly with the 
Intramural Director in trying to 
constantly improve the Intramural 
Program at UMR. The Intramural 
Council consists of elected officers 
and the Intramural Director. The 
Council appoints committees to 
study each sport as it progresses. 
All organizations in the program 
are represented by their respective 
Intramural Manager. Both men's 
and women's organizations are in­
cluded in the association. Each 
sport in the Intramural Program is 
carefully studied. New sports are 
constantly being surveyed for their 
possibilities of being introduced in­
to the program.
Fron t R ow : L ynn  Sheridan; Ellen C herry, Marge K e lly ; Wayne Bremer, President; M ichael Edward Ris- 
sel. Secretary; Laura D avenport. R ow  2: Lawrence L. Lew is; M ike  C row e ll; Steve S herrick; Steve Lake- 
b r in k ; Steven Kreisman; Tom  A kers; David Ebbesmeyer. Back R ow : Stephen K inder; M ike  Logston; 
Jack Phillips; K u rt Marshaus; Les S t. John; Marl Schenke; B u rr V on N ostrand, In tram ura l D irec to r.
W.T. Schrenk 
Chemical Society
The W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society promotes 
interaction between the faculty and students of 
the Chemistry Department. The members obtain a 
broader background in the chemical profession 
through the programs at the monthly meetings. 
Activities of theSoceity this year included the sel­
ling of safety glassed and an outing both semesters 
with faculty-student football games.
1. Carol Langemach, Sec.-Treas.
2. M ark Kaiser, Vice-Pres.
3. Jon How ell
4. Bob Kessler
5. Kate Ogden
6. W.P. Tappm eyer, A dvisor
7. Gary M cGruder
8. Carey B o tto m
9. C athy M idden
10. Ed Henson
11. John Adams
12. R ichard C hristie
13. A lam  Erickson
14. J im  W rob leski, Pres.
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Fron t R ow : D w ight Deardeuff; David Spencer; David Teske, Vice-President; Sam Padgett, President; Patricia P iiu t S ecre ta ry  Joseoh G T o th  lr K po Rprk 
Fil in g e ^ R a n d T c a s S r  R o w S 'v n n  B ^ h e ^ T ^ T  H ° we'! ; ^ amef  H u" sicker; David H. Blechle; B ill B lechle; W illiam  M euth; Ken H am ilton ; Charles 
He sserer'- R fc h H ^ v e y  B ruceM ^C r v ?  w T  i r L p  4?rry  S track; Dennis W ' Le itte rm an; A llen  W hithead; Michael Muenks; Karl
PHc^W esley0 W atkins;'M itchel^F^P^ter^oriyJ^rry^BrendeM ; Pat Cooke." L ' ° yd  W ‘ G a rre tt; R3V E' UmphreyS; Lou D° « *  K nu th ; W illiam  R. Sweet; Lynn
Independents
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The Independent Organization represents 
non-fraternity and non-sorority students on 
the UMR campus. Annual activities of the 
group include a Christmas party and an Easter 
egg hunt for underprivileged children, a work­
day, Independents' Party Weekend, and several 
beer busts. As an added attraction this year, 
GDI sponsored a float trip  on the Current 
River. All those partaking in the event, tru ly 
enjoyed themselves.
All Independents look forward to their 
party weekend every year. Games are held, 
often with surprising feats. Hayrides, Bar-b- 
ques, and barn dances are all in order. It seems 
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Four years we 
spend in Rolla...
273
while some are here five or more.
274
Some of us choose to 
join a fraternity...
275
...while others decide to 
live independently.
276
Yet, we are all brothers 
and sisters on 
Spaceship Earth...
277
...and we are all basically people.
278
Despite our surroundings 
















































































3. A rt Lampe



























1. Dave Rushing 22. Steven Brody
2. Alan Frager 23. Steve Kreisman
3. Craig Fadem 24. Barry Bergmann
4. Mark Miller 25. Floward Perez
5. Mickey Chervitz 26. Ian Taxmann
6. Billy Gordon 27. Gary Beitch
7. Forrest Schankman 28. Darrell Tucker
8. Louis Keil 29. Dave Schraier
9. Jerry Willick 30. Earl Schraier
10. Gerhard Kirk 31. Martin Katz
11. Jeffrey Korklan 32. Wayne Galler
12. Mark Goldstein 33. Harry Bald
13. Craig Goldstein 34. Steve Malley
14. Burt Ziskind 35. Don Kohn
15. Dave Sheanhen 36. Jerry M inoff
16. Craig Schultz 37. Larry Roesler
17. Wally Canis 38. Perry Pattiz
18. Aaron Novack 39. Richard Nalick
19. Robert Grossman 40. Steven Pol insky
20. Sam Frohlichman 41. Stephen Wilson




Alpha Phi Alpha 
E Psi
1. Vewiser L. Dixon
2. Ronald M. Ollis
3. Roland R. Wilks
4. Frank Ken Billups T.W.M.
5. Allan Taylor
6. Samuel D. Brown III
7. Eric H. Trice
8. A lbert J. Winston
9. Dale L. Cain
10. Leroy V. Smith
11. Louis P. Anderson Jr.
12. James A. McNairy
13. Keith J. Battle
14. Elton B. Grundy
15. William John Shaw
16. Myron H. Biddle
17. Zebulon Nash
18. Roscoe R. McWilliams Jr.
19. Russell E. Flye






























































































































































































































































1. Bill Renner Wylli 31. Jerry Garlan Jerry
2. Tom Kreutz Tom 32. Curt Hibbs Chibs
3. Scott Hoelscher Tross 33. Nick Drozdoff Driz
4. Dave Prouty Dave 34. Ed Bruemmer Broom
5. Charlie Koch Coke 35. Steve Abernathy Abby
6. Micky Sims Mick 36. Mike Rother Roth
7. Ed Cox Ed 37. Rick Kess Flash
8. Hugh Harvey Harv 38. Bill Maass Pete
9. Rex Mann Maddog 39. Don Bene General
10. Kieth Nolde Noltz 40. Jerry Dombek Dum
11. Bill Kauble Turk 41. Bill Scheckel Sheck
12. Steve Feiner Sec 42. Russ Reiman Russ
13. Rich Starke Stark 43. Randy Brannan Bone
14. Jim Marolf Jim 44. A l Kaplan Alard
15. Ron Hoffman Ron 45. Gary McAlpin Mac
16. Jim Lucas Luke 46. Bob Boswell Boz
17. BobTouzinsky Tuzo 47. Sherril Johnson Sherrill
18. Gary Frossard Froz 48. Frank Walsh Crank
19. Terry Twichell Twitch 49. Mike Bahr Mike
20. Dean Bafford Baf 50. Gene Hunziker Taz
21. Cary Billings Cary 51. Rick LaFollette Laf
22. Jim Hellwege Smiley 52. Ken Pippin Toad
23. Jeff Carter Pinhead 53. Ross Bacon Roscoe
24. Bruce Baker Bakes 54. Joe Culley Joe
25. Bill Jasper Jakes 55. Rich Weaver Joke
26. Roger Senft Rog 56. Tim Holcer Holca
27. Chuck Davis Craze 57. Mark Weidinger Marcus
28. Jack Gevecker Zeke 58. Bob Somerville Nook
29. Gary Holder Pot 59. Rich Hayek Stump









1. Robert Wallace 18. Ray Hoppe
2. Gary Wicke 19. John Branum
3. Tim Stouse 20. Jim Robinson
4. Bob Jones 21. Dod Dierker
5. Bill Morley 22. Jerry Crafton
6. Joe Melton 23. Tobey Yadon
7. Tom Smith 24. Denny Carlton
8. Mike Schreiner 25. Ken Kifer
9. Steve Hedden 26. Sandy Campbell
10. Gary Woods 27. Charlie Parks
11. Doug Rickman 28. Don Power
12. Allen Sebaugh 29. Dick Smith
13. Merle D illow 30. Gary Shanklin
14. Keith Gregory 31. Lloyd Reynolds
15. Bill Bridge 32. Ed Haberstron
16. Floyd Sherfield 33. Denny Christian





1. Ben Brockgreitens 21. Jon Townsend 39. Mark Liefer
2. Charlie LeBrell 22. Steve McGhee 40. Dan Powers
3. Harry Wissman 23. Tony Guerich 41. Jim Dorroh
4. Jay Tyra 24. Mark Birchler 42. Mark Vogt
5. Wayne Bremer 25. Tom Hayes 43. Steve Schlumpberger
6. Kurt K. Knudtzon 26. Jeff Wilkes 44. Alex Bormann
7. Paul Garrigan 27. Rich Laughlin 45. John McCarthy
8. Wes Burton 28. Pat Suchan 46. Gen. Lee Sherman
9. A rt Kunkel III 29. Pat Mulvan 47. Tom Behan
10. Jim Martin 30. Steve Short 48. Jon Jansky
11. Brent Blizewski 31. Jack Keller 49. Leo Scherrer
12. Lyle Gastineau 32. Marlin Wells 50. Larry Zerwig
13. Ron Jackson 33. Ron Sommer 51. Joe Wong
14. Doug Peterson 34. Larry Downey 52. Mike Norht
15. Keith Hovis 35. Jim Hunsicker 53. Keith Peth
16. Harry Ammons 36. Ron Dougherty 54. Steve Sit





38. Roger McCloud 56. Rich Battley
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1. Luke Bugler 31. Greg Miller 61. Pete Lerich
2. Vic Turnage 32. Alan Kornacki 62. Ed Stephens
3. Gary Hill 33. Mark Blaser 63. Bob Cope
4. Andy Schwartz 34. Kent Wright 64. Greg Rueter
5. John Mangoff 35. John Rosenfeld 65. Chris Cape
6. Bill Petrovic 36. Larry Czajka 66. Bruce Shock
7. Dave Polakowski 37. Fred Stonner 67. John Roth
8. Dennis Calton 38. James Stewart 68. Mike Holland
9. Dan Hinkle 39. Don Marlen 69. Joe Dekold
10. Jim Chatman 40. Bert Maddox 70. Bill A u lt
11. Pat Huke 41. Bernie Held 71. Ted Hoeltje
12. Lee Bodenheimer 42. Keith Keitel 72. Hermes Lee
13. Pete Gruendler 43. Ron King 73. Rick Kuntz
14. Gary Smallwood 44. Ken Berkbiggler 74. Jim Stephens
15. Paul Kelly 45. Dave Loesch 75. Tom Graves
16. Larry Bergher 46. Gerald Foon 76. Steve Tillman
17. Marvin Eaves 47. Charlie Fillinger 77. Dale Fox
18. Greg Ritter 48. Gary Willcox 78. Dean Harris
19. John Smith 49. Doug Bridges 79. Wayne Moody
20. Nic Neumann 50. Bob Queathem 80. Dan Reich
21. Rick Aver 51. Dave Lentzi 81. Mike Cullen
22. Tony Messina 52. Dennis Krieghauser 82. Frank Cage
23. Joe Ward 53. Bill Matthes 83. Dan Rees
24. Ron Hodge 54. Jim Barbarito 84. Marty Reynolds
25. Wayne Peters 55. Bill Doll 85. Scott Scheerer
26. Wally Fechner 56. Bill Wilkerson 86. Doug Pennington
27. Dave Hamilton 57. Bob Mitchell 87. Randy Tucker
28. Derrel T rip le tt 58. Larry Scott 88. Larry Lowry
29. Ken Savelis 59. Lou Rohde 89. Bruce Haberichter




















3. Tony "The Mex" Ruiz
4. Jim Robinson
5. Don Walker
6. Bill Sal las



















26. "L ittle  Richard" Noah
27. Tom Sqires
28. Tom Barkalon
29. "D uke" Taylor






























60. Randall "The Pole" Staponski
61. Bob Becker
62. Dave Carter
63. "Wee W illy " Nichols
64. Mike Determann
65. Jim Davis
66. Frank "Hawkeye" Hawkins
67. Poncho
68. "Atlas A ndy”  Easson
69. Lew Ruesler
70. Greg Strunk
71. James Mutha Stubbs, Jr.
72. Don Michael Cerulo
73. Gary "G u y " Tucker
74. Harold Harder
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Kelly A and B
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1. Gary Wessel 28. Mike Gray
2. Joe Walker 29. Mike Seals
3. Ron Niere 30. Mike Coyne
4. Roger Keller 31. Rick Barger
5. Mike Niere 32. John Feldman
6. Russ Pfeile 33. Alan Zachary
7. Doug Powell 34. Kevin Phillips
8. Grant England 35. Eric Adams
9. Jim Geers 36. Jim Frey
10. Dennis Nichols 37. Bill Trakas
11. Gary Bales 38. Ronald Corradin
12. Mike Stone 39. David Stinson
13. Gary Weidler 40. Jim Koeper
14. Mike Pratt 41. Brent Luaders
15. Jones Houser 42. Richards A lford
16. Gary Henderson 43. Tom Harrison
17. Mike Lupo 44. House B. Teddy Bear
18. Stan Howell 45. Bob E llio tt
19. Tim Stewart 46. Douglas Lacke
20. Paul Marion 47. David Lewis
21. William Chusteen 48. Mike Whitson
22. Dave Wetteroff 49. Rich Vaeth
23. Tom Jackson 50. Rick Andvis
24. Gary LaBouff 51. Russ Beckmeyer
25. William Sloon 52. Dave Hardar
26. Mike Grant 53. Thomas Holley
27. James Edele 54. Steve Fischer
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1. Stan Harmon 20. Jim Hess
2. Jay Cora 21. Mark Schnatzmeyer
3. Neal Grebing 22. Mark Cavinder
4. Mike Sewell 23. Dan Stanglein
5. Steve Skasick 24. Terry Sohn
6. Mike Higley 25. Rick Petri
7. Jim Means 26. John Hixson
8. Paul Gieseking 27. Greg Mueller
9. Ron Dawes 28. Ray Komerous
10. Chuck Naslund 29. Bob Freese
11. C liff Felix 30. Ray Vogel
12. John Kelley 31. Ed Blanke
13. Dan Amsinger 32. John Noland
14. Ken Haley 33. Bret Shackelford
15. Don Ritter 34. Larry Mayfield
16. Greg Carlson 35. Jeff Stauffer
17. Bob Whaling 36. Beowulf
18. Tom DePauw 37. Jack Sacques





















































































































2. Bob T ikwart
3. Leon Schellman























































































2. Ron H. Martin














17. Nicklas F. Bommarito
18. Carl Gioia

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Gary Kramer 31.
2. Wayne Rosenthal 32.
3. Sharon Shaver 33.
4. David Ackmann 34.
5. Gary Pauley 35.
6. Richard Emanuel 36.
7. Bob Shurig 37.
8. John Wiesehan 38.
9. Bob Kessler 39.
10. Mike Jerome 40.
11. Gary Anderson 41.
12. Fred Schaefer 42.
13. Leland Rucknagel 43.
14. Mike Terry 44.
15. Marge Kelly 45.
16. Leonard Veden 46.
17. Gary Lederle 47.
18. Kathy Conroy 48.
19. Polly Reed 49.
20. Gregory Heseman 50.
21. Laurie Hooper 51.
22. Gordon Ericson 52.
23. Kim Allen 53.
24. Linda Tevlin 54.
25. Kathy French 55.
26. Pamela LaFoon 56.
27. Mark Foege 57.









































































































































and St. Pat’s. I’ll never forget
the date I got fixed up with.”
364
B m m  f l
















































'7 think the reason my department has gone down as far as 
enrollment goes is that the metallurgical world and the in­
dustries it's  involved with are basically dirty, ho t places. In 
this day and age o f sophistication people aren't that willing 
to get down and get their hands d irty ."
"This campus can't afford you a well rounded education. 
/4s far as social life goes, there's really nothing for a person to 
do. / th ink it's a sad state o f affairs when you live your life 
from one week to the next waiting for the weekend to come 
so you can leave."
Steve Eatherton
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"So many people say this administration is so hard 
to talk to that you can't get any changes thru-but 
usually those are the people who don't know who to 
go to. / think that i f  you have a legitimate complaint 
or request and know the proper channels to go thru, 
you 'll find this administration is fa irly receptive to 
new ideas."
"When you go out in industry every company is 
going to train you to their way o f thinking-all you 
can really do in school is get the basic knowledge and 
termano/ogy. Going to work in industry is one more 
learning process, just an extension o f your college life. 
I f  you stop learning then you're really in trouble."
Russell Pepper
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J.L. Halbert S. Hanger
P.J. Jarupanich
C.Orf
S.R. Johnson G. Kielar M.K. Lamb C. Lambe J. McCoy
G. Robinson J. Roller W. Rosenthal M.G. Roth M.R. Sample
■K. Schoenefeld M.J. Schreiner
F. Swafford T.R. Swingle
M. Taylor L.Traynor
S.Weis L. Wickerham
J.H. Williams S.E. Wilson
D. Winters R.S. Young
373
Physics
M. Barger D. L. Beaty B. Bischoff
L. Bullock D. E. Carmichael G. M. Elchinger
W. Jasper A. L. Krause J. R. Moore
Mathematics





'7 got on the student council because / was impress­
ed with its leadership and organization. Student coun­
cil has great potential-the administraion listens to 
them and they can get the ball rolling. But i t  needs 
more people coming back-it has to start over every
"School is too geared for grades, not enough for 
education-but i t  wouldn't work any other way. So 
you must remember not to let college interfere with 
your education. Set your priorities for your own per­




'7 am one o f the few engineering students that 
have been student council president, i t  has helped me 
make decisions on what to get into, its given me man­
agerial experience, and i t  has given me a look at how  
the bureacracy works."
"We all have a definite need for an education, other 
people, and a meaning in life. An education in Rot I a 
should provide all three in a happy medium so that i t  
produces a well rounded engineer."
Je ff Korklan
377
Humanities and Social Sciences
P.A. Bolt B. Bourne
P.A. Cleveland L.C. Davenport
M.J. Dodds N. Fleeman
P. Fleischmann M.K. Ford
L.A. Fronick M.GIotfelty
A. Hudson S.A. Jaggi
R.E. Kehr C. Laderoute L. Lovan S. Mitchell
J.W. Rogers D.Sandhaus D.E. Schroer R.L. StaboL.J. Rehfeld
S. Wagner J.R.Wassilak J.R. Whitten J.D. Wollard M.A. WollardS. Terry
P.L. Price
379
J. Johnson C. Kuharic
T.C. Trancynger
C.B. Bottom D. Deardevff
T.M. Flanders F. Forck
J.E. Henson J.L. Howell
Chemistry
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M. Kaiser R.R. Kessler G.C.Magruder C.M. Midden K.O. Noel P. Poertner
R Wildhaber E.K. Steffen J.D. Snarrenberg D.R. Stockstill K.Tacchi L. Vidinha
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"The name UMR is well respected in indus­
try. The name itself is something that's taken 
more than 100 years to develop. We can't le t 
the school change to hurt this."
"Getting married is something / suggest to 
anybody cause i t  really takes the burden o f f  




" I f  / would have gone to a larger school I 'd  
probably never have gotten active. Here the at­
mosphere is real low  keyed and you don't lose 
your idenity as you do on a big campus. The 
basic thing I've learned here was to treat 
people like you want to be treated yourself. 
Thats the whole idea I've been running on-it 
seems to work."
"The town could offer more to the student. 
The town itself only provides us with the use 
o f their parks. Other than that they don't cater 
to the students-as far as doing things for the 


















R.J. Campbell A. Carson D. Chenoweth
C. Crane W.P. Cunningham D. Davidson D. Dean L. DeWald R.G. Dimmitt
G. Duffey J.D. Dunard R.M. Eckelkamp J.W. Edwards F.R. Ellis W. Ernst
D. E. Evers G.W. Finn T. Fowler T.G. Frake A.M. GallurW. Ernst
385
H.F. Gregg M. Giles
S.R. Goodman J. Graham









D. Houdeshell W.G. Huffman D. I Ilian A. Izmirli M.E. Joeger D.K. Jensen
R.A. Jung J.B. Justice A. Kaplan W.W. Keith G. Kepley K. Kifer
R. E. Klein G. Kramer J.A. Kremer K.E. Konraid R.J. Laschober J.A. Lauth
E.G. Layton E.A. Leach C. Lindstrom P. Luce K.K. Marshaus K.E. Martin
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" I  think it's most important that we keep our liber­
al viewpoint. The school is trying to go too much in- 
gineering and / think i t  has to be a university tike its 
name implies."
"Everybody should try  to get involved in something 
and whatever that something is, do the best job they 
can. I f  you're not involved in extracurricular activities 




"I'm  a black student here and there is nothing gear­
ed toward the black student except the Association o f  
Black Students which was started by black students- 
so to me there is nothing offered outside classes ex­
cept sports."
"In  general / think the whole athletic department 
is racist. I f  UMR wants to keep their athletic program 
going and successful they are going to have to change 
their attitude towards the black athlete."
Gregory McClain
389
D. Montgomery G. M. Neutzling
R.R. Newman M. North J.Ortmeyer J.S. Patterson R.J. Payne D.J. Pennington
J.E. Rabaduex D.E. Reineke R. Riegel S.D. Rush J.B. Sachs J.R. Salmon
390
W.M. Souders R. Stanley D. Stephens L.M. St. Peters L.Swan J. Tan Su
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K. Allen K.R. Anderson
D.E. Bachmann G.W. Cadwallader K.W. Cook
K. Craig J.A. Finazzo E. Fisher
P. Barrigan L. Goldstein M. Goldstein
D.S. Hager R.C. Haiducek J. Higgins
M. Jett R.R. Kess A. Kropf J.D. Marek A.W. Matthes M. McIntyre
M.S. Sandelk R.Schalk P.G. Taylor M.L. Trancynger L. Turpin D.L. Wallach
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" Being in Rolla, one o f the greatest handicaps is 
that you are around the same type o f person all the 
time. The university needs to become more diversi­
fied and / think i t  has taken some steps to do this."
"Most o f the campus organizations are worthwhile, 
but whats really bad is that one fraternity or one in­
dependent group will take over an organization and sit 
on i t  for years, not allowing a person from another or­




" The biggest problem facing UMR right now is en­
rollment. Until we get the enrollment back up to 
where i t  should be and become the aspiring universi­
ty we were when / first came down here, / don't 
think UMR is going to be able to offer too much to 
the student."
" The greatest thing I've gotten out o f UMR is the a- 
b ility  to live with very little , or in other words-living 






G.J. Bayer S. Belsky
D.A. Bene J.V. Bertoglio
P.L. Bible B. Blizewski R.Borger J.C. Breeden C. Buback C.C. Chang
396
J.A. Discus Dieckmeyer R.l. Egbert J.D. Elliot C.W. Ervin R.J. Fadler
L.W. Ford T.A. Gucclardo S.E. Harper G. Havenstein J. Hawkins R. Hasselfeld
G.B. Hazelwood R.L. Hitchings S. Howell C. Hunding C. Hunsei J.R. Jackson
397
J. Jeffries A.W. Jones
P.C. Kriegshauser M.S. Krysa
C. Merlenbach M.S. Mitchell R. Mitchell R.A. Moody R. Muffler W.S. Napier
D. Nardantonio J.W. Nelden L.E. Nelson G.S.OIeksiw D. Park R.D. Parkes
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" I 'd  say the greatest thing I've gotten out o f this 
university is the fact that by associating with different 
types o f people you can learn how to respect their 
ideals and feelings about things-and you're not so 
quick to judge them."
"Being in the engineering curriculum requires a lo t 
o f work and you really have to dedicate yourself to 
that. I f  you're to be an excellent athlete you have to 
dedicate yourself to athletics also. In some universities 
you can get away with one and no t do the other-but 
here you have to do both."
400
"When / first came down here, UMR had an 
unblemished record and reputation o f being 
one o f the finest engineering schools. But now  
I don't think i t  has that reputation with com­
panies anymore."
"You really miss out on a lo t by not being 
in a coed school. I f  you have to leave every 
weekend to go somewhere to get a date, i t  has 
to affect you in a lo t o f respects."
Gary Forsee
401
M.A. Perry F. Pena
R. Pigg K; Priester
C. Raiff D. Randolph
J.A. Reynolds K.D. Reynolds
G.G. Robertson S. Rodlck J. Rodriguez
G. Schoh O.D. Stevens
J. Schamburg
R.C. Shanks G.A. Smith
S.W. Sackman
402
W.E. Trentmann J.W. Vanwig
D. Vogelpohl R.W. Volkmar K.W. Werner
J. WinkelmannJ.P. Werthman C.A. Wildt
T. Wilmonth R.L. Woirhaye R.L. Yandey
Engineering Management
J.G. Andrews J.J. Balestreri
D. DeReimerL. Benesh H. Cole S. CoxR.W. Boswell J.A. Butler
wmm
C.L. Jeonesse




R. Rowe F. Schankman W. Schmidt C.M. Schultz
R. Lewis J.R. Lucas T. McBroom
K.R. Schweigert A.L. Summers
M. Underwood J.K. Watson J.C. Weber J.C. Williams A. Zinselmeier M. Zirkle
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"About 80 percent o f what I've gained from college 
has been aquired outside the classroom. Specifically; 
the experience o f working with people, developing 
some sort o f logical method o f solving problems, 
brotherhood, and friendships. Things such as these 
aren't gained in the classroom."
" I think our efforts in the overall athletic program 
have been outstanding. We now have the foundation 
to build a really great athletic program. / th ink this 
helps enrollment and builds school spirit. I'm  really ex­
cited about the way the campus is going. I've seen a 
lo t o f improvements over five years."
Robert Berry
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"A t UMR you get a classical education, but you 
don't really learn whats happening right now. I f  you're 
going to be a practical engineer, you won't use half 
o f what you learn here. They should update the cur- 
ricu/ums to f it  the needs o f industry today-instead o f 
industry ten years ago."
" I  think the curriculums at UMR should be broader 
so that we can get a wider spectrum o f people to come 





D. Bekebrede K. Berkbigler R.A. Bethel P. Binesh D. Bokermann R. Bongioranni
408
L. Bruns J.R. Buckwalter J. Bukowski L. Bumbicka M. Butler R.G. Calkins
C. Campo
R. Chang
D. Carlson R. C. Carter
C.S. Cremeens
B. Clifton J. Corley D.E. Cotter
R. Curry G.J. Czeschin
K. Davidson J.D. Dippold
R. Dougherty T.G.Drennen
K.E. Dryer M. Elli
G. Elliot S. Epps
S. Estep C.A. Farishon
G. Ferguson D.D. Fiebelman
R.E. Flye J. Foster J. Frank M.L. Fureigh L.W. Garrett L.S. Gastineau
C. Gates H. Gdafshar E. Haberl J.M. Hartmann R.E. Harbst T.J. Herman
410
J. Kiel R.J. Killian
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"Educationally we've isolated ourselves 
here. / think we've gotten so narrow that a 
lo t o f engineers are tota lly unaware o f whats 
going on in the outside world."
Glenn Conger
"Having been here almost five years now, 
the greatest thing I've gained is being able to 
see people in many contexts. / believe this w ill 
be what / can apply to the problems / face in 
the future-almost more than the things I've 





" I  think fo r the most part, instructors are 
really interested in educating the students one 
way or another. Some in a pure technical 
sense while others expand their interest in 
teaching into the areas o f extracurricular activ­
ities. "
" I  don't th ink that high school juniors and 
seniors are aware o f the opportunities in en­
gineering. / won't blame this on the universi­
ty because they can only do so much. Right 
now we have what seems to be an abundance 
o f engineers-its just a short term thing."
Lee Turpin
413
S. Kuhn D.L. Lambeth D. Laneman
W.M. Nenninger j .a . Nolle
415
D.Stehly M.Steinnerd J.J. Stewart D. Strattman W.R. Sweet K.P.Tang
R.K. Taylor R. Thomure S. ThiesL.E. Tanner M.E. TaylorK. Taraba
R.C.TothR.E. ToddR.D. Tietz
K.P. Toy T. Twichell J. Ury
K.C. Volner W.W. Wallace R.E. Watson
W.G.Cain A.F. Gatrost R. Hoffman A. Newberry




"/ believe the greatest thing / have gained during 
my years at UMR, above and beyond my academic ed­
ucation, is a greater insight in to human behavior. 
What / have learned about people and how to deal 
with them w ill be a valuable aid to me in future years- 
perhaps more so than what / have learned in the class­
room. "
"According to the records, UMR has one o f the 
finest Civil Engineering Departments in the country. 
During the past, my own laziness has kept me from  
gaining as much from the C.E. Department as / 
would have liked - / tru ly  regret this, but the fact re­
mains and / can't change i t  now. "
Steve Biederman
418
"Its hard to tell whether or no t your time has been 
justified un til you've had a chance to actually use 
something you've learned. A college student tends to 
get the impression that a lo t o f what he's been study­
ing is just pure theory, and in the real world a great 
percentage o f i t  w ill no t hold true-but i t  is practical 
and i t  is the type o f s tu ff they use in industry today."
"Four years ago the campus was plain ugly-thats 
the best way to pu t it. I've noticed a lo t o f improve­
ments since I've been here. I'm  for i t  and I 'd  like to 
see all these improvements made i f  i t  w ill make the 
place more pleasant to look at-we need i t . "
James Bondi
419
C.J. Czajkowski J. Gee R.W.Hofer M. Holt K.O. Klein B.A. Lamping
G.M. WisbrockF. Minden W.F.Oberbeck R. Schneider J.R.Ward
420
T. Dustman W. Jerden H.J. Korklan S. Lewis P.E.Schlett R. Smith
Ceramic Engineering
Petroleum Engineering
R.A. Brown D.M. Curry E.H. Emery
D.G. Gundy J.R. Lee R. Pepper





G. Lucas- (Gen. Studies)
Senior Activities
ACHELPOHL, ALVIN T. COMP SCI 
St. Charles, Mo.
MRHA; Student Council 
ACKMANN, DAVID A. MECH ENG 
Florissant, Mo.





ALFORD, JOHN MECH ENG
Joplin, Mo.
ASME; Campus Club; Wesley; Chamber 
Band; Pop Band; MRHA.
ALINDER, LLOYD MECH ENG
St. Charles, Mo.
Wesley-V.P.; Pershing Rifles; ASME; SAE. 
ALLEN, KIM CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Thomas Jefferson-Treas.; Student Coun­
cil; IK; GDI; AlChE.
ALLEN, MICHAEL P. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
59'ers Club; SAE.
ANDERSEN, JAMES MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME.
ANDERSON, JOHN R. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
59'ers Club; SAE.
ANDERSON, KENT R. CHEM ENG
Quincy, III.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Circle K; Alpha Chi 
Sigma; AlChE.
ANDREWS, JAMES G. ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
MRHA; Campus Club; GDI.
ARTHUR, BILLY CIVIL ENG
Houston, Mo.
Engineer's Club; ASCE; Chi Epsilon; Tau 
Beta Pi.
*B*
BACHMANN, DAVID E. CHEM ENG 
Perryville, Mo.
AlChE; Alpha Chi Sigma; Tau Beta Pi. 
BAFFORD, R. DEAN MIN ENG
Blue Mound, III.
Delta Sigma Phi; AIME; Tau Beta Pi. 
BALDUS, MELVIN W. JR. CIVIL ENG 
Fairview Hgts., III.
SACE; Chi Epsilon; Tau Beta Pi. 
BALESTRERI, JOSEPH J. JR. ENG MGT 
University City, Mo.





BASEL, DANA ELECT ENG
Shawnee, Kan.
Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi; IEEE; UMR 

















Gamma Alpha Delta; Student Union Bd.; 
Assoc, for Computing Machinery; Tech. 
Club.
BENE, DONALD A. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; IEEE; Del­
ta Sigma Phi.
BENESH, LARRY ENG MGT
Collinsville, III.








BENTON, JAMES R. MIN ENG
West Frankfort, III.
SME of AIME.
BERKBIGLER, KENNETH MECH ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME; MRHA; GDI.
BERSTEIN, DAVID L. COMPSCI
Paducah, Ky.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; ACM; KMSM.
BERTOGLIO, J.V. ELECT ENG
Gillespie, III.
Eta Kappa Nu; IEEE.
BERTRAND, PAUL CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
Phi Kappa Theta; ASCE; ITE.
BETHEL, ROY A. MECH ENG
Lebanon, Mo.
ASME.
BIBLE, PAUL L. JR. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Tech Club; IEEE.
BIEDERMAN, STEVEN A. CIVIL ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha-Sec., V.P.; Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Universities; 
Distinguished Military Student; Rollamo; 
Theta Tau; Blue Key; ASCE; Instru­
ment Society of America; Board of 
Trustees for Student Publications; Stu­
dent Union Bd.; Varsitv Baseball-Topps
District Honorable Mention All Ameri­
can; Honor Roll.





BLACK, WILLIAM M. MATH
Boonville, Mo.
GDI; AUSA; Kappa Mu Epsilon.
BLAINE, JOHN T. COMPSCI
Kansas City, Mo.
Sigma Nu; ASM; AIME; APO; Rugby 
Club; ACM.
BLANKENSHIP, LARRY GEOL ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
AEG-V.P.
BLIZENSKI, BRENT ELECT ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
GDI; Engineer's Club; IEEE; UMR Sports 
Car Club; Student Union Bd.
BLOCHER, AYERS III MATH
Kansas City, Mo.
Sigma Nu-Pres., Treas.
BODEMAN, ALAN L. COMPSCI
Shrewsbury, Mo.
GDI; ACM-Pres.; Student Union Bd. 
BOEHM, MICHAEL J. GEOL ENG 
Arnold, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Varsity Football; 
AIAA; AUSA; Rollamo; Rugby Club. 
BOKERMANN, DAN MECH ENG
Des Peres, Mo.
Gamma Alpha Delta-Pres.; Phi Kappa 
Theta; UMR Band; SAE; SME; Newman 
Club.
BOLT, PHILLIP A. PSYCHOLOGY 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Campus Club-Pres., Sec-Treas.; Psychology 
Club; IK; Student Council; St. Pat's Bd.; 
Inter-Coop Council; GDI. 
BONGIOVANNI, RONALD MECH ENG 
N. Babylon, New York 
SAE,
BORYER,ROBERT ELECT ENG 
Granite City, III.
IEEE.
BOSWELL, ROBERT W. ENG MGT 
St. Louis, Mo.
BOTTOM, CARY B. CHEMISTRY 
Waynesville, Mo.
W. T. Schrenk Chemical Society. 
BOURNE, WILLIAM ECON
Vandalia, Mo.
BOYD, STEPHEN J. CIVIL ENG
Sesser, III.
GDI; ASCE; UMR Rugby Club. 
BRADSHAW, MICHAEL MATH
Houston, Texas
Thomas Jefferson; Student Council; En­
gineer's Club-V.P.; Varsity Baseball; M- 
Club.
BRAND, CHARLES CIVIL ENG
Sullivan, Mo.
ASCE.
BRADSHAW, SAMUEL CIVIL ENG 
LaGrange, Mo.
ASCE; GDI; Tech Club; Chi Epsilon. 
BREEDEN, JON C. ELECT ENG
Manchester, Mo.
IEEE; Engineer's Club; GDI.
BRENDEL, RONALD A. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
MRHA; GDI; ASCE.
BRITT, FRANK CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
59'ers Club; ASCE.
BRODY, STEVEN R. CIVIL ENG
Alpha Epsilon Pi. Alpha Phi Omega; 
ASCE; Intramural Managers Assoc.; Col­
lege Young Democrats.
BROWN, CHARLES CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
ASCE.
BROWN, JAMES C. CILIV ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASCE; Phi Kappa Theta; Gamma Alpha 
Delta; Newman Club.
BROWN, RHICHARD A. PETR ENG
Olney, III.
Society of Petroleum Engineers; Pi Ep­
silon Tau; Engineer's Club; IK. 
BRUEMMER, MICHAEL A. CIVIL ENG 
Jefferson City, Mo.
Campus Club; ASCE.
BRUNS, LOREN MECH ENG
Nevada, Mo.
S/\E; AIAA; 59'ers Club.
BUBACK, CRAIG ELECT ENG
Florissant, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu.
BUCK, WAYNE M. MIN ENG
Fenton, Mo.
Triangle-Sec.; Alpha Phi Omega; AIME; 
Student Union Bd.
BUCKWALTER, JOHN R. MECH ENG 
Monroe City, Mo.
Pi Tau Epsilon.
BUHREMESTER, EARL k. MATH 
Norborne, Mo.
BUKOWSKI, JOSEPH MECH ENG
St. Ann, Mo.





BUMBICKA, LARRY MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME; SAE; Campus Club.
BURKE, STEVEN CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
ASCE; Chi Epsilon.
BUSH, RUTH ARLENE ENGLISH
Dixon, Mo.
WRHA; BUS; Inter-Varsity Christian Fel­
lowship; UMR Band; Personnel Assistant. 
BUTLER, JAMES A. ENG MGT
Webster Groves, Mo.
MRHA; UMR Photo Club-Sec-Treas.; 
KMSM; IK; IEEE; IK; Engineer's Club; 
UMR Management Assoc.
BUTLER, MICHAEL MECH ENG
Miami, Fla.
Kappa Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi. 
BUTLER, RANDY CIVIL ENG
Unionville, Mo.
Chi Epsilon; ASCE.
BUSCH, KENNETH L. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Beta Sigma Psi; ASCE.
*C*
CADWALLADER, GEORGE W.Chem Eng
Edwardsville, III.
AlChE; Pershing Rifles; Wesley; Phi Kap­
pa Phi; Alpha Chi Sigma; Tau Beta Pi-
CAIN, WILLIAM, G. AERO ENG
Sedalia, Mo.
MRHA; AIAA; UMR Band; Kappa Kap­
pa Psi; General Lectures Comm.; Missouri 
All College Band.
CALKINS, E. GEORGE JR. MECH ENG 
Kirkwood, Mo.
Student Union Bd.; ASME-Pres.; Kappa 
Sigma.
CALL, DANIEL M. CIVIL ENG
Ferguson, Mo.
Student Union Bd.; ASCE; Sigma Tau 
Gamma; Engineer's Club of St. Louis;
CAMPBELL, ROBERT J. CIVIL ENG 
Ferguson, Mo.
ASCE.
CAMPO, CARL MECH ENG
Springfield, III.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Circle K; UMR 
Sports Car Club.
CANIS, WALTER COMP SCI
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi-Pres., V.P.; ACM. 
CARLSON, DONALD MECH ENG
Kirkwood, Mo.
ASME; SAE; GDI; MSPE.
CARMICHAEL, DWIGHT E. PHYSICS 
Kansas City, Mo.
Delta Sigma Phi; IFC; IK; Student Union 
Bd.; SPS-Sigma Tau Sigma; Phi Heta Sig­
ma.
CARSON, ALAN CIVIL ENG
Neosho, Mo.
Golf Letterman; Campus Club.
CARTER, ROBERT C. MECH ENG
Kirkwood, Mo.
SAE; UMR Sports Car Club.
CASTRIANNI, CARL J. MATH
Springfield, Mo.
Phi Kappa Phi.
CHANG, CHAU-CHIH ELECT ENG
Taiwan, Rep. of China
Eta Kappa Nu; Chinese Student Assoc.
CHANG, RICKY MECH ENG
Brazil
CHENOWETH, DARYLL CIVIL ENG
Vandalia, Mo.
CHILES, RICHARD M. PSYCHOLOGY 
Springfield, Mo.
CURE; Student Council; Miner.
CISSELL, CHAR LES COMP SCI
St. Louis, Mo.
MRHA-Sec., Treas.; ACM; GDI.
CLARK, ROBERT E. ELECT ENG
Pittsfield, III.
Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi; IK; IEEE; 
Shamrock Club.
CLEVELAND, PATRICIA A. PSYCH. 
Rolla, Mo.
Band; Tau Beta Sigma-Pres.; Student 
Union Bd.; UMR Choir; Madrigal; GDI. 
CRANE, CLIFFORD CIVIL ENG
New Melle, Mo.
ASCE; ITE.
CLIFTON, ARLENE COMP SCI
Independence, Mo.
ACM.
CLIFTON, WILLIAM MECH ENG
Webster Groves, Mo.
Spelunkers; ASME; 59’ers Club.
COBBLE, JAMES ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu; Radio Club; GDI; En­
gineer's Club.
COLE, HUGHE. ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
UMR Management Assoc.; GDI. 
CONSTANCE, CHARLES D. ELECT ENG 
Jefferson City, Mo.
Tau Beta Pi; IEEE.
COOK, JEROME ELECT ENG
Clinton, Mo.
59'ers Club; ICC; GDI; IEEE.
COOK, KENNETH W. CHEM ENG
Paducah, Ky.
AlChE; ISA.
COTTER, DENNIS E. MECH ENG
Lee's Summit, Mo.
ASME; MATES-V.P.
CORLEY, JOHN MECH ENG
St. Charles,Mo.
Phi Eta Sigma; GDI; Campus Club.
COWIN, WILLIAM E. ELECT ENG
Granite City, III.
GDI.
KINLEY, CRAIG CHEM ENG
Bonne Terre, Mo.
CREMEENS, CHARLESS. MECH ENG 
Benton, III.
SAE; ASME.
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM P. CIVIL ENG
Northwoods, Mo.
Kappa Kappa Psi; UMR Band; ASCE. 
CURRY, DONALD M. PETR ENG
Nevada, Mo.
Pi Eta Tau; SPE; Engineer's Club.
CURRY,ROBERT MECH ENG
Kansas City, Ks.
Pershing Rifles; GDI; 59'ers Club. 
CZAJKOWSKI, CARL J. MET ENG
Brooklyn, New York 
Sigma Nu; AIME; AFS-V.P.




DAVENPORT, LAURA C. PSYCH. 
Panama City, Panama 
Kappa Delta; Intramural Manager. 
DAVIDSON, DON CIVIL ENG
Salem, Mo.
ASCE; 59'ers Club.
DAVIDSON, KEITH MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Varsity Basketball; Sigma Pi; M-Club; 
ASME.
DAVIS, ROBERT A. ELECT ENG
West Frankfort, III.
IEEE; Campus Club; Eta Kappa Nu; 
Tau Beta Pi.
DEAN, DONALD CIVIL ENG
Olney, III.
Circle K; GDI; MRHA; ASCE; BSU; Wes­
ley.
DEARDEUFF, DWIGHT CHEMISTRY 
Waynesville, Mo.
GDI; Campus Club; YARC; Miner; Raid­
ers; Phi Kappa Phi; Alpha Chi Sigma; 
Phi Eta Sigma.
DEAVER, RANDALL L. COMP SCI 
King City, Mo.
IK; Phi Eta Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kap­
pa Phi; Varsity Basketball.
DECLUE, GARY L. CHEMISTRY
Crystal City, Mo.
Engineer's Club.
DERIEMER, DAN ENG MGT
San Antonio, Texas
Student Council; Student Union Bd.; 
GDI; UMR Mgt. Assoc.
DESPAIN, DENNIS ENG MGT
Farmington, Mo.
Tech Club-Pres.; Student Council; In­
dependent Man of the Year; Bd. of Pub­
lications.
DEWALD, LEONARD CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.





DICUS, JOSEPH A. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
IK; UMR Rugby Club; IEEE; Student 
Council; Thomas Jefferson-Treas., V.P.; 
GDI; Student Union Bd.
DIECHMEYER, OEEIN ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE; HKN; Beta Sigma Psi.
DIMMITT, ROBERT G. CIVIL ENG
Hannibal, Mo.
Prospectors Club; ASCE; Chi Epsilon; 
Tau Beta Pi.
DIPPOLD, JACK D. MECH ENG
Edwardsville, III.
ASME; ASHRAE; SME; NSPE; MSPE. 
DOBERENZ, MARVIN AERO ENG
Jackson, Mo.
Kappa Kappa Psi; AIAA; UMR Band; 
Tau Beta Pi; Gamma Delta.
DODDS, MURRY J. PSYCHOLOGY 
Rolla, Mo.
DOLL, WILLIAM E. Jr. MATH
Springfield, Mo.
MEHA; ACM.
DOLLISON, FRANK E. ENG MGT
Chicago, III.
SAME; ASCE.
DONZE, BOB COMP SCI
St. Marys, Mo.
Kappa Mu Epsilon; ACM.
DOUGHERTY, RONALD MECH ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
Tau Beta Pi; Engineer's Club.
DOWNING, KENNETH B. ENG MGT 
Manchester, Mo.
ASME; AFS; UMR Mgt. Assoc. 
DRENNEN, THOMAS G. MECH ENG 
Overland, Mo.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Gamma Alpha Delta; 
UMR Rugby Club; SAE.
DRYER, KEITH E. MECH ENG
Webster Groves, Mo.
StudentUnion Bd.; SAE; Pershing Rifles;
MRHA.
DUFFEY, GARY CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Varsity Swimming; ASCE; Mates.
DUGAN, SHERIDA R. CHEMISTRY 
Crystal City, Mo.
Phi Kappa Phi; Kappa Mu Epsilon. 
DUNARD, JOHN DAVID JR. CIVIL ENG 
Arnold, Mo.
ASCE.
D U N N ,  MICHAEL E. MIN ENG
Westchester, III.
AIME;Theta Xi-Pres., Sec.
DUSTMAN, TOM CER ENG
Edwardsville, Mill.
Kappa Alpha-Pres.; IFC; Keramos; ACS; 
Alpha Phi Omega.
ECKELKAMP, RONALD M. CIVIL ENG 
Washington, Mo.
Shamrock Club; St. Pat's Bd.-v.P.
EDWARDS, JOHN W. CIVIL ENG
Rolla, Mo.
ASCE; Chi Epsilon; Tau Beta Phi; Phi 
Kappa Phi; Student Conduct Comm.; 
University Day Comm.
EGBERT, ROBERT I. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
HKN; Engineer’s Club; Tau Beta Pi; 
IEEE.
ELCHINGER, GILBERT M. PHYSICS 
Affton, Mo.
MRHA-Sec., Treas.; Karate Club; Rolla 
Civic Symphony; Sigma Pi Sigma; Phi 
Kappa Phi.
ELLI, MICHAEL MECH ENG
Kirkwood, Mo.
IFC-V.P., Treas.; Rollamo; Miner; SAE; 
ASME; Phi Kappa Theta-V.P., Treas. 
ELLIOTT, GARY MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME.
ELLIOTT, JOHN D. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi; IEEE.
ELLIS, FRANK R. CIVIL ENG
Sedalia, Mo.
ASCE; SAE; GDI; Student Union Bd.; 
Engineer's Club; Dean's List.
ELLIS, MICHAEL D. GEOL ENG
Mexico, Mo.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon; AEG.
EMERY, EDGAR G.H. PETR ENG
Nevada, Mo.
Engineer's Club; SPE; Pi Epsilon Tau; 
BSU.
EPPESTINE, DAVID A. AERO ENG
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
AIAA-V.P., Treas.; Student Council; KMSM. 
EPPS, STEPHEN MECH ENG
Richmond, Mo.
SAE; ASME; Kappa Kappa Psi-V.P.; 
UMR Band.
ERNST, WILLIAM G. CIVIL ENG
Jefferson City, Mo.
ASCE; GDI; Campus Club-V.P.; Chi Ep­
silon.
ERNST, WILLIAMJ. JR. CIVIL ENG
Montgomery City, Mo.
Shamrock Club; ASCE; Wesley.
ERVIN, CHARLES W. ELECT ENG
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Tech Club; IEEE; Eta Kappa Nu.
ESTEP, STEPHEN MECH ENG
Savannah, Mo.
Tech Club; SAE-Sec.; GDI; ASME.
EVERS, WILLIAM ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.




EVERS, DAVID E. CIVIL ENG
Jefferson City, Mo.
Phi Kappa Theta; ASCE.
EYERMANN,THOMAS GEOLOGY
St. Louis, Mo.
Spelunkers-Pres.; C.L. Dake Geological 
Society; College You ng Democrats-Treas.
*F*
FADLER, R.J. ELECT ENG
Prairie Du ROcher, III.
IEEE; IK; HKN; Tau Beta Pi; Scabbard 
and Blade.
FARISHON, CHARLES A. MECH ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Student Council; ASME; Prospector's 
Club.
FECHT, RONALD L. ENG MGT
Mexico, Mo.
Pershing Rifles; IEEE; SAE; UMR Mgt. 
Assoc.
FERGUSON, GARY MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
SAE; Engineer's Club.
FIEBELMAN, DENNIS D. MECH ENG 
Boss, Mo.
Raiders; Propsector'sClub;SAE; ASME. 
FINAZZO, JAMES A. CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
FINN, GERALD W. CIVIL ENG
Monett, Mo.
ASCE; Chi Epsilon
FISHER, EUGENE JR. CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon-Pres.; Miner. 
FLANDERS' T. MICHAEL CHEMISTRY 
St. Joseph, Mo.
UMR Sports Car Club.
FLEEMAN, NEILL PSYCHOLOGY 
Kansas City, Mo.
Good Seed-Editor; Psychology Society. 
FLEISCHMANN, PAT HISTORY
Belle, Mo.
FLETCHER, C. SCOTT GEOL ENG
Decatur, III.
AEG; ASCE;M-Club-Pres.; UMR Track. 
FLYE, RUSSELL E. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.




Tech Club; W.T. Schrenk Society.
FORD, LELAND W. ELECT ENG 
Niantic, III.
Phi Eta Sigma; IK; Eta Kappa Nu; Tau 
Beta Pi-Sec.; Photo Club; IEEE; Campus 
Club; Chi Alpha; Phi Kappa Phi.
FORD, MARY KAY HISTORY
Rolla, Mo.
History Club.
FORREST, RYAN ENG MGT
Waynesville, Mo.
Delta Sigma Phi.
FORRESTER, RAY K. CHEM ENG
Springfield, Mo.
AlChE; Tau Beta Pi.
FOSTER, ELDON MIN ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
Triangle; APO; AIME.
FOSTER, JOEL MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME; Pi Tau Sigma-Treas.; Tau Beta Pi;
MRHA.
FOWLER, THOMAS CIVIL ENG
Black Rock, Ark.
FRAKE, TERRENCE G. CIVIL ENG
Clifton, III.
ASCE; M-Club; UMR Track.
FRANK, JERRY MECH ENG
Rolla, Mo.
Sigma Nu; ASME; SAE.
FREEMAN,RAYMOND CHEM ENG
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
GDI; AlChE; Tau Beta Pi.
FRONICK, LEE ANN PSYCHOLOGY 
St. Louis, Mo.
FUREIGH, MICHAEL L. MECH ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Pi Tau Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; SAE; 
ASME.
*G*
GALLER, WAYNE CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; AlChE.
GALLOWAY, JOHN COMP SCI
Rogersville, Mo.
ACM.
GALLUR, ARCHIBALD M. CIVIL ENG 
Waterford, Conn.
Chi Epsilon; ASCE.
GARRETT, LLOYD WAYNEMECH ENG 
Overland, Mo.
Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa 
Phi; Scabbard and Blade; Pershing Rifles; 
Alpha Phi Omega; SAE; ASME; AIAA; 
AUSA; NSPE; CYR; GDI; Wesley UMR 
Sports Car Club.
GARRIGAN, PAUL CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
AlChE; Engineer's Club; Tau Beta Pi;
College Young Democrats; Newman Club. 
GASTINEAU, LYLE S. MECH ENG
Ava, Mo.
St. Pat's Bd.; GDI; Engineer's Club. 
GATES, CHRIS MECH ENG
Monett, Mo.
GDI; SAE.
GATROST, ARCHIE F. AERO ENG
Independence, Mo.
AIAA; Tau Beta Pi; Liahona.
GEE, JAMES MET ENG
Pleasant Valley, Mo.
Met. Society; Engineer's Club.
GREGG, HARRY F. JR. CIVIL ENG
St. Genevieve, Mo.
Newman Club; Campus Club; ASCE; 
Chi Epsilon; Dean's List.
GEORGE, J. SCOTT COMP SCI
Mt. Vernon, Mo.
ACM-V.P.
GILES, MICHAEL CIVIL ENG
Cuba, Mo.
ASCE.





Psychology Society-Sec.; Miner; Dean's 
List.
GOLAFSHAR, H. MECH ENG
Iran
Iranian Studenta Assoc.
GOLDSTEIN, LEWIS CHEM ENG
University City, Mo.
Gamma Alpha Delta; Alpha Epsilon Pi; 
Alpha Phi Omega; AlChE.
GOLDSTEIN, MARK CHEMISTRY 
Creve Coeur, Mo.
APO;Miner;GAD; Alpha Epsilon Pi. 
GOODMAN, SAMUEL R. CIVIL ENG 
Monett, Mo.
ASCE: 59'ers Club.
GORDON, WILLIAM ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Alpha Phi Omega; 
IEEE; UMR Mgt. Assoc.
GRAHAM, JOHN CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
ASCE; GDI.
GRANA, DOMINIC CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
GDI; ASCE;Chi Epsilon;Raiders;!K. 





UMR Track; Dean's List.
GREDELL, THOMAS ERIC CIVIL ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.





GUCCIARDO, TERRY A. ELECT ENG 
Gillespie, III.
Tech Club; GDI; Inter Co-op Council; 
IEEE; Faculty Comm. On Security and 
Traffic Safety; Traffic Safety Comm. 
GUNDY, DOUGLAS G. PETR ENG
Nevada, Mo.
SPE; Engineer's Club; Pi Epsilon Tau; 
Tau Beta Pi.
GUNN, RICHARD ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
Am. Mgt. Assoc.; Newman Club.
*H*
HABERL, EUGENE MECH ENG
Columbia, III.
Assoc, of the U.S. Army; ASME; ASH- 
RAE; Pi Tau Sigma; Scabbard and Blade. 
HAGER, DAVID S. CHEM ENG
St. Joseph, Mo.
AlChE.
HAIDUCEK, ROBERT C. CHEMSITRY 
O'Fallon, Mo.
AlChE; Alpha Chi Siqma;Campus Club. 
HALBERT, JEFFERY L. COMP SCI
Desoto, Mo.
HALE, DENNIS CIVIL ENG
Vichy, Mo.
ASCE.
HALEY, JOHN PAUL CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Theta Tau; Alpha Phi 
Omega-Pres., V.P., Sec.; Miner; Rollamo; 
Inter Service Council; ISA-Sec.; AIAA; 
IEEE; SAWA-Pres.; Circle K.
HAMM, MICHAELE. CIVIL ENG
O'Fallon, III.
ASCE.
HAMPEL, JAMES K. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Sigma Pi; Varsity Swimming; M-Club; 
APO; ASCE; AUSA.





Phi Kappa Phi; Kappa Mu Epsilon; ACM.
426
HANSON, STEVE A. ELECT ENG 
Monica, III.
HARDWICK, CHERYL COMP SCI 
Effingham, III.
SWE; Lambda Sigma; ACM; BSU; Wesley; 
WRHA; Shamrock Club.
HARLAN, V.GERRI PSYCHOLOGY 
St. Louis, Mo.
KMSM.
HARMS, BARRY A. CIVIL ENG
Rolla, Mo.
ASCE; Tau Kappa Epsilon.
HARPER,STEPHEN E. ELECT ENG 
Anderson, Mo.
Rifle Team; Pistol Club.
HARRIS, TERRY GEOLOGY
St. Louis, Mo.
C.L. Dake Geology Society.
HARRISON, DWAYNE W. CIVIL ENG 
Mt. Grove, Mo.
ASCE
HARTMANN, JOHN M. MECH ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
SAW: ASM E.
HASSELFELD, RANDAL ELECT ENG 
Webster Groves, Mo.
Theta Xi; Eta Kappa Nu; Gamma Alpha 
Delta; UMR Track Team; IEEE. 
HAUENSTEIN, GEORGE ELECT ENG 
St. Charles, Mo.
MR HA; Tau Beta Pi; HKN; Phi Eta Sig­
ma; MRHA-Ugly Man.
HAWKINS, JOHN ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE; Alpha Phi Omega; Miner; Rolla- 
mo.
HAZELSOOD, GREGORY B.ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
59’ers; Student Union Social Comm.; 
GDI; IEEE; ASME; ASCE.
HEARST, DALE M. COMP SCI
Barnhart, Mo.
Varsity Football; BSU.
HECK, AUGUST EARL CIVIL ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Rollamo; ASCE; CYR-Treasurer; UMR 
Band; Kappa Kappa Psi; Pi Kappa Alpha- 
Secretary, Pledge Master.
HENSON, JAMES EDWIN CHEMISTRY 
Martinsville, Mo.
W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society; MRHA; 
Prospectors Club; Phi Kappa Phi; Phi 
Eta Sigma; IK.
HERBST, RICHARD E. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon-V.P., Sec.; AMSE; 
Circil K; Student Union Bd.; Rugby 
Club.
HERBST, STEPHEN RAY CIVIL ENG 
Farmington, Mo.
ASCE; Phi Kappa Theta; Gamma ALpha 
Delta; Newman Club.







Tech Club; GDI; Student Council; Inter 
Co-Op Council; Chi Epsilon; Rolla Flying 
Club.
HIGGINS, JACK CHEM ENG
Bethany, Mo.
Delta Tau Delta; Alpha Chi Sigma; 
St. Pat's Board.
HILL, JASON JEFFREY MECH ENG
Farmington, Mo.
Tech Club; SAE; ASME; Rolla Flying 
Club.
HILL,TERENCE M. MECH ENG
Florissant, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Miner; APO; Circil K 
Club.
HITCHINGS, ROGER L. ELECT ENG 
St. Joseph, Mo.
IEEE.





Rollamo; ACM; IEEE; Assoc, of Married 
Students; Engineer's Club; APO; First 
Honor Roll; GDI.
HOFER, ROBERT W. MET ENG
Ferguson, Mo.
Kappa Sigma; American Foundrymen's 
Society; Scabbard and Blade. 
HOFFMANN, DONALD MATH
St. Lousi, Mo.
Kappa Mu Epsilon _
HOFFMANN, RICHARD GEOL ENG 
Sedalia, Mo.
Newman Club; MSM Spelunkers; C.L. 
Dake; AEG; 59'ers; Student Union.
HOFFMAN,RONALD AERO ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Delta S i g m a  pm; a i a a ; S A t .
HOLLIS, JAMES L. MECH ENG
St. Lou is. Mo.
SAE-V.P.; Engineers Club; Chi Alpha. 
HOLLRAH, TED A. ENG MGT
St. Charles, Mo.
Beta Sigma Psi-V.P.; IFC;Theta Tau-V.P.;
HOLT^MICHAEL MET ENG
Collinsville, III.
Alpha Sigma Mu-Pres.; Metallurgical So­
ciety of AIME-V.P.; American Foundry- 
men's Society; APO; Circle K; IFC; Stu­
dent Union; Who's Who in American 
Colleges & Campuses; Tau Beta Pi; Tri­
angle.
HOPKINS, DOUG CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ITE; ASCE; UMR Sports Car Club. 
HOUDESHELL, DALE CIVIL ENG
Nevada, Mo.
ASCE; XE; Pershing Rifles.
HOWELL, JON L. CHEMISTRY
Alexandria, Va.
ALpha Chi Sigma; UMR Rifle Team- 
Captain; Pershing Rifles; GDI; 59'ers. 
HOWELL, STAN ELECT ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
SAE; IEEE.
HRACH.S. RICHARD, JR MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
GDI; ASME; Rolla Sports Car Club. 
HUDEK, KATHLEEN PSYCHOLOGY 
Rolla, Mo.
Psychology Club; Spelunkers Club. 
HUDSON,ALAN PSYCHOLOGY
St. Louis, Mo.
HUFFMAN, W.G. CIVIL ENG
Eminence, Mo.
Mates
HULE, MICHAEL C. CIVIL ENG
Independence, Mo.
Campus Club; ASCE; GDI.
HUN DING, CARL ELECT ENG
Guffalo Grove, III.
Sigma Nu; APO; IEEE; SAE.




ILLIAN, DON CIVIL ENG
Barstow, Calif.
ASCE; Korean Student Association.




JACKSON, JERRY R. ELECT ENG
Hannibal, Mo.
IEEE; History Club; GDI; Society of 
Professional Engineers; Engineer's Club. 
JAEGER, MARK E. CIVIL ENG
Washington, Mo.
GDI; Phi Kappa Phi; ITE; ASCE; Phi 
Eta Sigma-Sec.; Curator's Award; Tau 
Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon; First Honor Role. 
JEFFREIS, JAMES ELECT ENG
Kaiser, Mo.




Kappa Delta; Gamma Delta; Student 
Union Bd.
JARUPANICH, PRASERT J. COMPSCI 
Thailand
Shamronck Club; Newman Club.
JASPER, WILLIAM PHYSICS
Washington, Mo.
Sigma Pi Sigma; Society of Phusics Stu­
dents; IK; Delta Sigma Phi.
JENSEN, DONALD KEITH CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
ASCE.
JERDEN, WILLIAM CER ENG
East Alton, III.
Shamrock Club-Treas.; ACS.
JESSE, HUGH A. ENG MGT
Festus, Mo.













JOHNSON,STEVEN E. ENG MGT
Nevada, Mo.




JONES, KENNETH BENARD MECH ENG 
Hoffman Estates, III.
Campus Club; SAE; ASME.
JONES, ROBERT E. ENT MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
UMR Management Association 
JONES, ROBERT P. ENG MGT
Pacific, Mo.
JUNG, RICHARD A. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASCE; Kappa Kappa Psi; Kamma Delta- 
Pres.; UMR Stage Band.





Alpha Chi Sigma; W.T. Schrenk Chemical 
Society-V.P.; C.U.R.E.; Campus Club; 




Delta Sigma Phi; IK; ASCE; Chi Epsilon; 
ITE.
KARHUSE, RICHARD A. MATH 
Riverside, Calif.
Kappa Mu Epsilon-Pres., V.P.; Phi Kappa 
Phi; Academica Affairs Committee; Soci­
ety of Physics Students.
KATZ, MARTIN MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi-V.P., Secretary; Ac­
ademic Council; Curators Scholarship A- 
ward; ASME.
KEEFE, GLENN P. MECH ENG
DeSoto, Mo.
KEHR, ROSEMARY E. HISTORY
Steelville, Mo.
KEITH, WARREN N. CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
ASCE.






KESS, RICHARD G. CHEM ENG
Greenwood, Nebraska
Delta Sigma Phi; Alpha Chi Sigma; Tau




ASCE.ITE; GDI; Engineer's Club First 
Honor Role.
KLEINSORGE, RAYMOND MECH ENG 
Affton, Mo.
GDI; Gamma Delta;Shamrock Club; SAE. 
KLOBUCHER,STEVE MECH ENG 
Peoria, III.
Beta Sigms Psi; Pi Tau Sigma; Phi Kappa 
Phi.
KNOWLES, JAMES J. ENG MGT
Wentworth, Mo.
Scabbard and Blade; GDI. _
Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; IK; Student 
Union; Student Council; AICE; Out­
standing Freshman & Sophomore Ch.E. 
Student; Who's Who in American Col­
leges & Universities.
KESSLER, ROBERT R. CHEMISTRY 
St. Louis, Mo.
W.T. Schrenk Chemical Club; ACS 
KEUSS,STEVEN MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Phi Kappa Theta; ASME; SME.
KIEL, JERRY MECH ENG
Kirkwood, Mo.
Theta Tau; Kappa Sigma; M-Club; Var­
sity Football; ASME; St. Pat's Bd.
KlELAR, GARY COMP SCI
New Hartford, New York 
Kappa Kappa Psi; KMSM; UMR Band. 
KIFER, KENNETH CIVIL ENG
Bernie, Mo.
Delta Tau Delta-Treas.; St. Pat's Bd.; 
ASCE.
KILLIAN,ROBERT J. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME.
KILLORAN, LANCE M. MECH ENG
Chesterfield, Mo.
ASME; AIAA; M-Club; Circle K; Kappa 
Sigma; Varsity Swimming-Capt.; Student 
Union Bd.
KLAHS, JOSEPH W. JR. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Theta Xi; St. Pat's Bd.; Pi Tau Sigma; 
Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi; ASME. 
KLEIN, KIP D. MET ENG
St. Louis. Mo.
KOHLBERG, ARTHUR A. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASME; GDI.
KOHNEN, THOMAS CHARLES MECH ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Rifle; Team; GDI; ASME.
KONRADI, KEITH ELMER CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Beta Sigma Psi; ASCE.
KORKLAN.H. JEFFREY CER ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Student Council-Pres,; Tresa.; APO; Alpha 
Epsilon Pi-V.P.; Keramos-V.P., Treas.; Ameri­
can Ceramics Society-Treas.; IK-Treas.; Tau 




ASCE; Thomas Jefferson Hall Cabinet 
KRAUSE, ANTHONY L. PHYSICS
Shelbyville, III.
American Institute of Physics; UMR Photo 
Club; SAE; KMSM;59'ers; GDI.
KREMER, JON A. CIVIL ENG
Ballwin, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon-V.P., Pledge Trainer, 
Rush Chrmn.; Theta Tau-Treas., Pledge 
Trainer, Operations Chrmn.; Intercollegiate 
Knights-Royal King, Chapter Duke, Record­
er, Best Active; Alpha Phi Omega-Pres., V.P., 
Treas., Corr. Sec., APO Man of the year- 
Spring 1971; Blue Key; Who's Who in Ameri­
can Colleges & Universities; Who's Who in 
Greek Fraternities of America; Soccer Club- 
Treas.; ASCE; SAE; AIAA.
KRIEGSHAUSER, PAUL C, ELECT ENG 
Edina, Mo.
Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi; 
Newman Club; Esperanto Club.
KROPF, A. CHEM ENG
Lima Peru
FELA.
KRYSA, MITHCEL S. ELECT ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
IEEE; Shamrock Club; Mates.
KUHARIC, CONRAD GEOLOGY
Kansas City, Mo.





LADEROUTE, CHARLES DAVID ECON 
St. Joseph, Mo.
Triangle-Pres., 1st V.P., 2nd V.P., House 
Manager, Rush Chrmn.; Alpha Phi Omega- 
Pres., 1st V.P.; Man of the Year; Student 
Union Board-Pres., V.P., Special Events Di­
rector; Gamma Alpha Delta-Pres., Rollamo- 
Editor, Ass. Editor, Administrative Editor, 
Photographer; St. Pat's Board; SAE; NSPE; 
ASME; SME; Economics Club-Sec., Manage­
ment Association; Interservice Council; Ac- 
demic Council; Board of Trustees for UMR 
Publications; Dean's List; Who's Who in 
Col leges and Universities; Curator's American 
Award; Thomas M. Paul Scholarship; Lau­
rence H. Schuk Scholarship; National Fra­
ternity Hall of Fame; St. Pat's Knight; St. 
Pat's Herald; IFC Man of the Year; Blue Key; 
Blue Key Man of the Month; Missouri 
Miner-Features Editor, Photographer, Writer; 
Poets Club; UMR Discipline Committee; 
Chancellor's Executive Committee; Student 
Executive Board; Centennial Events Team. 
LAJEUNESSE, CHUCK ENG MGT
Belleville, III.
Sigma Pi-Pres., V.P., Pledge Trainer, Rush 
Chrmn.; Student Council-Pres., Executive 
Committeeman;Student Union Board-Treas., 
Special Events Director; Blue Key-Pres.; 
UMR Management Assoc.; Alph Phi Omega. 
LAMBE, CLINT COMP SCI
Arlington Hts., III.
ACM; Shamrock Club; IEEE.
LAMB, MARY KETHLEEN COMP SCI
St. Louis, Mo.
SWE;Student Union Board-General Lectures 
Comm., Social Comm.; KME.
LAMBETH, DAIVD L. MECH ENG
Plainview, III.
Thomas Jefferson;Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma. 
LAMPING, BRUCE A. MET ENG
Oakland, New Jersey 
Alpha Sigma Mu; Met. Society; AFS. 
LANEMAN, DENNIS MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Mates; ASE; UMR INtramural Managers Ass. 
LANGSTON, DAVID J. GEOLOGY
Paducah, Ky.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon;C.L. Dake Geological 
Society; Phi Eta Sigma; MRHA; GDI; Cam­
pus Club.
LAPLANTE, RICHARD ENG MGT
Fredericktown, Mo.
LASCHOBER, RICHARD JOHN CIVIL ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Chi Epsilon; Tau Beta Pi; 
Intercollegiate Knights; Circle K; ASCE; 
Student Union Board-Special Events Comm. 
LAUTH, JOHN A. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASCE,Chi Epsilon;Tau Beta Pi.
LAYTON, EARL GALE CIVIL ENG
Ironton, Mo.
Inter Coop Council; Student Council; Cam­
pus Club.
LEACH, EDWARD A. CIVIL ENG
Owensville, Mo.
59'ers Club.
LEE, JOHN R. PET ENG
Morley, Mo.
59'ers Club; SPE; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Ep­
silon Tau.
LEHENBAUER, DAVID R. ENG MGT 
St. Louis, Mo.
Student Union Board-Special Events 
Comm., Publicity Comm.; Gamma Al­
pha Delta; Circle K; UMR Management 
Ass.; Beta Sigma Psi.





PiTau Sigma;Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi. 
LESKO, MICHAEL J. ENG MGT
Franksville, Wise.
LUESCHKE, GARY MECH ENG
Berkeley, Mo.
Theta Xi.
LEWIS, RALPH ENG MGT
Kansas City, Mo.
UMR Management Ass.; UMR Sports Car 




Tech Club; American Ceramic Society. 
LILL, DERYC GEOL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.









LINK, ALLEN ELECT ENG
Flat River, Mo..
LITTEKEN,SUSAN E. MATH
WRHA-Pres.; Student Union Board-Social 
Comm.; Social Comm.; Kappa Mu Ep­
silon; SWE-Corr. Sec., Pres. 
LIVINGSTON, ERIC GEOLOGY
S. Coffeysville, Okla.




LOVE, C. WALLACE MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Engineer's Club.
LOW, WILLIAM R. ELECT ENG
Jefferson City, Mo.
M-Club; Varsity Tennis; Judicial Board. 
LUCAS, GARY M. GEN STUD
Hematite, Mo.
LUCAS, JAMES R. ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
Delta Sigma Phi; Student Union Board- 
Recretaion Comm.; American Manage­




LUZYNSKI, LAWRENCE H. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Shamrock Club; IEEE; GDI.
MADDUX, LARRY MIN ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
American Management Ass.; Campus 
Club; AIME.
MAGRUDER, GARY C.CHEMISTRY 
Waynesville, Mo.
W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society.
MARCEE, DAVIDC. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
E.E. Hobby Club; Radio Club.





Sigma Tau Gamma-Pres., V.P., Treas.; 
Theta Tau; ALpha Phi Omega; Inter-Fra­
ternity Council.
MARKUSSEN, MERRITT ELECT ENG 
Rolla, Mo.
MARSANO, JOSE RODOLFO MECH ENG
Callao, Peru
FELA.
MARSHALL.CHARLES F. MECH ENG Rolla, Mo.
ASME.
MARSHAUS, KURT K. CIVIL ENG
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Intramural Manager's Ass.; ASCE; ITE; 
Mates.
MARTIN, KENNETH E„ JR. CIVIL ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
ASCE; 59'ers Club.
MAJIDI, MASSUD ELECT ENG
Tehran





MCCOMMIS, WILLIAM W. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE; Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi;SAE; 
NSPE; Intercollegiate Knights.
MCCOY, JAMES COMP SCI
St. Charles, Mo.
MRHA-Treas.; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sig­
ma; IEEE; ACM; Student Union Board. 
MCELYEA MECH ENG
Quincy, III.
Pi Tau Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; Inter­
collegiate Knights; Tau Kappa Epsilon- 
Pres., V.P., House Manager, Pledge Train­
er.
MCFERRON, GORDON N. ELECT ENG 
Festus, Mo.
Varsity Football; Eta Kappa Nu; Tau 
Beta Pi; Tech Club.
MCGARY, FREDERICK CIVIL ENG 
Rolla, Mo.
ASCE.
MCGINTY, CHARLES MECH ENG 
Neosho, Mo.
Campus Club; ICC; SAE; ASME; Pi Tau 
Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; UMR Blood Comm. 
MCGUIRE, DAVID NUC ENG
Alton, Mo.
Nuclear Eng. and Science Honor Society. 
MCJIMSEY, EDWARD ELECT ENG 
Springfield, Mo.
IEEE; Shamrock Club-Pres.; Tau Beta Pi. 
MCMURPHY, DANNY GEOLOGY 
Sullivan, Mo.
Society Gamma Epsilon; C.L. DakeGeol- 
ogical Society; AIME; Schamrock Club. 
MCWILLIAMS, DENNIS ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
MCWILLIAMS, ROSCOE R. Jr. Mech ENg 
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Phi Alpha, Ass. for Black Students- 
Pres.; Student Council; Student Union 
Board.
MCINTYRE, MELVIN CHEM ENG
Venezuela
FELA.







WRHA-Treas.; W.T. Schrenk Chemical 
Society.
MIHEVIC, ROBERT CIVIL ENG
Little Falls, New York
ASCE.





Rugby Club; GDI; ASCE; Chi Epsilon.
MINDEN, FRANK MET ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
AFS; Met. Society; Alpha Sigma Mu; 
GDI; Rollamo.
MIODUNSKI,ROBERT MECH ENG 
Eureka, Mo.
Engineer’s Club; Intercollegiate Knights; 
Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi.
MITCHELL,MICHAELS. ELECE ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Shamrock Club-Treas., Chrman., Board 
of Dir.; IEEE.
MITCHELL, ROBERT ELECT ENG
Chester, III.
Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; Phi Kappa 
Phi; IEEE.
MITCHELL, STEPHEN ECONOMICS 
Florissant, Mo.
Sigma Pi; Economics Club.
MOLITOR, EDWARD A. ENG MGT 
Wentzville, Mo.
Varsity Baseball; Eng. Mgt. Ass. 
MONTGOMERY, DENNIS CIVIL ENG 
Taylorville, III.
ITE.
MOODY, ROBERT AL ELECT ENG 
E. Alton, III.
St. Pat’s Board; 59'ers Club; Student 
Union Board-Special Events Comm. 
MOORE,CHARLESC. CHEM ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Kappa Alpha; AlChE; Inter Varsity 
Christian Fellowship.
MOORE, JAMES A. PHYSICS
LaPlata, Mo.
Sigma Pi Sigma.
MOOTS, PAUL C. MECH ENG
Kirksville, Mo.





MORRISON,ROBERTR. Jr. ENG MGT 
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Phi Alpha; Varsity Wrestling Team; 
Ass. for Black Students; M-Club; St. Pat's 
Board; IEEE; UMR-Mgt. Ass.; Who’s Who 
in Fraternities and Sororities in America; 
Who's Who in Colleges and Universities 
of America.
MOTSOASELE, MOTLATSI MATH 
Masery, Lesotho 
History Club.
MUELLER, KENT W. MECH ENG
Affton, Mo.
Lambada Cho Alpha-Treas.; IFE-Treas.; 




Varsity Track; Shamrock Club; M-Club; 
C.L. Dake Geological Society.
MUFFLER, RONALD ELECT ENG 
Florissant, Mo.
Tau Beta Pi; IEEE; Engineer's Club. 
MULLIGAN, JAMES GEOLOGY
Virginia Beach, Va.
Student Union Board; C.L. Dake Geol­
ogical Society; GDI.
MURPHY, GARY M. ENG MGT
Silex, Mo.
MURRELL, PAUL D. ENG MGT
Richland, Mo.
UMR MGT. Ass.; Prospectors Club. 
MYERS, KENNETH R. MECH ENG
Aurora, III.
Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma.
*N*
NAPIER, WILLIAMS. ELECT ENG
West Plains, Mo.
IEEE.
NARDANTONIO, DENNIS ELECT ENG 
Penn Valley, Pa.
NASH, ZEBULON CHEM ENG
Hazelwood, Mo.
Alpha Phi Alpha-Pres.; House Manager, 
Pledge Trainer; Alpha Chi Sigma; Alpha 
Phi Omega; Blue Key; Who’s Who Among 
American Colleges and Universities; 
Who’s Who Among Greek Fraternities 
and Sororities of America; Ass. for Black 
Students-Pres.; IFC; Student Union 
Board-Social Comm.; M-Club; Varsity 
Wrestling.
NEKULA, ROGER MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Varsity Track.
NELDEN, JAMESW. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE; ASME; AIAA;KMSM; MRHA; GDI. 
NELSON, LARRY E. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Varsity Track; M-Club; IEEE; Alpha 
Phi Alpha.
NENNINGER, WAYNE M. MECH ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Pershing Rifles; SAE; ASHRAE; 59’ers 
Club.
NETHINGTON, DENNIS HISTORY 
Sullivan, Mo.
NEUTZLING, GARY M. CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Aplha Phi Omega; ASCE; ITE; MRHA- 
Governor.
NEWBERRY, ALFRED AERO ENG
West Plains, Mo.
AIAA; SAE; Engineer's Club.
NEWMAN, RAYMOND R, Jr. CIVIL ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
NJUS, CARTER MECH ENG
Redlands, Calif.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Blue Key; Theta Tau; 
Student Union Board-Recreation Comm.;
Rollamo; Missouri Miner; Varsity Tennis; 
Alpha Phi Omega.
NOEL, KENNETH DALE CHEMISTRY 
St. Charles, Mo.
Alpha Chi Sigma; W.T. Schrenk Chemical 
Society; GDI; Phi Eta Sigma; Intercolleg­
iate Knights; MRHA.
NOLLE, JOHN A. MECH ENG
St. Charles, Mo.
Varsity Baseball; GDI.




OBERBECK,WILLIAM F„ Jr. NUC ENG 
Kirkwood, Mo.
Sigma Pi-Treas.; Chess Club-Treas.; ANS. 
OLDER, CLIFFORD D„ Jr. GEOLOGY 
Northbrook, III.
C.L. Dake Geological Society.
OLDRIN, JACK ENG MGT
Mattituck, L.I., New York 
Ass. of Married Students-Pres.
OLESKIN,GARYS. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Campus Club; Eta Kappa Nu; IEEE. 
OLIVER, LEE MIN ENG
Independence, Mo.
Rugby Club; St. Pat's Board.
OLSON, E.C. AERO ENG
Independence, Mo.
AIAA-Pres., Sec.; ASME; SAE; Liahona 
Fellowship; Engineers Club; Phi Eta Sigma. 
ONSTAD, JEROLYN M. CHEM ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
AlChE; SWE-Sec., Treas., Lambda Sigma. 
ORD,CATHERINE COMP SCI
St. Charles, Mo.
ACM; Spelunkers-Sec., Treas.; 
ORTMEYER, JUANITA CIVIL ENG
Jefferson City, Mo.




Shamrock Club; ICC-Sec.; GDI.
PARKER, RONALD D. MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Prospectors Club-Bus. Mgr.; ICC-V.P.; 
Intercollegiate Knights.
Independence, Mo.
ROLLAMO; Photo Club; Phi Eta Simga;
I b tfc ; INIbKh.
PATTERSON, J. SCOTT Jr. CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
ASCE; NSPE; MSPE.
PATTIZ, PERRY MECH ENG
University City, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Intercollegiate Knights; 
Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma’
429
PEATROSS, ROBERT F. GEOL ENG 
Delamo, S.C.
AEG; C.L. Dake Geological Society; 
Spelunkers.
PENA, FERNANDO ELECT ENG
Caracas, Venzuela
GDI.
PENNINGTON, DAVID J. CIVIL ENG 
Chillicothe, Mo.
ASCE; 59'ers Club; CURE.
PEPPER,RUSSELL PET ENG
Collinsville, III.
Kappa Sigma-Inner Guard; Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Universities; 
Blue Key; Tau Beta Pi; Theta Tau-V.P., 
Pledge Trainer; Pi Epsilon Tau-V.P., Sec., 
Treas.; Student Council; Alpha Phi O- 
mega-V.P.; SPE-V.P., Treas.; Intercolleg­
iate Knights; Circle K-Pres., Sec.
PERRY, MICHAEL A. ELECT ENG 
Rolla, Mo.
IEEE; SAE.
PETERS, JOHN F. GEOL ENG
Rialto, Calif.
AEG; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Karate 
Club.
PHILLIPS, DAROLDL. ENG MGT 
Marshfield, Mo.
IEEE; Engineer's Club; UMR Manage­
ment Ass.
PIGG, LARRY V. PSYCHOLOGY 
St. Louis, Mo.
Chess Club.
PIGG, RUSS ELECT ENG
Bonne Terre, Mo.
Student Union Board; IEEE.
PITT, DALE AERO ENG
Affton, Mo.
Intercollegiate Knights; Baptist Student 
Union; MRHA; Tau Beta Pi; AIAA. 
POERTNER, PATRICIA CHEMISTRY 
St. Louis, Mo.
Wesley Foundation-Treas.; Alpha Chi Sig­
ma; Phi Kappa Phi.
POLITTE, JAMES E. MIN ENG
Maplewood, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; St. Pat's Board; 
AIME.
PRICE, LYNN MECH ENG
Triplett} Mo.
MRHA; GDI; St. Pat's Board; SAE. 
PRICE, PERRY L. HISTORY
Marshfield, Mo.
History Club.
PRIESTER, KURT ELECT ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Campus Club; Photo CLub-Pres.; GDI. 
PRISSOUSKY, ALEXANDER GEOLOGY 
Kensington, Md.
GDI; C.L. Dake Geological Society; Spe­
lunkers; UMR Sports Car Club. 
PUETTMANN, DAVID R. CHEM ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon-Pres., Treas.; Student 
Council-Sec.; Theta Tau-Corr. Sec.; Cir­
cle K-Pres., Pledge Trainer; AlChE; UMR 
Sports Car Club; University Council.
* Q *
QUINLISK, RICHARD M. MECH ENG 
Florissant, Mo.
GDI; Shamrock Club; ASME.
*R*





Sigma Pi Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; AIAA. 
RAIFF,CHARLES ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE; Eta Kappa Nu; Tau Beta Pi. 
RANDOLPH, DON ELECT ENG
Union, Mo.
MRHA; GDI; UMR Marching Miners; UMR 
Concert Band; UMR Pep Band.
RAU, CARL W. CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
AlChE; Alpha Chi Sigma; Photo Club; 
ACS; Sports Car Club.
RAUH, DAVID PHYSICS
Collinsville, Mo.
SPS; Sigma Pi Sigma; C.L. Dake Society. 
RECTOR, STEVE PETR ENG
Lebanon, Mo.
REHFELD, LINDA J. ENGLISH
Brentwood, Mo.
REIFEL, ALLAN J. MECH ENG
Overland, Mo.
SAE; ASME; Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; 
Phi Kappa Phi.
REINEKE, DENNIS E. CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
ASCE; Chi Epsilon.
REINKE, DAVID MECH ENG
Jefferson City, Mo.
ASME; Campus Club; Pi Tau Sigma; 
NSPE;Tau Beta Pi; Newpian Club. 
REYNOLDS, JOHN A. ELECT ENG
Mt. Vernon, Mo.
IEEE; GDI; Shamrock Club.
REYNOLDS, JOHN L. MIN ENG
West Frankfort, III.
AIME-Pres.; Engineers Club; Tau Bera 
Pi; Phi Kappa Phi.
REYNOLDS, KEITH D. ELECT ENG 
Florissant, Mo.
Campus Club; IEEE.CURE; Independents. 
RICE. DON GEOLOGY
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
MRHA; IVCF; Phi Eta Sigma; Scabbard 
and Blade.
RICE, JEFFREY MECH ENG
Webster Groves, Mo.
MR AH; AMSE.




RIEGEL, RICHARD CIVIL ENG
Linn, Mo.
ASCE.
ROBERTSON, GARY E. ELECT ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
GDI; Eta Kappa Nu.
ROBINSON, GORDON COMP SCI
Montgomery City, Mo.
MRHA; GDI; Campus Club; ICC; ACM. 
ROCHE, RONALD H. MECH ENG
University City, Mo.
AIAA; SAE; Tau Kappa Epsilon; Varsity 
Swim.
RODICK,STEPHEN ELECT ENG
IEEE; Shamrock Club-Sec., Business 
Mang.; Board of Directors; Wesley-Sec. 
RODRIGUEZ, JOHNNY ELECT ENG 
Quite, Ecuador












Pi Tau Sigma-Sec.; ASME; Student Union 
Board of Publicity Comm.
ROTH, MICHAEL G. COMP SCI
Ste. Genevieve, Mo.
ACM.
ROTHERMICH, DERRILL ELECT ENG 
St. Charles, Mo.
IEEE.
ROTHERMICH, RICHARD L. MATH 
Wentzville, Mo.
Campus Club; M-Club; Varsity Baseball; 
Intercollegiate Knights.
ROWE, REGGIE ENG MGT
Potosi, Mo.
Rollamo; Photo Club.
RULE, RICH MECH ENG
Palmyra, Mo.
Kappa Sigma-V.P.; ASM E-Sec., V.P.
RUSH,STEVEN D. CIVIL ENG
House Springs, Mo
ASCE.




SACHS, JACQUES B. CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Lambda Chi Alpha; Chi Epsilon; Tau 
Beta Pi.
SACKMAN, STEVEN W. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
GDI; MRHA-Governor
SALMON, JERRY R. CIVIL ENG
Clinton, Mo.
ASCE; ITE.
SAMPLE, MICHAEL R. COMP SCI
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Beta Sigma Psi-Social Char.; ACM; Gam­
ma ALpha Delta; Student Union Board. 
SANDELK, MICHAELS. CHEM ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
AlChE; ALpha Chi Sigma; Tau Beta Pi. 
SANDHAUS, DANIEL HISTORY
Rolla, Mo.
SANDHAUS, ROBERT E. MECH ENG
Rolla, Mo.
Varisty Basketball; M-Club.
SAWYER, ROBERT E. PHYSICS
Jackson, Mo.
Philosophy Club; SPS-Pres., Vice Pres.; 
Sigma Pi Sigma-Pres.
SCHALK, RONALD CHEM ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Circle K; ALChE; Chi Eta Sigma; Phi 
Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; University Scho- 
lorStudent Union Baord Pub. Comm
SCHALL, LARRY CIVIL ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
Sigma Nu;Theta Tau; Alpha Phi Omega; 
Varisty Baseball; ASCI; Student Council; 
Who's Who In Amer. Frat. and Sor 
SCHAMBURG, JOHN ELECT ENG
Perryville, Mo.
Campus Club; IEEE.
SCHANKMAN, FORREST ENG MGT 
Creve Coeur, Mo.





Democrats-Sec.; UMR Management Ass.; 
Ass. forSystems Man.; Alpha Phi Omega. 
SCHEERER, RICHARD MECHENG 
Grandview, Mo.
SME; SAE.
SCHEIBEL,THOMAS E. MECH ENG
Belleville, III.
Campus Club; Independents; SAE. 
SCHLETT, PAUL E. CER ENG
De Soto, Mo.
Campus Club-Treas., Sec.; ROTC; ACS; 
UMR ROTC Band-Drum Major; Baptist 
Student Union; Interfaith Council of 
IMR-Pres.
SCHMIDT, WM. ENG MGT
St. Louis. Mo.
Tech Club; SAE; Radio Club-Pres; UMR 
Mgt. Assn.
SCHNAARE, STANLEY D. AERO ENG 
Hillsboro, Mo.
AIAA' ASME
SCHNEIDER, ELMER K. MECH ENG 
St. Peters, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Rugby Club;SAWE. 
SCHNEIDER, RICH MET ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
Campus Club; AIME.
SCHOENEFELD, KARL COMPSCI 
Glencoe, Mo.
Campus Club; ACM.
SCHOLL, DENNIS MECH ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
SCHOTT, GAIL ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Circle K; IEEE; Stu­
dent Union Board Comm.
SCHREINER, MICHAEL J. COMPSCI 
St. Louis, Mo.
Gamma Alpha Delta-Pres.; Alpha Phi 0- 
mega; Delta Tau Delta-Sec.; Newman 
Club-Sec.; Photo Club; St. Pat's Board. 
SCHROER, DOUGLAS E. PSYCHOLOGY 
St. Louis, Mo.
Engineers Club; Spelunkers Club; Good 
Seed; Psychology Society.
SCHMOLDT, HANSK. GEOLOGY 
Bartlesville, Mo.
Delta Sigma Phi; Alpha Phi Omega; 
Blue Key; Theta Tau; IFC; C.L. Dake 
Society.
SCHULER,EUGENE V. ELECT ENG 
Sullivan, Mo.
IEEE.
SCHULTZ, CRAIG M. ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Epsilon Pi-Sec.; Intercollegiate 
Knights; UMR Mang. Ass.; Ass. for Sys­
tems Mgt.-Pres.
SCHULTZ, KENNETH MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; ASME. 
SCHWEIGERT, KENNETH R.
Ste. Genevieve, Mo.
Phi Kappa Theta; Who's Who; Theta 
Tau; Alpha Phi Omega-Historian; Circle 
K; Missouri Miner; Rugby Club-Treas. 
SCOTT, KENNETH W. GEOL ENG
Ferguson, Mo.
Triangle; Gamma Alpha Delta; AEG; Stu­




Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi.
SEBAUGH, ALLEN R. MECH ENG
Sikeston, Mo.
Delta Tau Delta.
SECHREST, ROGER W. CIVIL ENG
Effingham, III.
Shamrock Club; GDI; Wesley Founda­
tion; UMR Band.
SHAN KLIN, GARY CIVIL ENG
Hopkinsville, Kent.
Delta Tau Delta; ASCE; IFC.
SHANKS, Ronald C. ELECT ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
SHAW, STEVEN R. PETR ENG
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
SPE-Sec.; Sports Car Club.
SHEPHERD, WILLIAM W. MECH ENG 
Lancaster, Mo.
Campus Club; SAE; ASME; Phi Eta Sig­
ma; Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; Phi 
Kappa Phi; GDI.
SHEPPARD, WILLIAM ELECT ENG
Boss, Mo.
SHERWOOD, ROBERT MECH ENG
Big Spring, Texas 
MRHA; ASME.
SIN DEL, MARVIN MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Phi Omega; GDI; ASME; 59'ers 
Club.
SLIZEWSKI, CHARLES EDWINMech Eng 
St. Louis, Mo.
SAE; ASME; Prospectors Club. 
SLOVENSKY, R. CLAYTON CIVIL ENG 
Hillsboro, Mo.
ASCE; GDI.
SMITH, GARY ALAN ELECT ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
MRHA; Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; 
Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi; IEEE; SAE 
SMITH,GREGORYP. GEOLOGY 
Affton, Mo.
C.L. Dake Geological Society;SME; GDI; 
UMR Sports Car Club.
SMITH,HERBERTG. AERO ENG
Kappa Kappa Psi; AIAA.
SMITH,RUSSELL CER ENG
Wellsville, Mo.
Keramos; ACS;Tau Beta Pi; GDI; Thomas 
Jefferson Hall Ass.
SNARRENBERG, JAMES D. CHEM 
St. Louis, Mo.
W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society; English 
Club; GDI; Varsity Wrestling. 
SOMERVILLE,ROBERT CIVIL ENG 
Palos Heights, III.
Varsity Football-All-Conference and 
Honorable Mention All-American; Theta 
Tau; Blue Key; Delta Sigma Phi-Sgt.-at- 
arms, Pledgemaster; M-Club; Who's Who 
in American Colleges ans Universities. 
SOUDERS, WILBUR M. CIVIL ENG
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
ASCE.
SMITH, WAYNE D. CIVIL ENG
Lee's Summit, Mo.
ASCE; Lianona Fellowship, Prospectors 
Club; Chi Epsilon.
STABO, REBECCA L. HISTORY & ED 
Gamma Delta; Interfaith Council; Stu­
dent Union Board; Lambda Sigma; His­
tory Club.
STAHL, LEROY WAYNE ELECT ENG 
Arnold, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu; IEEE; MRHA.
STANLEY, ROBERT CIVIL ENG
Clio, Iowa
Chi Epsilon;SigmaTau Gamma; Tau Beta 
Pi; ASCE; SAE.
STEFFEN, EARL K. CHEMISTRY 
Chesterfield, Mo.
Sigma Tau Gamma.





ASME.SAE; MRHA; GDI; Spelunkers. 




STEWART, JOHN J. MECH ENG
Eminence, Mo.
STEVENS, ORAMELDALE II Elect Eng 
Pleasnat Plains, III.
Baptist Student Union; IEEE; Eta Kap­
pa Nu; Intercollegiate Knights; Engineers 
Club.
STINNETT, WILLIAM R. GEOLOGY 
Carlinville, III.
Engineers Club.
STOCKSTILL, DONALD R. CHEMISTRY 
Ozark, Mo.
59'ers Club; GDI; Student Council. 
STONNER, ROGER L. AERO ENG
Camden, Mo.
SAE: AIAA; GDI.
ST. PETERS, LEONARDM. CIVIL ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.




SUMMERS, ALFREDL.,Jr. ENG MGT 
Clinton, Mo.
IEEE; ICC; GDI; Pershing Rifles; Scab­
bard and Blade; 59’ers Club; UMR Man­
agement Ass.
SWAFFARD, FORREST COMP SCI
Rayville, Mo.
ACM; GDI.
SAWN, LARRY CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
ASCE
SWEET, WILLIAMR. MECH ENG
Webster Groves, Mo.
Thomas Jefferson; SAE; ASME; AIAA; 
GDI; UMR Sports Car Club.
SWINGLE,TERREL RAY COMP SCI
Lee's Summit, Mo.
GDI; Mates; Engineers Club.
*T*
TACCHI, KENNETH CHEMISTRY 
St. Louis, Mo.
ACS; W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society; 
GDI;Alpha ChiSigma; Newman Club. 
TANG, KIM POR MECH ENG
Vancouver, Canada
Pi Tau Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; ASME; 
Campus Club; Chinese Student Ass. 
TANNER, LARRY E. MECH ENG
Granby, Mo.
TANSU, JOHN CIVIL ENG
ASCE; ChineseStudent Ass.; Chi Epsilon. 
TARABA, KEITH MECH ENG
Kansas City, Mo.
Campus Club; ASME.
TATE, RALPH CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Mates; ITE; ASCE.
-TAYLOR, CHARLES H. CIVIL ENG 
St. Louis County, Mo.
ASCE.
TAYLOR, DONALD PET ENG
Dixon, Mo.
SPE; Pi Epsilon Tau; Tau Beta Pi. 
TAYLOR, MICHAEL E. MECH ENG
Cairo, Mo.
MRHA; Pi Tau Sigma; Tau Beta Pi; Phi 
Eta Sigma; SAE; ASME; Curator's Scho­
lar; First Honor Roll; Phi Kappa Phi. 
TAYLOR, MICKEY COMP SCI
Tipton, Mo.
Kappa Kappa Psi; ACM; SPS.
TAYLOR, PHILLIP G. CHEM ENG
Woodriver, III.
MRHA; GDI; AlChE.
TAYLOR, ROGER K. MECH ENG
Independence, Mo.
Alpha Phi Omega; Student Union Board- 




THOMPSON, WAYNE ELECT ENG 
St. Joseph, Mo.
THOMURE, RANDALL MECH ENG
Festus, Mo.
University Choir; ASME; SAE.
THIES,STEPHEN MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Who's Who in American Colleges and 
Universities; Sigma Phi Epsilon-Pres., 
Treas., Rush Chrmn.; IFC-V.P., Blue 
Key-Editor; Theta Tau; Missouri Miner- 
Bus. Mgr.; Alpha Phi Omega; ASME, 
AIAA.
TIETZ, ROGER MECH ENG
St. Joseph, Mo.
TODD, RICHARD E. MECH ENG
Herculaneum, Mo.
TOTH, ROBERT C. MECH ENG
AIAA; Thomas Jefferson; UMR Sports 
Car Club; St. Pat's Board.
TOMASELLA, RENATO ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE.
TOUZINSKY, ROBERT J. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
IEEE.
TOY, ROBERT P. MECH ENG
Paducah, Ky.
ASME; SAE; 59'ers Club; GDI; Pi Tau 
Sigma.
TRANCYNGER, MICHAEL L. Chem Eng 
Florissant, Mo.
Campus Club; AlChE; Alpha Chi Sigma; 
Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi.
TRAYNOR, LORRAINE COMP SCI 
Doniphan, Mo.
College Young Democrats; Lambda Sig­
ma-Sec., Treas., SWE.
TRENTMANN, NORMAN E. ELECT Eng 
St. Louis, Mo.
GDI; IEEE.
TURPIN, LEE CHEM ENG
Kirkwood, Mo.
MRHA-Pres.; GDI-Pres., Treas.; UMR 




Delta Sigma Phi; SME; SAE; Pi Tau 
Sigma.
*U*
UNDERWOOD, MARVIN ENG MGT
Ash Grove, Mo.
Phi Eta Sigma-Pres.; UMR Band; Univer­
sity Choir; Kappa Kappa Psi-V.P., Treas., 
Tau Beta Pi; Campus Club-Sec., Treas. 
UNGER, ROBERT W. CIVIL ENG
Springfield, III.
ASCE; Kappa Mu Epsilon.
URY, JOHN MECH ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
VARWIG, JAMES W. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu; IEEE; Tau Beta Pi; 
MRHA.
VIDINHA, LARRY CHEMISTRY 
Honolulu, Hawaii
Tech Club; GDI; Blue Key; Missouri 
Miner; CURE; Alpha Chi Sigma; AlChE; 
60-Miner.
VISINTAINER, ALAN CIVIL ENG
Springfield, Mo.
Student Council; ASCE; Chi Epsilon; 
Tau Beta Pi; Campus Club.
VOGELPOHL ELECT ENG
Quincy, III
Varsity Tennis; IEEE; Campus Club; 
Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; Newman 
Club.
VOLKMAR, ROBERT W. ELECT ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Eta Kappa Nu Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa 
Phi; IEEE; Campus Club.
VOLNER, KEVIN C. MECH ENG
Oates, Mo.
VONKUENEL, REDERICK CIVIL ENG 
St. Joseph, Mo.
Triangel; ASCE; Student Union Board- 
Special Events Comm.
WADE, ROBERT L. MIN ENG
Lamesa, Texas
MRHA; Campus Club; GDI; UMR Sports 
Car Club; SME-Treas.
WAGNER, SUSAN PSYCHOLOGY 
Rolla, Mo.
WAHLS, MICHAEL A. MATH
McHenry, III.
Beta Sigma Psi-Treas.; Phi Eta Sigma; 
Kappa Mu Epsilon; Phi Kappa Phi; Math 
Club-Pres.
WALLACE, WILLIAM W. MECH ENG 
Haiti, Mo.
Pi Tau Sigma; ASME; SAE; Tau Beta 
Pi.
WALLACH, DANIEL L. CHEM ENG 
Eureka, Mo.
lAChE; Alpha Chi Sigma.
WARD, JOSEPH R. MET ENG
Decatur, III.
MRHA-Pres., V.P.; AFS-Pres., V.P.; Met­
allurgy Society; GDI.
WASSILAK, JOHN R. ECONOMICS
Rolla, Mo.
WATSON, FORREST E. MECH ENG
Kirksville, Mo.
WATSON, JERRY K. ENG MGT
Des Moines, Iowa
WEBER, JAMES C. ENG MGT
St. Joseph, Mo.
ASME; SAE; Rugby Club; Missouri Min- 
er; Gamma Alpha Delta; American Man­
agement Society; Phi Kappa Theta. 
WEBBER,THOMAS AERO ENG
Creve Coeur, Mo.
Radio Club; AIAA; Liahona Fellowship; 
Tau Beta Pi.






WEIGAND, MICHAEL J. GEOL ENG
Omaha, Neb.
AIME; AEG.
WERNER,KENNETH W. ELECT ENG
Florissant, Mo.
lEEE-Treas.
WERTHMAN, JOHN P., Jr. ELECT ENG 
Kansas City, Mo.
UMR Radio Club.
WHITTEN, JAMES R. PSYCHOLOGY 
Rolla, Mo.
Pershing Rifles, Psychology Club Psych­
ology Society-Pres.
WICKERHAM, LAWRENCE COMP SCI 
DeSoto, Mo.
Wl LDHABER, RAY CHEMISTRY 
St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Chi Sigma; W.T. Schrenk Chemical 
Society; Mates; MRHA; Campus Club; 
Newman Club.
Wl LOT, CHARLES A. ELECT ENG
Washington, Mo.
IEEE.
WILLIAMS, JAMESC. ENG MGT
St. Louis, Mo.
Tau Kappa Epsilon-Sec., Rush Chrmn.; 
Alpha Phi Omega-Hist.; St. Pat's Board; 
Theta Tau.
WILLIAMS, JAMES H. COMP SCI
Farmington, Mo.
Sigma Pi Sigma; ACM; Student Union 
Board-Fine Arts Comm.
WILMARTH,TIMOTHY ELECT ENG 
Edwardsville, III.
Karate Club, Shamrock Club.
WILSON,STEPHEN E. COMP SCI
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Kappa Alpha; Rugby Club. 
WINKELMANN, JOHN ELECT ENG 
Beta Sigma Psi; Student Council; IEEE; 
Theta Tau-Corr. Sec.; Student Union 
Board of Directors; Board of Trustees- 
Campus Publications.
WINTERS, DAN COMP SCI
St. Louis, Mo.
Tech Club.
WISBROOK, GEORGE M„ Jr. METALL 
Edinburg, III.
Delta Sigma Phi;Glee Club; ASM. 
WOIRHAYE, RUSSELL L. ELECT ENG 
Independence, Mp.
GDI; Campus Club; Shamrock Club; 
KMSM; Radio Club-Pres., V.P., Sec. 
WOLLARD, JAMES D. ECONOMICS 
Rolla, Mo.
WOLLARD, M.ANDELA HISTORY 
Rolla, Mo.
WOOLSEY, DAVID E. CIVIL ENG 
Springfield, Mo.
ASCE.
WEINRICH, DENNIS CIVIL ENG
Hawk Point, Mo.
ASCE.
WETHINGTON, BOB CIVIL ENG
Rolla, Mo.
ASCE; AIME; AEG; C.L. Dake Geolog­
ical Society; Phi Kappa Theta. 
WISSMANN, HARRY CIVIL ENG
St. Louis, Mo.
Engineers Club-Pres.; ICC; Student Coun­
cil.
WOOD, NORMAN DOUGLASCIVIL ENG 
St. Louis, Mo.
Campus Club; ASCE.
WOODS, RAY B„ III CIVIL ENG
Bernie, Mo.
Delta Tau Delta; Chi Epsilon; Liahona 
Fellowship; Intercollegiate Knights; Intra­
mural Mgrs. Ass.-V.P., Treas.; ASCE.
*Y*
YANCEY. ROGER L. ELECT ENG
Jackson, Mo.
Prospectors Club; SAE; GDI; Dean's 
List; IEEE.
YOUNG, ROBERTStephen COMP SCI 
Kirksville, Mo.
Radio Club; ACM; Sigma Tau Gamma; 
Alpha Phi Omega.
*Z*
ZIEGLER, KENNETH J. CIVIL ENG 
Perryville, Mo.
ASCE; GDI; Campus Club. 
ZINSELMEIER, ALBERT ENG MGT 
St. Louis, Mo.






























Bachmann, David 245 
Bade, Eileen 257 
Bai, Woosoon 257 
Baker, Edwin 252,260 
Baldus, Mel 239 
Ballad, Robert 252,263 
Banks, Mike 263 
Barbaglia, Mike 256 
Barczewski, Dave 246 
Barger, Mike 232 
Barrnett, Edwin 255 
Barry, David 242,251 
Bartlett, Rich 239 
Bartnett, Tom 242 
Basel, Dana 245 
Bass, Don 243,250 
Bayer, Gerald 265 
Baz-Dresh, John 259 
Beale, John 262 
Bechmann, Diane 266 
Bechtold, Scott 251 
Beck, William 252,259 
Becker, Nancy 269 
Becker, Victor 238 
Beebe, Jack 265
Begley, Dave 255,264 
Behr, Doris 250 
Behr, Michael 242 
Belsky, Steve 239 
Benavidis, Francisco 229 
Bene, Don 239 
Bennett, Bill 238 
Benson, Robert 262,265 
Bergtholdt, Steve 242,247 
Berry, Dennis 232 
Besser, Ronald 261 
Biddle, Myron 228 
Biederman, Steve 239,246 
Billups, Frank 228 
Birk, R. Hank 250,255 
Birkeigler, Ken 262 
Black, William 240 
Blaine, John 256,263 
Blair, Charles 258 
Bland, Gary 238,259 
Blechle, David 262 
Blechle, William 262 
Bodman, Alan 263 
Boecker.Mark 250 
Boehm, Michael 256 
Bogue, Janet 243 
Bondi, Jim 245,246,264 
Borcherding, Don 250 
Borgmeyer, Marvin 252,259 
Bottom, Cary 267 
Bourne, Bill 252 
Bowie, Jim 232 
Boyd, Steve 256 
Bradshaw, Sam 239 
Brakensieh, Dan 254 
Brand, Charles 262 
Brandenburg, Don 240 
Bratovich, Matt 244,264 
Breckenridge, Dana 241 
Bremer, Wayne 267 
Briggs, Bonnie 235 
Briggs, Paul 235 
Brinkmann, Jon 235,250 
Brockgreiten, Bernard 258 
Brockmeier, Bill 230 
Brockmeier, Richard 240,258 
Brown, Bob 238,240,245 
Brown, Lyndell 232 
Brown, Mike 232 
Brown, Rich 241 
Brown, Sandy 268 
Brown, Steven 262 
Bruening, Jim 250,251 
Brugnara, Mike 253 
Brummet, Jeffery 246
Brune, Joan 266 
Brune, Ken 262,266 
Brunson, Michael 235,259 
Brunzell, Kent 235 
Buback, Dave 239 
Buchmann, David 235 
Bude, Ronald 245 
Buhrmester, Earl 252 
Burchfield, Carolyn 235,264,266 
Buston, Jan 255 
Butherus, David 253,263 










































Cotter, Judy 257 
Cottrell, Rick 235 
Court, Michael 246 
Cox, S.E. 255 
Cra-ford, David 254 
Crawford, Leon 239 
Cremeens, Charles 262 
Crowell, Mike 256,267 
Crutcher, Brad 256 
Cunningham, Bill 243,250 
Curry, Don 241 
Czeshin, Gary 245 
Czeshin, Joe 233
D
Daniels, Pat 266 
Daniells, Charles 253,266 
Davenport, Laura 267 
Davidson, Keith 245 
Davis, Robert 244,245 
Davis, Steve 239,264 
DeGood, John 255 
Delker, Dean 239 
Dempsey, Randy 232 
DeRiemer, Dan 261 
Dicken, Stanley 252 
Dickof, Frank 259 
Dickerson, Richard 250 
Dillender, Steve 234,250 

























Eaton, Raymond 250,251 
Ebbesmyer, David 266,267 
Edwards, Dennis 266,267 
Egbert, Bob 239 
Ehoi, Sam Nam 230 
Eleven, Darrell 243,250 
Elliot, John 239,245 
Ellis, F.R. 262 
Sllis, Mike 264 
El-Qullali, Abdulsalm 231 
Emery, Ed. 232,241,250 
Eppes, Kenneth 234 
Eppes, Steve 243,250 
Erickson, Adam 267 
Erlandson, Paul 238 
Ernest, William 235 
Erwin, Charles 239,245 
Escalera, Walter 229 
Estep, Stephen 266 
Eyberg, Carl 265 
Eyerman, Tom 263
F
Fadem, Craig 238,247,259 
Fadler, Ron 239,241,245 
Fahy, Mike 264 
Fail, Jim 254 
Farhadi, Mahmoud 230 
Farmer, Steve 241 
Feldmann, John 262 
Fennewald, Gary 239,259 
Fennwald, Mike 261 
Fillenger, Charles 262 
Fitzgerald, Mike 255 
Flaminio, Chuck 242 
Flemm, Lester 240 
Fletcher, Scott 245 
Foege, Mark 264 
Forbes, John 232 
Ford, Leland 239 
Foster, Joel 242,245 
Frake, Terry 239,245 
Francis, David 251 
Frazier, Barb 268 
Fronabarger, Allen 263 
Fugitt, Deborah 240,242,250 
Fulks, Cathy 232 
Fulks, Mark 258
Fuller, Charles 240,243,250,253 









Garrison, Jane 235,251 
Garrison, Stephen 264 
Gastriech, Kent 264 
Gatrost, Archie 235,245 
George, Scott 263 
George, William 260 
Gharakhanian, Hrair 230 
Giles, William 259 
Gineter, Loren 254 
Gioia, Carl 258 
Gloff, Richard 233 
Glos, George 264 
Glotfelty, Merrily 265 
Goldammer, Steve 260 
Goldstone, Graig 244 
Goodman, Rodger 232,250 
Gpay, Mike 255 
Grana, Dominic 254,256 
Graves, Paula 263 
Gredell, Eric 245 
Grotefendt, Rande 243,250 
Grundy, Elton 228 
Guhse, E.J. 228 
Gulley, George 257 
Gulley, Sandy 257 
Gundy, Doug 241,260
H
Hass, Tony 263 
Habegger, Ronald 235 
Hadley, Sue 266 
Hafner, Craig 252 
Hahn, YuBong 230 
Haley, John 242,247 
Halil, Leon 257 
Hall, Pennye 257,257 
Hamilton, David 232 
Hamilton, Ken 247 
Hammond, Steve 232 
Hanke, Bret 253,256 
Hardwick, Cheryl 266 
Harms, Berry 262 
Harris, Dennis 260 
Harrison, Diana 251,266 
Harrison, Dwayne 262 
Hart, Marsha 265 
Hartle, Arthur 262 
Hasselfield, Randy 239,244,245 
Havens, Vance 243,245,250,258 
Hawkins, Frank 250 
Hawthorne, Bill 235,263 
Hawthorne, Mark 253 
Heatherly, Doug 260 
Hellwege, Dick 246 
Hellwege, Jim 242 
Hemenover, Donny 246 
Hemming, Paul 256 
Henbst, Rich 256 
Henson, Ed 267 
Herbold, James 266
Heseman, Calvin 239 
Higdon, Bill 245,260 
Higgins, Art 232 
Hill, Rita 232 
Hillhouse, Charles 259 
Ho, Vivian 228 
Hobbs, Marsha 269 
Hofer, Janet 257 
Hofer, John 257 
Hoffman, Don 240 
Hoffman, Richard 234,264 
Holland, Overmeyer 239 
Holliday, Robert 240 
Hollrah, Tony 242 
Holt, Lou 263 
Holt, Michael 238,245,264 
Hopkins, Joe 250 
Hopwood, Alison 232 
Horstmann, Paul 240 
Houdshell, Dale 239,263 
Howell, Jon 238,267 
Howell, Stan 264 
Howell, Susan 250 
Huckroth, Mark 244 
Hudson, Paula 265 
Hunsel, Chuck 264 
Hunsicker, James 247,264 
Hurst, L.R. 255 
Hurst, Mike 244 
Hussein, Hussein 231 
Hwang, Jinn=wen 228 
Hyun, Yoonki 230
lllian, Don 230 
I wan, Deann 260
J
Jackson, George 243 
Jacobs, Jim 250 
Jacquay, Steve 259 
James, Delores 250,260 
Jeff, Jim 239 
Jenkins, Larry 241,260 
Jesse, Hugh 257,261 
Jesse, Rita 257 
Johney, Gary 264 
Johnnes, Randy 233 
Johnson, James 265 
Johnson, Jerry 231,263 
Jones, Alan 264 
Jones, Charles 255 
Jones, Jim 235 
Jones, Kathy 257 
Jones, R.L. 261 
Jones, Robert 261 
Jordon, Wayne 232,233 
Jung, Richard 233,243,250
K
Kahle, Thomas 264 
Kaiser, Mark 267 
Kang, Min-Ho 230 
Kaplan, Alard 244,247 
Karably, Louis 264 
Karhuse, Richard 240 
Kassing, Mark 242,246 
Kasten, Rob 250 
Kawang, Liou 241 
Keating, John 254 
Kehr, Bill 240 
Keil.Tom 239 
Kerns, Randy 244,246,263 
Keller, Jack 232 
Kelly, Marge 267 
Kess, Richard 238,245,259 
Kessler, Bob 267 
Kessler, Bruce 239 
Key, Sue 268 
Khlil, Basher 260 
Kinder, Stephen 267 
King, Michael 252 
Kistler, Stanley 247 
Klein, Robert 262 
Kleinert, Andrew 238 
Kling, Rich 254 
Klopler, Danny 232 
Knotts, Karen 257 
Knuth, Doug 239 
Koblinski, Rich 256 
Koehlinger, Anne 235,251 















Kuo, Robert Liang-Hsinng 228
L
LaFoone, Pam 266 
Lakebrink, Steve 228,240 
LaLang, Randy 242 
Lam, Fong-Ting 228,240 
Lam, Tung-Ting 228 
Lambeth, David 242,245,262,266 





































Mabie, Ed 242, 245 
Mackey, Gary 253,263 
Maddux, Larry 259 
Maddy, Steven 255 
Mahmoud, Ahmend 231 
Majmudar, D.R. 229 
Mangoff, John 250 
Maples, Pat 257 
Marhaus, Gail 257 
Marhaus, Kurt 257,267,262 
Marklin, Larry 255,264 
Markunas, Tony 265 
Martin, Ronald 256 
Mason, Wynette 233,251 
McClain, Greg 228 
McClure, Dave 235 
McCommis, William 245,264 
McCormick, James 260 
McCoy, Manes 244,245 
McDonald, John 235 
McDonald, Mike 239 
McElhiney, Daniel 234 
McElyea.Tom 262 
McFerron, Gordon 245 
McGhee, Bob 232,250
McGinty, Charley 242,242,245 
McGranahan, William 241,251 
McGruder, Gary 267 
Mclntire, Melvin 229 
McMinn, Janet 234 
McMurphy, Danny 263 
McVeigh, Steve 245 
Means, William 250 
Meir, Dave 260 
Meir, Tony 256 
Merciel, Jim 243,250,258 
Merry, Larry 239 
Mertens, Dale 253 
Mertz, Denny 245 
Meyer, Cecilia 238,259 
Meyers, Elaine 257 
Miano, Michael 261,263 
Midden, Cathy 267 
Mienhimer, Terry 267 
Miesner, Thomas 233 
Miller, Janet 266 
Millsap, Steve 262 
Mirdamadi, Frank 265 
Minchella, Frank 256 
Minden, Frank 238,258,265 
Ming, Wang-Yar 228 
Minich, Becky 243,250 
Mitchell, Bruce 240,264 
Mitchell, David 265 
Mitchell, Sam 250 
Moder, Michael 266 
Monzon, Pam 251,265 
Moore, Darryl 228,242,246,246 
Moore, Easy 246 
Morris, Guy 253 
Motherwell, Jonathan 262 
Mount, William 259 
Mueller, Kent 246 
Mueller, Mark 254 
Mueller, Rip O. 245,247 
Muenks, Michael 261 
Murch, Richard 244,264 
Murphy, Broan 242 
Murray, Ron 252 
Murrell, Paul 245 
Myers, Kenneth 245,262
N
Naas, Alan 239,262 
Naas, Linda 257 
Nalick, Rick 260 
Nash, Zebulun 228 
Nau, Dana 240,243,250 
Neutzling, Gary 239 
Mickell, Dennis 262 
Nickles, Jayma 251 
Nili, Abdol Ali 230 
Noel, Dale 238 
Noel, Tommy 228 
Noort, Mojie 230
North, Jack 255 
Nuelle, Larry 253,263
O
Ochea, Juan 229 
Oader, Kate 267 
O'Hern, Dick 238 
Older, Cliff 263 
Oleksiw, Gary 239 
Oliver, Bud 256 
Oliver, John 264 
Olson, E.C. 258 
Onstad, Jerolun 259,266 
O'Rourke, Eileen 266 
Osborn, Robery 246 
Ott, Jim, 251,252,264
P
Pace, Mike 263 
Pagano,Sal 242,246 
Palishch, Lynne 251 
Pariani, Gary 242,246 
Park, Duk-Won 230 
Patel, Archibald 229 
Patrick, William 228 
Pattiz, Perry 245,247 
Pauther, James 264 
Pearson, Jim 246 
Peatross, Robert 264 
Pepper, John 241,242,247 
Peppers, Steve 244 
Perez, Howard 252 
Peter, John 264 
Peterson, Doug 259 
Peterson, John 250 
Peterson, Mitchell 264 
Pfanschmidt, Mike 253 
Pfister, Sharon 235 
Phillips, Dar-ld 261 
Phillips, Jack 246,256,267 
Phillips, Rodger 261,262 
Phipps, John 265 
Pickell, Mike 233,235,262 
Pijut, Pat 266 
Pike, Robert 259 
Pitt, Sid 244 
Pitt, Dale 245,258 
Poe, Earl 262 
Poertner, Patricia 235 
Polakowski, David 262 
Polette, Paula 234 
Potter, Pam 251 
Pottinger, Linda 257 
Potts, Eric 245 
Powers, John 253 
Powell, Douglas 254 
Praful, Desai 266 
Priester, Kurt 255 
Prigatail, John 239
Prod, Harry 245 
Prokopchuck, Jim 247 
Prouty, Dave 244,247 
Puettman, Dave 242
Q
Qualls, John 266 
Qwddumi, A. 231 
Queathem, Robert 262 
Quinlisk, Richard M. 242,262
R
Rabodeux, James 251 
Raiff, Charles 239,264 
Rajkarne, D. 229 
Randall, Harvey 264 
Randolph, Don 250 
Ranek, Bill 235 
Rayfield, Bradley 252 
Rector, Steve 241,260 
Reed, Tom 250 
Reel, Dana 236,252 
Regan, Michael 246 
Reifel, Allan 245,262 
Reifel, Janet 257 
Reineke, David 242,245 
Reineke, Dennis 236 
Reineke, Jayce 257 
Remley, Rick 246 
Reynolds, Robert 253 
Rice, David 234 
Rice, Don 234,241 
Rice, Robert 245,258 
Rich, Jerry 231,243,250 
Richter, Mike 262 
Rilovick, J.S. 239 
Ripley, Bob 265 
Rissell, Mike 267 
Roach, Bob 244,247 
Robbins, Steve 235 
Roberson, Michael 252 
Robertson, Steve 242 
Robinson, James 254 
Rodger, Guy 266 
Rodick, Steve 235 
Rohr, Janice 234 
Rois, Rosemary 234,266 
Rolufs, Pat 232 
Rose, Jack 241 
Rosenfeld, John 254 
Ross, Glenn 242,245 
Rushing, Dave 250 
Ruth, Steve 234 
Rutsch, Albert 253 
Rutsch, Joseph 254 
Rutsch, Mike 253 
Ryan, Patrice 251
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sSalcedo, Daniel 229 
Sallas, John 245 
Samra, B.S. 229 
Sanders, Marion 264 
Sanders, Ray 235 
Sandhaus, Cindy 269 
Sandrow, Jerry 264 
Sansoucie, Larry 240,247,260 
Santucci, Ceasar J. 239 
Sarchet, Melanie 251 
Saud, Adel N. 231 
Scanlon, Bob 238,242 
Scarff, Edward 250,251 
Schaefer, Robert 233 
Schaefermeyer, Rich 259 
Schalk, Robert 245 
Schankman, Mark 247 
Scheibel.Torn 266 
Schenke, Karl 256,267 
Scheppers, David 250 
Scherrer, Scott 252 
Schippers, Rich 233 
Schmidt, Bill 255 
Schmidt, Fred 250 
Schmoldt, Hans 242,246,147 
Schmuke, John 254,259 
Schob, Tom 241,242 
Schockley, Bonnita 263 
Shroer, Doug 265 
Schubert, Dennis 240,245,258 
Schuler, David 251 
Schwartz, David 258 
Schweizer, Fred 238 
Scott, Ernest 257 
Scott, Mary 257 
Sechrest, Rodger 235,267 
Seifert, Rich 252,264 
Senne, Jill 230 
Sequida, Frederico 229 
Shackles, Peggy 240 
Shah, B.M.229 
Shepard, William 245 
Sheridan, Lynn 232,267,269 
Sherrick, Steve 267 
Sherwood, Gregory 239 
Shili, Mohammed Ali 231,250 
Shucart, John 242 
Sieber, Mary Lee 234 
Silies, Les 256 
Sinn, Larry 243,250 










































Tacchi, Ken 238 
Tang, Kim 242 
Tate, Ralph 262 
Taylor, Alan 228 
Taylor, Don 240
Taylor, Michael 242,244,245,266 
Taylor, Rodger 246,256 
Taxman, Ian 250 
Tevlin, Linda 234,251,266 
Thatcher, Dave 255 
Thebeau, Pam 234 
Theis, Steve 246,247 
Thomas, Steven 235
Thompson, David 234 
Thomure, Randy 251 
Tibbits, Dean 233 
Tibbits, Mike 238,245,259 
Tibbits, Pat 238 
Tibbs, Nicholas 253,263 
Toch, Maximilian 241 
Tolani, S.K. 229 
Toth, Bob 266 
Toth, Deborah 257 
Toth, Joseph 264 












Vance, Clark 250 
Varwig, Jim 239,245 
Velasquez, Eleazar 241 
Velez, Francisco 229 
Velez, Maria Cecilia 229 
Virgin, Bob 245 
Volgelpohl, Dave 239 






Walker, Mary Ann 232
Walker, Steve 232,238,245,259
Wang, Josephine 228










Werner, Kenneth 264 
West, Kevin 245 
West, Marsha 251 
Wethington, Bob 259,262 
Wetterhoff, David 234 
Weyhaupt, Gil 258 
Whiles, Lillian 257 
Whitney, Mark 264 
Whitten, Rick 264 
Wibbenmeyer, Dale 243 
Wichard, Margaret 266 
Wiese, Fredrick 234 
Wiese, Miriam 234 
Wiesehan, John 245 
Wildhaber, Ray 238 
Wildschuetz, Carl 235 
Wildschuetz, Bob 235 
Wilks, Ronald 228 
William, Dennis 253 
Williams, Bill 253 
Williams, Bruce 256 
Williams, Dale 256 
Williams, Greg 253 
Williams, Jim 242 
Williams, Mike 265 
Williams, Robert 246 
Wilmarth, Tim 253 
Wilson, Willis 256,262 
Winfield, Scott 240 
Winkelman, Ray 246 
Winnie, Harold 256 
Wood, Dennis 262 
Wood, Doug 262 
Woods, Gary 235 
Wrobleski, Jim 267 
Wunning, Steve 238
Yates, Frank 235,262 
Yoon, Kyoung Jin 230 
Young, Dennis 235 
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Charlie Laderoute deserves most of the credit for the 
completion of this yearbook. He spent many June and 
July afternoons in the darkroom taking care of “final 
touches". He also helped complete the sports section 
and living units section. Bob Brennecke had over one 
hundred pages of the most difficult sections of this book, 
People, Activities, and Academics. Carol Langemach, 
editor of the organizations section, holds the distinction 
of being the only editor to meet her deadline. Craig 
Korkoian helped with the sports section as well as editing 
the seniors section. Reggie Rowe edited the queens section 
and took many of the pictures in this book. Dave Barc- 
zewski took care of the financial activities necessary for 
the publication of the ROLLAMO. Tom DePauw deserves 
credit for the many hours that he spent making sure that 
there was adequate photographic coverage of all UMR 
activities. Pictures are the most important part of this 
yearbook and the ROLLAMO photographers did a great 
job.
I would like to thank the ROLLAMO staff for their 
much needed help and enthusiasm. They helped with 
the distribution of the 1971 ROLLAMO, typing, layouts, 
and completion of the student index. I would also like to 
thank Bill Juedemann for designing the cover and Paul 
Coram for his continued help despite the fact that only 
one deadline was met. Most of all I would like to thank 
Lance Williams for the encouragement that he provided as 
our advisor, for remembering things that I'd forget, and 
for his constant support throughout the year.
Editing the 1972 ROLLAMO has been a very rewarding 
experience. I am extremely grateful to the UMR student 
body for making it all worthwhile.
Mike Zirkle
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